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Abstract

Mathematical modelling is a process in which individuals use mathematics actively in real and meaningful
contexts. Dealing with real problems, issues or contexts mathematically important and relevant aspects can
be identified, realised and implemented. This approach – starting from the concrete problem – makes mathematical concepts, tools and processes more comprehensible and understandable. In the last decades the
topic of mathematical modelling in mathematics education has been discussed exhaustively within science.
As a guest editors for MSEL, we report here on mathematical modelling in German speaking countries
based on school practice examples or on project related perspectives.
La modelización matemática es un proceso en el que los individuos utilizan activamente las matemáticas
en contextos reales y significativos. Partiendo de problemas, cuestiones o contextos reales se pueden identificar, realizar y aplicar aspectos matemáticamente importantes y relevantes. Este enfoque, que parte del
problema concreto, hace que los conceptos, las herramientas y los procesos matemáticos sean más comprensibles. En las últimas décadas, el tema de la modelización matemática en la educación matemática
se ha debatido exhaustivamente dentro de la ciencia. Como editores invitados de MSEL, presentamos en
este número una perspectiva de la modelización matemática en los paı́ses de habla alemana, basándonos
en ejemplos de prácticas escolares o en perspectivas relacionadas con proyectos.
Keywords: Mathematical modelling, mathematics education, mathematical concepts, tools and processes, school
practice, German speaking.
Palabras clave: Modelización matemática, educación matemática, conceptos, herramientas y procesos matemáticos, práctica escolar, habla alemana.
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1.

Mathematical Modelling: A German perspective

Mathematical modelling is a process in which individuals use mathematics actively in real
and meaningful contexts. Dealing with real problems, issues or contexts mathematically important and relevant aspects can be identified, realised and implemented (cf. Bruder, 2001).
This approach – starting from the concrete problem – makes mathematical concepts, tools
and processes more comprehensible and understandable. Blomhøj and Højgaard Jensen (2003,
p. 126) summarise this as follows: “By mathematical modelling [...] we mean being able to
autonomously and insightfully carry through all aspects of a mathematical modelling process
in a certain context. In mathematical modelling (in class) the focus of attention is on the
students’ concrete experience”. The parameters mentioned in the problem must be ordered
(several times), summarised or delimited against each other, so that ultimately a valid model
is created which should be compared with the real situation by validation. In secondary school
lessons it is also possible that real situations are considered and taken up which initially seem to
have no mathematical content at all or in which mathematics initially plays a rather minor role.
By appropriate considerations and preparations in the field of subject didactics they become
accessible for teaching. In the process of modelling mathematical models should be meaningfully
expanded, reflected upon and confined from one another. In addition, these models should be
constructed as independently as possible and their results should be compared and related to
the real situations which are described in the initial problem formulation. According to Winter
(1995, p. 37) in mathematics education students should
1. perceive and understand phenomena of the world around us, which concern or should
concern us all, from nature, society and culture, in a specific way (G1)
2. get to know and understand mathematical objects and facts, represented in language,
symbols, pictures and formula, as intellectual creations, as a deductively ordered world of
its own kind (G2)
3. acquire problem-solving skills that go beyond mathematics (heuristic skills) in dealing with
tasks (G3).
In the last decades the topic of mathematical modelling in mathematics education has been
discussed exhaustively within science. Guest editorships of important journals in mathematics education at Educational Studies (Kaiser & Schukaljov, 2022), Mathematics Teaching and
Learning (Kaiser, Schukajlow & Stillman, 2022) or Quadrante (Carreira & Blum, 2021a &
2021b) show that this exciting topic can be investigated from different perspectives and foci.
We are very pleased that we were invited to be guest editors for MSEL, and the desired topic
– to report on mathematical modelling in German speaking countries based on school practice
examples or on project related perspectives – appealed to us immediately, and we very quickly
decided to accept this invitation. All the projects presented in this issue have already been
used in school, i.e. they proved to be suitable for teaching practice. This does not release the
responsible teacher from the obligation to become familiar with the topic, but the contributions
of this issue can facilitate the start of project practice. It is obvious that mathematics is by
no means a “spectator sport”. On the contrary – the projects presented motivate learners and
give a valuable insight into the world of mathematics.
The articles which can be found in this special issue are characterized in short as follows:
Ableitinger and Humenberger describe their experiences and reflections concerning a seminar for student teachers at the University of Vienna. On the one hand student teachers
ISSN 1988-3145
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themselves should gain experience in modelling, on the other hand they should get first
experiences to create modelling problems for students at school and to supervise their
modelling processes during a modelling activity at school.
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Bracke and Capraro focus in their paper on different possibilities to answer the question of
automatically creating a choreography for musical fountains using mathematical modelling.
In the article different variants are described, supplemented by experiences from practice
and extension possibilities are pointed out.
The paper of Dorner shows how to prepare students for planning to raise a loan by modelling amortization schedules with random interest rates. It examines parts of a learning
environment that focuses on mathematical modelling and financial literacy, published earlier by Dorner. After some theoretical considerations concerning mathematical modelling
and financial literacy two worksheets are presented which deal with influences of the interest rate on the repayment of loans.
Durandt, Blum and Lindl report on a mathematical modelling unit specifically developed
for first-year engineering students in South Africa. The main idea with the unit was to
foster students’ mathematical modelling competence.
Hattebuhr and Frank emphasize that it is important to understand the mathematical
models behind climate predictions in order to be able to keep up and evaluate public,
political or scientific statements They present a simple model of the Earth’s energy budget developed by high school students themselves during a project week and show how
this mathematically challenging question can be didactically reduced in such a way that
students can deal with these kind of models independently without having been taught
the theoretical background.
The paper of Kiehl shows a possibility of supporting gifted students by an annual autumn
school. Students are invited for one week, to participate in working in groups on realistic
problems, which first need to be transformed into mathematics and then be solved by
mathematical analyzation and numerical approximation and implementation by the help
of technology.
Ostkirchen and Greefrath point out that heterogeneity can be taken into account in the
classroom by using self-differentiating tasks. Therefore, from the point of view of mathematics didactics, modelling tasks are of particular interest in this regard. The paper focuses
on a case study concerning the heterogeneity dimension of mathematical achievement and
modelling competence of 15-year-old students.
The paper of Schönbrodt, Wohak and Frank presents a concept for the development and
implementation of modelling activities – which could especially be fruitful in times of
homeschooling and distance learning.
Vorhölter and Freiwald introduce a project of the Hamburg Modelling Days in detail. They
describe how students gain experience in working on modelling problems and in acquiring
modelling competencies especially by supervision.
In the paper of Vorhölter and Haier the authors present the perspective of teachers, who
have been participating in modelling activities for several years. Furthermore, they report
on the opportunities but also on the difficulties of participation. Supplementary research
is reported from another group of students regarding their participation in the modelling
days.
@MSEL
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Abstract

In this article we primarily want to share our experiences and reflections concerning a special course
at the University of Vienna (see chapter 2). The topic of this seminar was “modelling and modelling
problems”and the aim was twofold: On the one hand student teachers themselves should gain experience
in working on a modelling problem (small groups of 3-5 persons), on the other hand they should get
first experiences to create modelling problems for students at school (grade 8-11) and to supervise their
modelling processes during a modelling day at school. These skills are crucial for prospective teachers if
they should implement the idea of “modelling”later in their professional life as teachers in classroom. In
order to make clear our personal view on modelling and modelling problems (What are proper modelling
problems? What is the difference between modelling problems and dressed-up word problems? Etc.) –which
is necessary to properly understand Section 2 –we first outline our corresponding approach in Section 1.
En este artı́culo queremos compartir principalmente nuestras experiencias y reflexiones sobre un curso
especial en la Universidad de Viena (véase el capı́tulo 2). El tema de este seminario era “modelización
y problemas de modelización”y el objetivo era doble: Por un lado, los propios estudiantes de magisterio
debı́an adquirir experiencia en el trabajo con un problema de modelización (en pequeños grupos de 3 a 5
personas), y por otro lado, debı́an obtener las primeras experiencias para crear problemas de modelización
para los alumnos de la escuela (grado 8 - 11) y supervisar sus procesos de modelización durante una
jornada de modelización en la escuela. Estas habilidades son cruciales para los futuros profesores si
deben implementar la idea de “modelado”más adelante en su vida profesional como profesores en el aula.
Para dejar clara nuestra opinión personal sobre la modelización y los problemas de modelización (¿Qué
son los problemas de modelización propiamente dichos? ¿Cuál es la diferencia entre los problemas de
modelización y los problemas de palabras disfrazados? etc.) – que es necesario para entender bien la
Sección 2 –, primero esbozamos nuestro correspondiente enfoque en la Sección 1.
Keywords: Mathematical modelling, mathematics education, mathematical concepts, tools and processes, school
practice, German speaking.
Palabras clave: Modelización matemática, educación matemática, conceptos, herramientas y procesos matemáticos, práctica escolar, habla alemana.
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The topic connections to real life in mathematics teaching has been important within the
German-speaking community of mathematics education for many decades, and slowly, it has
been arriving in actual classroom teaching as well. The so-called ISTRON group, for example,
has existed since 1990, and it has published a series (from 1993 to 2019 there have been 24
volumes) containing specific lesson plans and other (including theoretical, more scientific) essays on the topics of connections to real life in mathematics teaching or Modelling. After all,
connections to reality and modelling problems are important for classroom teaching:
1. Mathematics can be useful for the world outside mathematics, including one’s
own (individual), as well as more general (societal) circumstances: mathematics
−→ reality. In this sense, we are mostly talking about a rational approach to “nonmathematical situations”(in everyday life, at work, etc.) – in the one case, to one’s own
benefit, or, in the case of leaders and decision makers, for society at large (the ability to
analyse situations outside mathematics as a basis for choices that have to be made).
2. The world outside mathematics can enrich and facilitate mathematics and
its teaching: reality −→ mathematics (teaching). This mainly concerns the ways in
which facilitation of mathematical learning can be achieved by using connections to reality
(motivation, understanding, retention, meaning, etc.).
In the following, we will lay out our understanding of dressed-up word problems versus
modelling problems (see Niss/Blum 2020).
In German speaking countries the traditional way of “applying”mathematics in the classroom
has been the so-called “Sachrechnen”(the word is roughly to be translated as “matter/object
calculation”), which includes calculations involving measures and weights as well as calculations
of percentages, interests and “the rule of three”. In this approach, the “real-life”situations are,
in fact, artificially constructed and not very near to reality. The problem itself or its solution
are not actually central to the consideration, they are just a verbal/textual ”costume”of a
formula or a certain calculus1 (hence the name “dressed-up”word problems), designed to fit the
mathematics currently taught in that class (this is the primary focus!). A bit exaggerated: In
order to have some variety when practicing a certain calculus, exercise problems are re-written
(dressed-up) as texts. This dressing-up of mathematics in texts is an old tradition–documents
from sources as early as the Babylonians or Arabs contain such exercises, as mental challenges or
for the entertainment of the readers.Most of these “word problems”are not specifically focused
on making the presented real-life problem the object of the learning process, on showing, by
way of example, that and how mathematics can play an essential role in authentic and realistic
situations (which is what real applications or modelling would ideally strive for). Instead, the
goal is to
translate into the language of mathematics (= “undressing”the exercise previously dressedup by the authors) while not focusing on questions of meaning and realism (even though
vom Hofe et al. (2006) underline the importance of mental models, so called ‘Grundvorstellungen’, which carry the meaning of mathematical notions and procedures in these
translation processes).
practice mathematical concepts and procedures.
1 An example would be “Textgleichungen”– text equations such as “Charlotte is now twice as old as her currently 60-year-old
mother was when Charlotte was born.”
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Figure 1 – Dressed-up word problem on the topic of Pythagoras (SINUS programme, Hessen 2002, from a lecture
by W. Blum).

These objectives should certainly be warranted in mathematics teaching and thus, at times,
one may very well use a not-quite authentic, not-quite true-to-life, not-quite realistic problem
which the students otherwise would not be confronted with. But caution is advised, however,
this approach must not go too far.
An extreme example: The ranch of an American cattle farmer is shaped like a regular
hexagon with specified side length a. What is the side length of the neighbour’s ranch, which is
equal in area and shaped like a regular pentagon? This is definitely overdone! – a harmful fake
application. At best, such tasks should be used as brainteasers. However, it must not happen
to misuse them as feigned realistic modelling tasks!In the following, we state conditions under
which, according to our judgment, “dressed-up word problems”are regarded as valuable:
The exercises are set in a sensible context (no harmful pseudo applications, the context
should be at least plausible and not too far-fetched – of course, drawing this line is always
subjective and therefore variable).
Honest communication regarding the exercises: Admitting that they are, in fact, “just
dressed-up”exercises for translation and practice purposes – as opposed to authentic questions or problems that we might encounter and be interested in for their solutions.
The connections to reality cannot be restricted to the work on dressed-up word problems,
i.e. there should also be more realistic and authentic problems (see e.g. Niss/Blum 2020
or Vos 2011) to be dealt with, so that students can experience: “Mathematics helps with
problems”.
We consider dressed-up word problems which meet the above conditions important to classroom teaching as they constitute a crucial aspect of mathematics and its teaching. But the
orientation towards applications in mathematics teaching in classroom cannot be limited to
solving some dressed-up word problems (see e.g. Blum/Niss 1991) every now and then. By
being confronted with authentic (not too complex) situations, students should also frequently
experience that mathematics is useful when analysing, describing and solving problems in authentic situations that might actually happen to a person. If this is the case, we speak of
modelling: The situation is at the centre of interest, not the practice of some procedure for
which we assign some quickly translatable word problems that students have to deal with. This
means that this has virtually nothing to do with practicing some concepts or procedures, since
in many cases, it is unclear at the beginning, which kind of mathematics will play a role. The
following example should illustrate the difference between a dressed-up word problem and a
modelling problem in a concise manner: Figure 1 shows a short dressed-up word problem on
the topic of Pythagoras. Here, everything is clear and straightforward, so that one has to (is
expected to) use the Pythagorean theorem once and thus “practice”it.
@MSEL
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Figure 2 – Modelling problem (Holzäpfel/Leiß2014).

Of course, the task in Figure 2 also concerns the Pythagorean theorem, but at first, it is
not that obvious: The significant sketch of the right triangle is not given. Also, some additional
assumptions have to be made (→ Idealising: turning capacity of the ladder; suitability of the
terrain; which side of the vehicle will be facing the building? etc.), there is superfluous information (→ Structuring), making it necessary to consider what is actually needed for a solution.
Then one can mathematise (translate into a mathematical/geometric model: Pythagoras) and,
as a next step, perform calculations (i.e. arrive at the mathematical solution). Finally, the solution has to be interpreted and possibly validated. All of these are actions that are described in
many cycles of modelling (e.g. Schupp 1988, Blum/Leiß2005 and some others). They may differ
in some details, but all have in common that it is necessary to distinguish between reality and
mathematics, and that processes of translation between these two worlds have to take place
(mathematising, interpreting). As a modelling problem, this problem should not necessarily
be used at the time when Pythagoras is discussed in class, since it is precisely not the point
of this task to practice the theorem. To summarize: In the case of dressed-up word problems
the mathematics defines the context (one uses contexts in order to practice specific mathematic contents), while with modelling problems, the authentic context defines the mathematics
(which does not necessarily have to go hand in hand with the domain currently discussed).
After describing our notion of modelling and our understanding of modelling problems, we are
now prepared to present the conception of a university seminar concerning the work on modelling problems at school and university level. Its aim is to interweave pre-service teachers’ own
modelling activities with their role as coaches for students’ modelling activities at school.

2.

A seminar on Modelling at the University of Vienna

For many years we (usually, together) have conducted a seminar on the topic of Modelling
with student teachers of mathematics. This seminar is not a mandatory subject for students2 but
2 At times, this paper talks about both adult students at university and younger students in school. Usually, the context makes
clear which one is meant. When ambiguity could arise, we refer to them as student teachers and school students, respectively.
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an elective one within a module. It has two pillars (goals): On the one hand, the students spend
the whole semester working in groups (of 3-5, ideally 4) on rather complex modelling problems,
thus gaining experience of their own in modelling. The results have to be demonstrated in a
final presentation and handed in as a comprehensive seminar paper. On the other hand, the
participants should also take on the role of teachers who accompany school students as they
work on modelling problems. For this purpose, the student teachers develop problems which
can be used at a modelling day at a school. After final selection and editing by ourselves, these
become the basis for an actual modelling day at a local school. The year levels taking part
vary considerably, in most cases, we worked with students of grades 9-11, but we have also had
younger students (from grades 6, 7 or 8). Naturally, the information about the cooperating year
levels was communicated to the student teachers beforehand, so that their modelling problems
could be adapted accordingly.
Prior to the modelling day, the student teachers received instructions about how they should
act when mentoring the school students while they work on the problems and what they should
be considering (see Section 3.2 and Section 3.3; each student teacher is mentoring one group of
school students at the modelling day). At the end-of-day reflection, the student teachers always
report that it was an experience they valued, meaning that they learnt a lot which could be
useful for their future (teaching practice).
Two of the modelling problems for school students essentially designed by student teachers
are described in Section 3.1, now we present two problems we have used (multiple times) as
problems to be solved by the student teachers. Doing so, we want to demonstrate with concrete
examples, which kinds of problems our student teachers work on during the seminar.
2.1.

The optimal throw when playing darts

Statement of task:
Darts has many variations of the game. The usual one starts with all players having 301
or 501 points. Each round, every player throws three darts and the achieved number of points
is subtracted from the player’s score. The goal is to reach exactly 0 points. In the beginning,
one should therefore try to score as many points a possible. This beginning of the game is the
situation we discuss now.
Since, at least for the untrained hobby player, it is not possible to hit exactly the point that
was aimed at, the following question arises: Which region should a player aim at in order to
score as many points as possible?
The Bull’s Eye is quite small! Maybe one should rather aim for the 20– but there looms the
1! Or should we aim somewhere completely different?
Solution approaches:
1. Add weighted values from directly adjacent sectors. A very easy option would be to calculate using a throw precision that is good enough to hit either the target (hit probability p)
or at least one of the directly adjacent sectors (hit probability (1−p)
each). For example, if
2
one is aiming at the 20 sector, it’s possible to land in the neighbouring sectors 1 or 5. Thus,
the expected value in this case is µ = 20p + (1−p)
+ 5 (1−p)
= 20p + 3(1 − p) = 3 + 17p. This
2
2
calculation would have to be performed for each of the twenty sectors in order to compare
and determine the sector for which the expected value (depending on p) is highest.This
solution strategy takes neither double and triple sectors, the bulls eye, or the question
about which point within a sector one should aim at, into consideration, nor does it deal
@MSEL
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Figure 3 – Dartboard with point values and special areas (Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Dartboard.svg).

with the fact that the sectors become smaller as they approach the centre, which increases
the probability of hitting not directly adjacent sectors.
2. Add weighted values from parts of adjacent sectors (proportional to their size). The model
becomes somewhat more precise when one applies the idea described above not to entire
sectors, but to parts of sectors. Aiming at the Triple-20-sector, for example, one should
assign positive hit probabilities (e.g. proportional to their area) to directly or diagonally
adjacent sector parts (Single-20, Single 5, Triple-5, Single-1, Triple-1).
3. Lay circles over a sort of discretised dartboard. First, one places a chequered grid on the
dartboard (see Fig. 4 on the left, arbitrarily small grid distance) and assigns each small
square its respective point value. Then a circle is placed on this grid, such that the centre
of the circle lies exactly on the point that is aimed at and all point values within the circle
are added up (see Fig. 4 in the middle). The smaller the radius of the circle, the higher the
assumed hit precision of the throwing player. This is done for various points to be aimed at,
and the resulting sums should be compared. Of course, this optimisation problem can be
solved using a computer, which moves the circle across the grid in pre-defined increments
and presents the sum of the point values inside the circle for each centre point. This can be
implemented in Excel, for example: The grid with the point values of the entire dartboard
is entered into a data sheet, the circle with all entries “1”or certain weights (see Fig. 4
middle and right) into a second data sheet. Finally, the sum of the cell-by-cell products
of the two data sheets is calculated. This gives the expected value of the points achieved
when aiming at the centre of the circle.
4. Two-dimensional normal distribution. This solution approach expands on the idea of 3.
by “moving”the density function f of the two-dimensional normal distribution across the
dartboard instead of a circle (see Fig. 5). The functional equation of f can be found in the
literature, for the expected value µ = (µx |µy ), the standard deviations ςx and ςy and the
correlation coefficient ρ = 0, it is:
ISSN 1988-3145
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Figure 4 – Discretised dartboard (left), implementation in Excel (middle), “1-circle” (right).

Figure 5 – Graph of the density function f of the two-dimensional normal distribution (Source: https://de.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Mehrdimensionale_Normalverteilung).

1
1
exp −
f (x, y) =
(2πςx ςy )
2

(x − µx )2
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!
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(y − µy )2
ςy2

!!
.

Why is this a proper problem?
The problem meets all the requirements for a good modelling problem. It allows solution
approaches of differing complexity and thus connects concepts from various mathematical domains (geometry, stochastics, analysis, discrete mathematics). Student teachers who work on
the problem usually procure a real dartboard immediately, in order to gain an intuitive sense for
the situation. This increases motivation and the relevance of the problem for the students. Of
course, the opportunity for gathering empirical data is offered here, which enables one to obtain
realistic values for the radius in approach 3 or the standard deviation in approach 4. Especially
in the case of these latter two solution approaches, the use of a computer (spreadsheets or CAS)
makes sense and allows applying and expanding technological competence. Additionally, the
scope of the problem can be modified: Students could, for example, also investigate the question of which initial throwing angle and which initial throwing velocity minimises the standard
deviations. Further ideas and solution strategies to this problem can be found in Bracke et al.
(2013, German language).
@MSEL
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Figure 6 – Sedimentation tank in a purification plant (https://www.bmlrt.gv.at/fotoservice/wasser/
abwasserwirtschaft/IKB_6205_bah.html, with kind permission of the BMLRT, Austria).

2.2.

Division of a sedimentation tank

Statement of task:
In the sedimentation tank of a purification plant, wastewater is clarified before being channelled into a river. Currently, about 6 m3 of wastewater are accumulated every day. The average
concentration of contaminants is c0 = 3, 06kg/m3 . Legal regulations determine that a maximum
of 4kg of contaminants may be released into the river per day. The clarification takes place via
controlled chemical and biological reactions during the water’s dwell time in the tank with the
dimensions L × W × H = 10m × 4m × 2m.
In order to describe the process of decomposition (without in-or outflow), 10 different series
of measurements M 1, . . . , M 10 were established, i.e. the relative concentration of contaminants
was measured after 20, 40, . . . , 400 hours (see Table 1, which contains not real, but “fictional”
data which could look similar in reality – “exponential decay”, cf. microbiology).
Problem: At the moment, the purification plant stays just within legal regulations during
long-term operations – how can this be reconstructed using a mathematical model? If the volume of wastewater was increased or the regulations were tightened, however, enormous difficulties
would arise, since an expansion of the tank would only be feasible under great costs and efforts
and thus practically cannot take place.
Statement of task:Experiments suggest that dividing the tank into multiple sub-basins would
lead to a decrease in contaminant concentration in the outward flow (see Fig. 7). The operating
company of the purification plant is thus highly interested in finding out whether this effect
can also be shown in a mathematical model it has to be attributed to measurement errors. In
the former case, the company would further like to determine how many divisions would result
in optimal values and where the separating walls should be positioned.
Solution approaches: First, students have to arrive at a model description of the process of
decay, e.g. by averaging of the 10 measurement series and recognising that approximately an
ISSN 1988-3145
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Time (h)
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400

M1
1.000
0.785
0.597
0.470
0.365
0.290
0.218
0.176
0.130
0.103
0.083
0.058
0.050
0.044
0.033
0.029
0.025
0.015
0.010
0.009
0.003

M2
1.000
0.775
0.605
0.471
0.357
0.274
0.217
0.170
0.142
0.101
0.080
0.066
0.046
0.033
0.027
0.023
0.020
0.019
0.015
0.012
0.009

M3
1.000
0.776
0.596
0.473
0.366
0.279
0.221
0.179
0.133
0.103
0.085
0.062
0.043
0.035
0.032
0.023
0.019
0.015
0.011
0.010
0.006

17
M4
1.000
0.778
0.608
0.475
0.361
0.285
0.215
0.175
0.132
0.103
0.086
0.053
0.048
0.033
0.023
0.025
0.016
0.012
0.011
0.006
0.004

M5
1.000
0.773
0.602
0.470
0.360
0.282
0.222
0.171
0.142
0.097
0.084
0.065
0.045
0.035
0.029
0.022
0.017
0.017
0.007
0.007
0.006

M6
1.000
0.780
0.605
0.469
0.358
0.286
0.225
0.164
0.126
0.102
0.080
0.058
0.046
0.037
0.025
0.024
0.018
0.017
0.014
0.013
0.005

M7
1.000
0.776
0.604
0.474
0.365
0.284
0.221
0.170
0.137
0.106
0.086
0.060
0.050
0.040
0.030
0.028
0.020
0.009
0.009
0.008
0.005

M8
1.000
0.768
0.600
0.474
0.362
0.293
0.212
0.168
0.134
0.108
0.078
0.060
0.053
0.037
0.032
0.027
0.019
0.018
0.014
0.004
0.003

M9
1.000
0.769
0.600
0.458
0.361
0.282
0.220
0.168
0.120
0.109
0.078
0.067
0.043
0.041
0.031
0.027
0.022
0.021
0.014
0.008
0.008

M10
1.000
0.774
0.602
0.474
0.367
0.283
0.216
0.168
0.135
0.104
0.079
0.065
0.041
0.042
0.029
0.021
0.020
0.016
0.015
0.012
0.011

Table 1 – Data of measurement series

Figure 7 – Installation of separating walls.

exponential decay takes place. Using Excel and “Add trend line”, one obtains the respective
parameters of C(t) = C(0) exp (−λt), where C(t) is the concentration at time t. After this,
students have multiple options for continuing. On the one hand, one can think about this in a
discrete fashion (in time steps, difference equation), on the other hand continuously (differential equation). Another possible distinction would be whether one tends to think in terms of
concentrations (i.e. relative amounts of contaminants) or rather in terms of absolute amounts
of contaminants. Experience shows that student teachers find it easier to think in terms of absolute quantities of contaminants, however, confusion about this frequently arises and student
teachers whose second subject is not physics often struggle with the distinction.
Since we are talking about a long-term operation of the tank, neglecting the process of filling
the tank initially seems to be appropriate: Which concentration does the tank tend to in the
long term (“equilibrium”, “limit”)? With this in mind, the inflow into the basin, the mixing
process and the outflow from the basin have to be modelled (discretely or continuously), and
this is not easy. If one works discretely, using spreadsheets is of great advantage, which is
appropriate for modelling problems. Most students started off working discretely, since their
experience with differential equations (setting up, solving) is limited. This is not so important,
however, since working discretely yields also proper solutions: How does the concentration
(amount of contamination) one time step ahead follow from the current concentration (amount
of contamination)? What are possible limits? In each time step ∆t (20 h according to Table 1,
@MSEL
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24 h for an entire day, or even 1 h are specific and nearby values), the decay described above
can be brought into effect; the addition of new wastewater and the required outflow from the
basin (long-term operation!) can be thought of as happening at the beginning of such a time
step, or at the end. This gives a lower vs. an upper bound of the concentration.
Once one has determined such a limiting concentration (long-term operation) inside the
tank, one will be interested in how the process of dividing the tank with separating walls
will affect the concentration of the outflow. One will find that separating the basin precisely
in the middle has the best effect for maintaining a minimal long-term concentration in the
outward flow from the second sub-basin. This can be achieved by formal limit considerations,
but even without formal limits spreadsheet calculations can lead to this insight. Considering
two separating walls (3 sub-basins), one will once more expect optimal results for a uniform
separation of the tank. This is easily reasoned if one knows that for two sub-basins, separation
in the middle is the best choice. The result is even better than with only one separating wall.
Does this continue to be the case? Should one install as many separating walls as possible?
At this point, it quickly becomes apparent that the separating walls themselves have a certain
volume (students can reasonably assume this) and are therefore using up a finite volume. A
smaller gross volume, however, obviously leads to less decomposition. Thus – as is the case in
many modelling problems – two phenomena striving in opposite directions are at work: One
the one hand, multiple separating walls are beneficial, on the other hand, each separating wall
decreases the gross volume available and thus the dwell time in the tank, leading to decreased
decomposition of contaminants. Therefore, there exists a limited optimal number of separation
walls and sub-basins.
As has been shown, this modelling problem can be solved in many different ways and on
various levels (discretely, continuously; using formal limit considerations or merely spreadsheet
calculations on an experimental basis; focusing on concentrations or on absolute quantities of
contaminants, etc.) as well. All student teachers who have worked on this problem so far believed
they had “learned a lot”, and that is certainly not a minor result! For a specific elaboration of
this problem and its many opportunities, see Bracke & Humenberger 2012 (in German).

3.
3.1.

Modelling days at schools
Modelling problems for school students

The problems in this section are mainly the work of the student teachers who attended our
seminar, we were only involved in the final wording and editing process.
Airplane and sunset, for students in grades 9/10

Statement of task: When travelling by airplane at dawn or at dusk, one can often see spectacular sunrises and sunsets (Fig. 8). Among others, these related questions may arise:
1. Is it possible to “outrun”a sunrise or sunset via airplane?
2. Is the answer the same at every point of the globe?
3. What’s the situation when considering a jet fighter?
Here, the school students first must realise what it means to “outrun”a sunrise or sunset.
One would have to fly at such a speed that the earth’s rotation was “compensated for”, which
would stop the sun rising or setting further when viewed from the airplane. Additionally, one
ISSN 1988-3145
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Figure 8 – c Stefan Jud, with kind permission.

has to consider that an airplane would have the best chance when flying precisely in an eastwest direction, since otherwise a part of the velocity (namely the component in the north-south
direction) would be lost unnecessarily. The students have to notice by themselves, that and
why this phenomenon differs around the globe, depending on the latitude. How fast (in km/h)
is the earth’s rotation at different latitudes? Next, one has to investigate the speed of a regular
passenger airplane or a military jet fighter. At this point, students are busy “researching”but
also need to be able to visualize the actual processes of flying and the concepts of sunrise and
sunset (both from a spatial and a physics perspective). At which latitude is the earth’s rotation
slow enough for an airplane to keep up? Where does this threshold lie for fighter jets? How fast
would one have to be able to fly in order to achieve this at the equator?
While this problem does not allow that many mathematical possibilities, when groups of
students tackle the problem on their own, their approaches vary considerably. In our opinion,
it is an appealing problem, both because of its direct connection to reality and its authenticity
(sitting inside an airplane, one might reasonably wonder about this), and because it is not
difficult and requires students to realize independently what actually happens at sunrises and
sunsets –a concept that is important even for people with no pronounced interest in astronomy.
Minigolf, grade 10

Statement of task: A typical minigolf course involves a station at which the ball is shot
across a ramp while aiming at a net. What is the necessary velocity at which the ball has to
be driven off in order to hit precisely the middle of the ring?
Solution approaches:
1. Separate consideration of the horizontal and vertical trajectories of the ball. It makes sense
to start by drawing a simplified sketch of this situation (see Fig. 9, on the right). The origin
was placed at the upper end of the ramp. This facilitates later calculations. First, we only
consider the throw trajectory, i.e. the movement of the ball from the point (0, 0) to the
@MSEL
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Figure 9 – Minigolf station (left), mathematical model (right).

midpoint of the ring (in Fig. 9), on the right, this is the point (x, y)). The air resistance is
not a factor in this model, the ball is assumed to be point-shaped and the loss of velocity
from rolling the ball up the ramp is disregarded initially. The horizontal movement of the
ball is a uniform movement, therefore, the following holds for the flight time t∗ of the ball
from (0, 0) to (x, y): t∗ = vxx (where vx is the x-component of the velocity at the point
(0, 0), vx being constant for the entire flight). Considering the vertical movement of the ball,
vy (t) = vy (0)−g t holds for the y-component of the velocity (where g is earth’s gravitational
acceleration). Thus, the position of the ball at time t is given by : y(t) = vy (0)t− 21 gt2 . Since
the velocity vector at (0, 0) points toward the (elongated) ramp, one has vy (0) = vx tan(α)
and thus y(t) = vx tan(α)t − 21 gt2 . Letting y(t∗ ) equal y and replacing t∗ in this equation
q
g
by vxx , one can solve this equation for vx : vx = (2x tan(α))−2y)
x. Using vy (0) = vx tan(α),
p
the length of the velocity vector at the point (0, 0) is v0 = vx2 + (vy (0))2 . At this point,
we are only missing the loss of velocity caused by the ball’s rolling up the ramp. Doing
so, the ball gains the potential energy mgh, while the kinetic energy decreases by the
2
v2
same amount. Therefore, after rearranging the equation m (v0 +v)
= m 20 + mgh, we obtain
2
p
v = v02 + 2gh − v0 . This is the loss
pof velocity in question. Hence, the golf player must
drive off the ball with a velocity of v02 + 2gh in order to hit precisely the middle of the
ring.
Students would probably start off by estimating the quantities from the given photograph
(e.g. h, α, x and y) and then using these numbers for their calculations. In principle,
there’s nothing wrong with this approach, although it makes the situation somewhat less
clear than the general case.
2. Equation of the trajectory parabola (projectile motion). While there’s no solution to be
found on the internet for the minigolf problem, there is of course one for the (time(x2 g)
independent) equation of the trajectory parabola: y(x) = − 2v2 (cos(α)
2 ) + x tan(α). Some
0
school students may know this equation from their physics classes. This is not a problem, however, since enough remains to be done. In order to solve the problem, students
have to attribute the values in the formula to the values in their task and understand
how the equation can assist them in finding a solution. Letting y(x) = y, the equation
(x2 g)
y = − 2v2 (cos(α))
2 + x tan(α) can be solved for v0 . The loss of velocity from the ramp can
0
then be calculated as demonstrated above.
3. Approximation using GeoGebra. Students might also try to draw the trajectory parabola
from 2. using GeoGebra. The value of the desired initial velocity v0 should be allowed
to vary using a slider. Changing this value, one can adjust the parabola until it passes
through the point (x, y) (see Fig. 10).
ISSN 1988-3145
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Figure 10 – Trajectory parabola, which – for v0 = 9, 9m/s – passes through the points (0, 0) and (x, y).

Why is this a proper problem?
As with the others, the problem offers various ways of approaching it (e.g. including technology) on different levels. The model described above could also be developed further (e.g.
considering air resistance, friction when rolling up the ramp). Modifying and allowing the ball
to hit any point inside the ring (i.e. not necessarily having to hit the middle point), one obtains
an interval within which the velocity v0 has to lie.
The problem is appealing because it allows testing the result at a minigolf course for its
usability. The velocity of the initial hit can be measured using photoelectric sensors from the
physics department.
3.2.

Organising a modelling day at school

One should allocate at least five hours for the modelling day at a school to take place.
After introducing the problems, sorting students into groups and assigning the problems to
each group (about 30 min total), the actual work on the problems begins. Usually, the school
students require around three hours to find a solution (depending on the difficulty level of the
problem and the depth of their work) and 30 min to prepare their presentations. The short
presentations should be allocated altogether approximately one hour. In the context of our
university seminar, each student teacher supervises only one group of school students, and this
is enough taking into account that it is their first experience in mentoring school students
working on modelling problems. In case of in-service teachers wanting to organise a modelling
day for their own class, one might consider having all of the groups work on the same problem,
which facilitates the simultaneous mentoring and supervision. We recommend group sizes of
3 to 4 students; the composition of the groups can be determined by the students’ interest
to work on specific problems or on their individual performance levels (we recommend groups
that are homogenous in performance in order to allow and force all members to participate
equally). Reserving a computer room for the modelling day is advisable in order to make sure
that sufficient PCs are available for investigations and the preparation of the presentations.
@MSEL
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Alternatively, laptops can be used. When selecting problems, one must make sure that solutions
to the respective problems are not available on the internet. Prohibiting the use of computers
for this reason, however, would not be a solution, since GeoGebra and spreadsheet calculations
are ideal tools for modelling.
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3.3.

Considerations for the implementation at a school from the perspective of
didactics and learning psychology

When selecting problems for a modelling day, one needs to consider whether the problems
really do allow solutions on different levels of competence and with varying mathematical tools.
The ability to quickly comprehend students’ solution processes is one of the central competencies
required when supervising modelling problems. It is therefore advisable to spend some time and
consider beforehand which parts might cause difficulties (for school students). Conversely, this
must not lead to a mentor eliminating all of the challenges in advance or urging students to take
on a specific approach. In general, modelling requires a principle of controlled assistance, since
the focus should be the independent work of students and not the micromanagement of their
progress or a solution according to the instructions of a teacher. It is also helpful in this regard
to take on the role of a customer (“client”) who is commissioning the students for the solution of
a real problem (“product development”). For the minigolf problem mentioned above, this would
mean that the supervising student teachers themselves want to know how to improve their own
driveoff in order to hit the net. When supervising, this leads to mainly asking questions like
“Have you considered ...?”, “What happens if you take...into account?” and asking the students
to explain the solution approaches they have tried so far. The students should be convincing
the client of their solution approach and not the other way around! During these conversations,
the students automatically notice the current strengths and weaknesses of their model and the
steps which have to be taken next. In our experience, students’ motivation is raised by using
contexts as realistic as possible which are accessible from the students’ realities (cf. Maaß and
Mischo 2012). An attractive image, little text and appealing questions increase the likelihood of
students engaging with the idea of modelling. During the process of modelling, there will always
be phases that require students to tolerate a certain degree of frustration. This is handled more
easily when a person is generally interested in the problem and considers finding a solution to be
useful. In this context, it is important to make sure that single students do not disengage from
the actual work on the mathematical problem early on and, for example, start working on their
final presentations after merely one hour, before the problem was worked on comprehensively.
In case a student group is finished after a short amount of time (or seems to be done, in any
case), it makes sense to have some follow-up questions relating to the problem at one’s disposal.
The presentations at the end of the modelling day should definitely begin with a short
introduction of the problem itself, especially when students have worked on different problems
in their groups. The focus should then be the central ideas of tackling the problem (ideally
visualized in some way) and less on the techniques and the formalisms involved. Instead of
getting lost in detail, the main steps toward the solution and the insights gained should be
presented as a kind of “promotional presentation for the developed product”. If students are
inexperienced with this format, it is advisable for the supervising student teachers to have a
look at the posters and slides beforehand.

4.

Developing modelling problems for school students

Experience shows that many student teachers, but also many teachers, struggle to develop
their own modelling problems for students. The problems should provide opportunities for a
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Figure 11 – Task Chips containers (from Böer et al. 2008).

variety of solution approaches and mathematical instruments, allow being considered at different
levels of complexity, touch upon the students’ realities of and yield solution processes within a
reasonable timeframe. For this reason, we next provide some practical tips for the development
of modelling problems, which have proven to be useful during our modelling seminars with
student teachers.
4.1.

Opening textbook problems by reducing information

The textbook series “mathe live” includes the following problem (where floor area presumably means the front boundary surface of the cardboard box in Fig. 11):
Ultimately, this problem is “just” about recognising that the second and the fourth row from
below protude by exactly half a diameter from the first and third row and that the inequality
78 + 4 ≤ 60 holds, and then checking whether it works in the other dimension as well: Four bags
stacked on top of each other would normally require 32 cm, and the question is whether 30 cm
are enough using this “offset” positioning. The problem’s context, however, makes it appealing
to generate an optimisation problem out of it. One could, for example, remove the image and
the measurements of the containers and the cardboard box. Then, the task could look like this:
Statement of task: Customary, cylindrical chips containers are to be packed in cardboard
boxes of 28 containers each. What is an optimal way of constructing the cardboard boxes if
the goal is to use as little packaging material as possible? Justify your answer using mathematical methods! Students would now have to do investigations by themselves to find out about
usual measurements for cylindrical chips containers. Furthermore, different methods of stacking
would need to be considered by comparing the respective surface areas of the resulting cardboard packaging. The problem leaves open questions about considering adhesive folds, whether
certain cardboard dimensions are better for transport purposes than others, or whether two
cylinders are allowed to be stacked top-to-bottom. This allows for a lot of leeway in the students’ modelling endeavours. Further suggestions for the “opening” of problems can be found
in mathematics education literature (cf. Bruder 2000, Herget 2013, Köhler 1998).
4.2.

Opening textbook problems by removing references to mathematical tools

The following problem can be found in the textbook series “Mathematik verstehen” within
the topic of “exponential functions” (Fig. 12).
In this problem, the functional equation describing the process of cooling down is explicitly
stated. The task aims at practicing calculations using this function. It can be opened and
reworded into a modelling problem if, instead of the functional equation, only single values of
@MSEL
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Figure 12 – Problem cool down process (from Malle et al. 2010).
t (in minutes after serving)
T (in ◦ C)

4
72.3

7
66.6

10
60.8

15
53.1

Table 2 – Coffee temperatures

measurement are given which do not obviously aim at a modelling process using an exponential
function. At the same time, the context can be swapped to give the problem a situational
background:
Statement of task: Freshly served coffee is usually too hot to be drunk immediately. First
it has to cool down to an appropriate drinking temperature. Table 2 shows the measured
temperature of coffee in a cup at different points of time:
Of course, the room temperature plays a role in this problem as well. Consider a reasonable
room temperature and answer the following questions: Which temperature did the coffee have
when it was served? When does the coffee reach drinking temperature?
With this wording, students have to consider for themselves that the temperature of the coffee
can be modelled by an exponential function that is shifted upwards by the room temperature
(”exponential assimilation to room temperature”). Alternatively, instead of the data above,
data gathered independently by the students can be used (the physics department usually
has an infrared thermometer). The model developed by the students can conversely also be
validated by retrospective measurements on a real cup of coffee.
4.3.

Adequately reducing the complexity of real problems

Real optimisation problems are often too complex to be used in the classroom. By reducing
the complexity in an adequate manner, however, they can definitely be made accessible to
students. When doing so, it is of course necessary to make sure that the problems maintain
their original character and the questions and tasks remain meaningful (cf. Kaiser et al. 2013).
As an example, one might wonder how two existing railway networks could be connected in an
ideal fashion (in Austria, for instance, the Semmeringbasis tunnel is currently being constructed
which will connect existing tracks in Gloggnitz and Mürzzuschlag).
Here, the terrain, restrictions regarding development plans, the characteristics of the soil,
financial aspects, etc. play an important role. In the following problem, this application problem
was reduced to a manageable situation, a certain structure was imposed by providing a graph,
and hints were given regarding the relevant aspects of the problem for finding a solution:
Statement of task: Two already existing and slightly offset, parallel railway tracks are to be
connected in a way that is as smooth as possible.
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Figure 13 – Routing of the Semmeringbasis tunnel.

Figure 14 – Connection of tracks.

What would be a possible routing of the connection tracks? Develop a mathematical model!
Which curves or functional graphs can be considered for this? What needs to be considered at
the connection points A and B (Fig. 14)?

5.

Conclusion

As already said above, we consider dressed-up word problems which meet the conditions
mentioned in chapter 1 as important to classroom teaching, because for teaching it is crucial
to offer many opportunities for translating written text into the language of mathematics and
practicing mathematical concepts and procedures. But the orientation towards applications in
mathematics teaching in classroom cannot be limited to solving some dressed-up word problems
(see e.g. Blum and Niss 1991) every now and then, also authentic modelling problems should be
dealt with, in order that students can make the experience: mathematics can help us to analyse
and solve realistic and authentic problems. Whether or not and to which extent modelling
problems are suitable for assessment purposes (especially in standardized tests) is a difficult
and controversial question. In our opinion rather process oriented authentic modelling problems
(cf. e.g. Kaiser and Schwarz 2010) should not be part of examinations and assessments, because
@MSEL
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they need a lot of time, the possibility to think deeply and in various directions, the possibility
to change the approach, to explore situations, to communicate with other students etc. For
examination and assessment purposes one should rather use problems in which it is clear what
sort of mathematical concept should be used here (a special mathematical concept is in the
centre of attention), and then we are rather in the field of what we called dressed-up word
problems. Other researchers may have another view on the term modelling, namely to use it
also for problems that we described as dressed-up word problems. Then, of course, one may
call also these activities modelling problems including corresponding tasks in examinations
and assessments. If prospective teachers are supposed to include modelling (not just in the
sense of dressed-up word problems) in their classroom teaching, they should have opportunities
during their education at university to gain experiences in this field. The Teacher Education
Programme for Secondary Mathematics Teachers (BA/MA) only includes a very limited number
of ECTS points in mathematics and its didactics (at the University of Vienna and presumably
at other locations as well, that number had to be further reduced in comparison to the old
programme), resulting in ”there is no designated room for modelling within the curriculum. It
is our intention to provide students with an opportunity to encounter the topic of modelling
(experiencing it themselves and using it in classroom teaching) during the seminar, which
students can choose as an elective one during their master’s studies. Both of those experiences
are important and made possible in the seminar: On the one hand “What is modelling and
what does it feel like to work on a modelling problem as a team?”(there is enough time for
this, after all, over the course of an entire semester), on the other hand “How can this topic be
integrated into classroom teaching and how can teachers mentor modelling processes of their
students?”. An anonymous evaluation of our seminar is conducted on a regular basis and we
receive personal oral feedback after the modelling days at the schools. Both clearly show that
practically all students especially appreciate the practical experience of this modelling day at
a school (for their future profession):
1. Supervising a group of modelling students
2. Structure of a day like this
3. What can one reasonably expect from students?
4. Which emphases can be placed?
5. What should be considered when developing problems and handling final presentations?
etc.
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Choreographies for musical fountains
Coreografı́as para fuentes musicales
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Abstract
This paper describes different possibilities to answer the question of automatically creating a choreography
for musical fountains using mathematical modeling. The possibilities for an implementation range from
a short project in the middle school, which has large parts in mathematics, to long-term projects, which
deal with the physical background, an implementation with the help of the computer and in the highest
expansion stage even a technical realization. In the article different variants are described, supplemented
by experiences from practice and extension possibilities are pointed out. All in all, the readers should be
enabled to design and practically implement their own project according to the individual local conditions
such as time frame, learning level of the target group and possibilities for interdisciplinary cooperation.
(This article is a translation and update of the German first edition Bracke, M. & Capraro, P. (2021)).
Este artı́culo describe diferentes posibilidades para responder a la cuestión de la creación automática
de una coreografı́a para fuentes musicales utilizando el modelado matemático. Las posibilidades de una
implementación van desde un proyecto corto en la escuela media, que tiene grandes partes en matemáticas,
hasta proyectos a largo plazo, que tratan el fondo fı́sico, una implementación con la ayuda del ordenador
y en la etapa de mayor expansión incluso una realización técnica. En el artı́culo se describen diferentes
variantes, complementadas con experiencias de la práctica y se señalan las posibilidades de ampliación.
En definitiva, los lectores deberı́an estar capacitados para diseñar y poner en práctica su propio proyecto
de acuerdo con las condiciones locales individuales, tales como el marco de tiempo, el nivel de aprendizaje
del grupo objetivo y las posibilidades de cooperación interdisciplinaria. (Este artı́culo es una traducción y
actualización de la primera edición en alemán de Bracke, M. & Capraro, P. (2021))
Keywords: Mathematical modelling, mathematics education, mathematical concepts, tools and processes, school
practice, German speaking.
Palabras clave: Modelización matemática, educación matemática, conceptos, herramientas y procesos matemáticos, práctica escolar, habla alemana.
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The project described in this paper was prompted by the following situation: In Seattle, the
International Fountain, a fountain designed by Japanese architects Kazuyuki Matsushita and
Hideki Shimizu, has existed since the World’s Fair in 1962 (see Fig. 1). This fountain has a
large number of individual jets that can be controlled individually or in small groups. A special
feature of this fountain is that, to match different pieces of music, the water jets are controlled
according to a choreography developed for the music in question. The audience is offered an
impressive spectacle in which the emission and course of the water jets are in unison with the
music.1

Figure 1 – International Foutain in Seattle (USA) ( c Joe Mabel 2008, https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcodeCC-BY-SA 3.0 license)

However, the respective control of the water jets for each individual piece of music is developed by hand in a very elaborate manner and adjusted until the desired choreography is
achieved. Because of the elaborate process, there are only a few pieces of music that have been
converted into a choreography specifically for this fountain.
A similar concept can be found elsewhere, for example in Hamburg, where there are regular
water light concerts in the park Planten un Blomen, where an elaborately arranged play of water
and light to matching music can be admired. There, two artists control or play a light organ or
the water play, respectively, matching the music played in parallel.2 If there are such concerts
in combination with light and water plays in your area, this would be the ideal motivation and
first source of information for the project described in the further course – but don’t worry: It
works without! 3 .
Taking a closer look at such events, we can ask ourselves the following question: Can the
high effort of creating a “fitting ”, arrangement of water and/or light play to given music be
simplified with the support of a computer? Or can we even create a beautiful choreography
1 cf.

e.g. https://youtu.be/QneeNTuQAWQorhttps://youtu.be/AXIBOUrp1wo
e.g. https://youtu.be/muqhQfEAdd0
3 The original idea, from which some of the modeling projects carried out by the authors have emerged, came from Christof
Wiedemair, who posed and supervised a problem on this topic at the Mathematical Modeling Week 2018 in Tramin/South Tyrol
2 cf.
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completely automatically with the help of the computer? And what do these questions have to
do with mathematical modeling?
In answering them, we will proceed step by step, approaching answers in different variations throughout this paper at different levels of complexity – mostly directly related to the
sophistication of the mathematical concepts and tools used. In doing so, we will outline how
a corresponding modeling project can be planned and implemented in mathematics classes –
very much in interdisciplinary cooperation. Besides the target group, the available time frame
and the intended focus on certain aspects of the project will be important. On the basis of
suitable mathematical modeling, different focal points can be set, whereby the school subjects
involved are in principle mathematics, physics, computer science and music. Ideally, even all
these subjects are linked in a common project. Therefore, we offer ideas for implementations in
many places, which allow interesting results and insights even without special prior knowledge
or (time-) consuming work.
In the next section we make a mathematical classification of the initial question and collect
some remarks on the didactical relevance. Subsequently, a basic idea for a mathematical model
is presented, which can serve to answer the previously formulated central question. On this
basis it will be possible to identify the connection to the addressed subjects and to motivate
the need for a set of concepts and tools. We present the gradation in the level of detail of
modeling and content implementation that is possible in our view in a tabular overview. In
section 4 we describe a very strongly simplified model, which can already be implemented in
the intermediate level. With this we want to illustrate that even with a small time budget and
very little prior knowledge in mathematics as well as the other fields involved (music, physics,
computer science) one can approach this topic in an interesting way. To do this, we use a
black-box approach as often as possible, hiding complex content for the learners so that they
can focus on essential aspects of the model and simple mathematical background.
Because initially a lot of simplifying assumptions were made and partial solutions are simply
used in the form of black-box models, there is of course a lot of room for individual refinement
and specialization. In section 5 we exemplarily present a number of such refined models which
have been realized in the context of different implementations with students. In addition, we
also take a look at the tools needed in each case from mathematics and computer science. This
should provide a good overview of the diverse possibilities of this project and serve as a stimulus
for own implementations in a school context. In section 6 we have compiled mathematical basics
of acoustics in a compact form, which can be very helpful for a more in-depth treatment or
supervision in the context of an upper school project. This is followed by a short section on
the challenges posed by students’ misconceptions about the performance of computers in the
context of problem solving, as well as some suggestions for the technical implementation of
the results obtained – less elaborate than with the original fountain, of course – for example,
with a home-made light organ. All in all, the readers of this article have the choice of a whole
range of own project implementations: It can be worked on with moderate time requirements
already in the middle school, while at the other end certainly also a seminar course in the upper
secondary school can easily be supplied with enough input. We would like to emphasize at this
point that the project ideas described in this article are not intended to teach very specific
(mathematically complex or demanding) content. Rather, the goal is to solve a complex user
problem using mathematical modeling methods. The complexity of the mathematical tools used
is not fixed – and it is not a criterion for the quality of a project implementation either! – but
can be chosen by the implementing teacher and adapted to the existing competencies of the
own learning group as well as organizational requirements (cf. also Bock, W. & Bracke, M.
(2015)).
@MSEL
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Before we get into the concrete description of the presented project, we would like to do
two things: First, we want to give a very brief classification of the problem from a research
perspective, and second, we want to show the didactical relevance that the implementation of
a project in the proposed thematic environment offers.
From a mathematical point of view, there are interesting and direct links to active research
areas, which we summarize in bullet points using two prominent examples:
analysis and processing of signals: The analysis of audio signals, for example by the
very common Fourier analysis, is mathematically well described and has been known for
a long time. Nevertheless, the fast processing required in our particular case – possibly
even in real time, see below – is a special challenge, which is addressed in current research especially with respect to the technical implementation in the form of digital signal
processors.
Automatic note-based processing of music in audio form: A fairly new area of
research is concerned with how complex audio signals – such as a performance by a classical
symphony orchestra or a modern pop song – can be automatically divided into individual
tracks that can be meaningfully separated from one another and then represented by a
staff-based score. The desire for such a transformation stems from the fact that based on
actually occurring notes (essentially represented by pitch, tone length, and volume), it is
much easier to perform certain manipulations of an audio signal. After an appropriate
manipulation, a back transformation into an appropriately modified audio signal often
takes place again. A very prominent application is the so-called Auto Tune for vocals,
which ideally can be computed and performed in real time so that it is not noticed by the
listener. A good overview of current issues and applications can be found in the article by
E. Benetos et al. (2019).
In addition, if we aim at a comprehensive solution to the original problem, there is another
active research area that falls in the border area between mathematics and computer science
– it can be well titled Scientific Computing. Even if we have an idea from the two previously
mentioned areas of how to generate appropriate responses of a musical fountain from music in
the form of audio files or live (analog/digital) signals that create the feeling of “unison of music
and motion”, in the viewer, the appropriate computations to control a fountain must be done
live, i.e. in real time. In addition to the possibility of calculating the corresponding control
offline in advance for known music, it would of course be spectacular if a suitable reaction
of the fountain could also be calculated and technically implemented in real time for music
played live. Since a latency between the music and the visual events can be disturbing from
10 milliseconds, the corresponding calculations must run extremely fast, which requires the
development of special algorithms.
Furthermore, the mathematical modeling of the initial question including the corresponding
simulation with realistic representation and in real time is in itself a task that poses a real
challenge even to professional representatives of mathematical modeling.
Regarding the didactic relevance of the proposed topic, we do not aim at a comprehensive
analysis here in any way – such an analysis would easily take the dimension of a university
thesis due to the possibilities of variation in content as well as the adaptability to a very wide
range of target groups – which is proclaimed at least by us. Therefore, we would like to focus
on what we consider to be some important aspects. First and foremost, the implementation
we propose is intended as project work integrated into the classroom with a strong action
ISSN 1988-3145
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orientation, which in itself has a high value (Herbert Gudjons (1986)). An additional addressed
competence is that of mathematical modeling, which has its fixed place in all curricula for the
different school types. Without effort, interdisciplinary teaching succeeds, and the corresponding demand for the treatment of interdisciplinary STEM content and projects has been the
subject of public and professional discussion for some time. In this context, a special variety
of cooperation possibilities is given in this project, ranging from mathematics – which we, as
mathematicians, naturally see in a central and organizing role – to music, physics, computer
science and technology.
The possible mathematical content includes such elementary things as the collection, analysis
and presentation of data as well as the topic of meaningful accuracy and approximation in the
representation of data by numbers. Statistical concepts, ranging from mean to measurement
error to more complex measures such as standard deviation or variance can be included. Also
the use of digital media, something for audio analysis or representation and processing of selfgenerated data is a profitable facet of an implementation. Due to the underlying highly complex
scientific concepts already mentioned above, an extension of the level of difficulty for higher
grade levels and longer project duration is almost arbitrarily possible. Finally, in our experience,
allowing students to generate their own data and be creative in doing so provides an opportunity
for lasting memory and learning – not to mention the corresponding motivation in working
through the project, which can be co-created by the learners. This observation is underlined
by recent subject didactic research, in which a combination of inquiry-based learning followed
by brief and adaptive instruction suggests an advantage over classical instructional methods in
terms of sustainability of the learned content (cf. Harald Lesch (2020)).

3.

Considerations for a basic modeling

In this section we would like to propose the cornerstones of a basic modeling, which on
the one hand considers references to other subjects and on the other hand can serve as a
basis for different implementations of the project, adapted to the target group and previous
knowledge. As with very many mathematical models, there is no correct or the model, but we
have many freedoms. Before making appropriate assumptions, therefore, it is useful to think
about what we are trying to achieve: We cannot realistically expect a solution in a school
project in which an arbitrary piece of music, e.g., in the form of an MP3 file is processed by the
computer without further specification of the user. Or that a set of instructions is generated
that controls the Seattle fountain mentioned in the introduction in such a way that the resulting
choreography matches the music as desired. This realization may disappoint students at first,
but finding reasons for this assertion together is, in our view, well worthwhile if you can devote
the appropriate time. Why can’t the goal be realized? There are at least the following partial
aspects, which are almost certainly beyond the scope of a usual student project:
1. translation music → appropriate formal description: The choice of music track will
not be able to be arbitrary, because alone the automatic translation of a digital audio file –
for example, for a classical orchestral work – into the corresponding score is currently still
a subject of research (cf. section 2). Even an average pop song with three to ten different
tracks (vocals, instruments, percussion) overwhelms most fully automated (affordable)
solutions.
2. extraction of musical features: From a complex score, even when available in a suitable
digital format (i.e., ignoring all the problems in step 1), we will not be able to extract as
comprehensive a set of meaningful musical features as possible without a sound knowledge
@MSEL
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of music theory or a lot of practical experience. Furthermore, it must be investigated and
guaranteed that a suitable implementation in terms of an action of the fountain is possible
for the selected musical features.
3. action of the fountain: A complete implementation of a modeling project would include
that at the end either the real fountain is controlled in a way specified by the model
to match the selected music, or that its reaction is visualized by a simulation sufficiently
close to reality. The real fountain is normally not available and for a simulation the actions
that can be executed by the fountain must first be defined on the basis of the technically
feasible possibilities – this will hardly be possible for the real fountain with almost 300
nozzles and selectable nozzle groups with the number of free parameters (time-dependent
water pressure for each nozzle/nozzle group, thereby limitation by the maximum speed
of changes) in the intended student project. In a modeling seminar at the University of
Kaiserslautern, a seminar group in the master’s program implemented a simulation using
the scientific-technical software environment Matlab to visualize water jets (bundles)
from a total of 32 nozzles of the fountain as a three-dimensional animation. The physical
model used was the inclined throw considering the air resistance. Even with the assumed
simplifications and a small number of nozzles, such a realization is probably only feasible
with the inclusion of year-long projects or youth research projects and is therefore not
suitable for implementation in project or regular lessons at a school.
Even though it is already clear that a fully comprehensive solution is not achievable in
a student project, the discussion of the aspects addressed can be very beneficial to better
understand one’s own limitations and technical challenges. Looking at the examples of existing
choreographies of the fountains in Seattle and Hamburg linked in the introduction, one definitely
gets a positive impulse as well: it can be seen that even in these professional implementations
there is still a lot of room for improvement and that one’s own results can even be really good
in this light!
We propose the following simplifying assumptions for our basic model, referring to the subaspects discussed earlier:
1. translation music → appropriate formal description: The central question is which
aspects of music we want to or can consider. In the simplest case, we can work with
rhythmic audio signals, where we only consider the time of occurrence. We can easily
generate such signals ourselves by tapping a rhythm on the table with our hand and
recording this with a smartphone, for example. In the next section, we will show how we
can arrive at an abstract mathematical description from such a recording, which can be
done either completely manually or with the help of the freely available audio software
Audacity. In more complex variants of the model, the frequency can also be added for
rhythms. Another generalization would be to work with monophonic, simple melodies,
and upwards there are no limits to the complexity here.
2. extraction of musical features: Once we have an abstract description of our “music”,
(which can also be a simple rhythm, see 1.), the next question is what features the fountain should respond to. One possibility would be to assign a reaction of the fountain to
each event (i.e. rhythm beat) synchronously in time – of course, this depends on how we
determine the available actions in the next step. As an extension, we can take into account
the pitch or timbre of a rhythm beat, for example by assigning different tones/sounds
to different actions of the fountain. Going one step further, we could combine multiple
features at the data level into an overall event: An ascending sequence of sounds could be
ISSN 1988-3145
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appropriately assigned to a water fountain with increasing height – exciting: what does
appropriate mean in this context?
3. reaction of the fountain: If we have decided on the points 1. and 2. in our model,
the question naturally arises, how finally the assignment to the reaction possibilities of
the fountain as a corresponding visualization can be done. We will quite certainly not
have the real fountain at our disposal and an easily obtainable fountain model with simple
possibilities of control is not known to us (alternatives for self-construction will be proposed
later). A variant for visualization is the use of a simple light organ: This can consist of one
or more lamps with the possibility to switch them on and off individually at defined times.
Here, too, you will hardly be able to avoid building it yourself as a small technology project
without investing a lot of money. What has proven successful in our implementations
is the use of a computer program that practically simulates the light organ by means
of different color fields that can be switched on and off. As part of a computer science
project, something like this can be implemented on your own, but it is equally possible at
this point to provide students with such a program with a simple interface – such as input
via a simply structured text file.
In the next section, we will present an implementation in the form of a middle school modeling project based on the assumptions made. By focusing more on various aspects or taking
them out of focus by providing materials and software tools, the time frame, subject focus, and
content requirements can be very finely regulated.

4.

Proposal for implementation in middle school

In this section we make a number of suggestions for an implementation of the project Musical
Fountain in the middle school. As already indicated, we will make simplifications or cut back on
the original objectives at various points. With the conception of an implementation in the form
of project instruction we would like to refer gladly to the general remarks in Herbert Gudjons
(1986). It should be noted that engaging in mathematical modeling requires a teacher to perform
two tasks that may be difficult to reconcile: First, possible solutions must be checked for their
technical appropriateness with respect to the chosen grade level and to the developmental level
of the students. On the other hand, it should be based on the presumed motives and ideas of
the learners and offer as much room for maneuver as possible for the realization of their own
ideas. The goal, then, is to reconcile instructional goals and articulated action goals, which can
be done in two ways in action-oriented instruction: “Either one manages to get the students
to embrace the teaching goals as action goals (which is more likely to succeed the more the
teaching situation contains problems/topics/tasks that are meaningful to the students), or else
space is given to address differences of interest, to work out opposites, and to elaborate and
pursue common action goals.”, Herbert Gudjons (1986).
The first significant simplification along this path is that instead of a pop song in the form
of an MP3 file, we use a more or less simple rhythm as the source material.4 This has the
advantage that, on the one hand, we can very easily generate the required audio file ourselves
as a recording of a rhythm tapped by hand on a tabletop using a smartphone. Students can
also do this themselves – and will probably get creative and find joy in the process. To kick
things off, we would like to give the following rough directions:
length of tapped rhythm piece: about 15-30 seconds
4 cf.

sample recordings can be requested from the authors
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before starting to work with the free audio software Audacity 5 give a short introduction
to the features of the software that will be used
For the following example, we hit a simple rhythm on a cajon, but you obviously don’t need
a professional musical instrument for the project. Before starting the recording, it should be
clarified that the results can be exported in one of the formats .wav, .mp3, .m4a and exported
to the computer used for further processing. The examples Cajon.m4a and Cajon 2.m4a, which
as already mentioned are available from the authors, can be used directly for experimentation.
No rhythm “according to notes”, was recorded here and the timing is anything but tight, but it
is precisely from this that one can derive a few small investigations later in the analysis, which
are interesting and can introduce into the matter.
We used the very good, powerful and free audio software Audacity for the analysis, which is
available for all common operating systems. In addition, we recommend installing the FFmpeg
libraries, whose installation is also described 6 – otherwise only .wav files can be opened and
saved. These have a significantly larger memory requirement and, secondly, must be created in
the first place if a smartphone’s recording app does not offer this format.
After opening the self-recorded “piece of music”, in Audacity we can see the waveform, i.e.
the time course of the amplitude of the recording, which may look like in Figure 2. Smartphone
recordings often have only one audio track, so they are mono recordings. If you have a stereo
recording, we recommend converting it to a mono track: To the left of the waveform, in the
small rectangular field with information about the audio file, next to the file name, you will
find a black triangle with its tip pointing downward. Behind it is a drop-down menu in which
you select Split Stereo to Mono, then select one of the two tracks by clicking on it, and then in
Audacity’s Tracks menu delete it with Remove Tracks.

Figure 2 – Waveform of the first 30s of a simple rhythm ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

The next step is to find out the features of the piece to which you want to react later in
a suitable form with the fountain or another suitable output option. To do this, it must first
be clear how the waveform is related to the audio signal. Since a vertical line runs through
the diagram as a marker over time when listening, no elaborate or complicated explanations
5 http://www.audacity.de
6 https://www.audacity.de/empfehlungen/
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are needed at this point; the students will be able to understand and use this intuitively. Of
course, the background can be addressed depending on the time needed, the possibility of links
to physics, and the interest of the learning group.
The next task for the students is now to determine the timing of the individual rhythm
beats and note them down or – even better – record them in a spreadsheet. At this point,
there are again opportunities for consolidation: Students can each work on their own piece and
determine times. But one can also process a longer piece through human parallelprocessing by
dividing the entire piece into several small time intervals, each of which is then best processed
independently by several students. Indeed, this way one gets several data sets and can address
the concepts of measurement error/accuracy, mean, and median as desired, as will be explained
in more detail below. It is convenient to form pairs where one team member reads time points
in Audacity and the other records the values on paper or in the spreadsheet.
To illustrate the possibilities, in the following table we have determined the times we are
looking for in several ways7 :
Waveform, M1
Waveform, M2
Spectrum
Spectrum, zoom

1,904
1,925
1,925
1,894

2,460
2,460
2,460
2,458

3,081
3,124
3,081
3,078

3,359
3,402
3,380
3,367

3,723
3,701
3,701
3,692

4,322
4,300
4,322

4,921
4,878
4,878

5,456
5,477
5,456

5,755
5,755
5,755

The first two lines could come from the measurements of two learners and one can discuss
several things at this point:
How many decimal places are useful for us?
How accurately can we determine the time points?
What role does the accuracy of an individual measurement (i.e., an individual learner)
play in determining the data?
Can we get an overall better result from multiple measurements? If so, how?
The accuracy with which the numbers should be recorded is certainly primarily related to the
discrimination of the temporal offset of audio signal and, for example, a light signal that is later
produced in response to selected features of the piece of music. At this point, you can pretend
something, but you could also wait to resolve it until the end of the project, when learners can
make the observation themselves and thus answer the question. Although we have recorded in
the table the maximum 3 decimal places given by Audacity, hundredths should be accurate
enough.
On the question of how to determine the timing as accurately as possible, here are some
more tips: You might have a hunch that the time point you are looking for can be found
exactly where the amplitude is greatest in the graph. This place is usually visible as a very thin
line, which you can hit pretty accurately with the audio cursor in Audacity and then read off
the corresponding time. If the question arises whether this visual feature actually matches the
timing of the acoustic signal exactly, you can use two different methods to slow down the audio
signal: At the top of the toolbar, in the right half, there is a second green playbutton next to
which the playback speed can be changed. If you listen to the rhythm slowed down to 40-50 %,
you can check the match of both features pretty well. The disadvantage with this method is
that when slowing down with this option, the pitch changes and thus audio signals sometimes
sound very funny. For rhythm pieces, this may still work quite well – but don’t let your learning
group experiment with their current favorite hits...
7 The

time of the event is recorded in seconds
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An alternative is to slow down an audio signal while retaining its pitch: this can be done
using the Change Tempo item in Audacity’s Effect menu (s. Figure 3). In doing so, distracting
artifacts appear when making very large changes, but the tool definitely serves the desired
purpose. In higher grades, an interesting question can be raised at this point: How does the
tempo change, which must be specified as a percentage, relate to the new length of the audio
signal?

Figure 3 – Change tempo preserving pitch ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

For reasons of space, we do not want to go into the possibilities of implementing the topics
of accuracy and averaging here. It is relatively obvious from the application which possibilities
are offered depending on the class level.

Figure 4 – Spectrogram of the first 30s of a simple rhythm ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

This representation form allows possibly an even more exact selection of the event times. In
combination with an enlargement (see Figure 5) one can also recognize and select the exact time
very nicely over the volume coded by the color. Both variants have been applied additionally
for the first time points in the table shown before for comparison.
As an interesting variant in the determination of the time points we would like to consider
the possibility to look at the spectrum of the audio signal instead of the waveform. To switch,
we select the item spectrogram in the drop-down menu at the front of the audio track, which we
used earlier, and we get a display as in Figure 4.8 As a conclusion and to control the obtained
8 Optional details for the conversion can still be set under this menu item after the switch, for example the frequency range to
be examined or the type of display (linear or logarithmic)
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Figure 5 – Zoom into the first 4s of the spectrogram ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

results, we are now missing a way to react to the features of a very simple piece of music
determined in the form of discrete time points. Here we have two possibilities to offer, which
are relatively easy to implement:
Die Gedanken sind frei

 43
6



C

Deutsches Volkslied (um 1815)
7

C

G



C

Die Ge- dan ken sind frei, wer kann sie er
ra ten
sie
flie hen vor bei wie nächt li che Schat ten
7

G

£

C





F

£
£

£

G



Kein Mensch kann sie

C



7

G

C



wis sen, kein Jä ger er schies sen mit Pul ver und Blei: die Ge dan ken sind frei!

Figure 6 – Unanimous version of Die Gedanken sind frei (source: Richard Zillmann. (2020))
Die Gedanken sind frei,
wer kann sie erraten,
sie fliegen vorbei
wie nächtliche Schatten.
Kein Mensch kann sie wissen,
kein Jäger erschießen
mit Pulver und Blei,
Die Gedanken sind frei!

Ich denke was ich will
und was mich beglücket,
doch alles in der Still',
und wie es sich schicket.
Mein Wunsch und Begehren
kann niemand mir wehren,
es bleibet dabei:
Die Gedanken sind frei!

A version played on the piano can be requested from the authors. It is only meant to serve
as an example here - more complex variants or a different choice of music are of course available
in almost unlimited variety for your own implementation. Figure 8 shows the corresponding
Und sperrt man
ein recording in Audacity.
Drum will ich auf immer
amplitude representation
ofmich
this
den Sorgen absagen
und will mich auch nimmer
mit Grillen mehr plagen.
Man kann ja im Herzen
stets lachen und scherzen
und denken dabei:
Die Gedanken sind frei!

im finsteren Kerker,
das alles sind rein
vergebliche Werke.
Denn meine Gedanken
zerreißen die Schranken
und Mauern entzwei,
die Gedanken sind frei!

control of one or more LEDs with an Arduino microcontroller: with very little financial
effort of 10 − 15 euros a circuit can be built without using a soldering iron, which switches
an LED on and off at specific points in time. The time points can be copied from the
self-made excel table into the controlIchapp
of the Arduino. After that, a small challenge is
liebe den Wein,
mein
Mädchen
vor allen,both run synchronously, as this cannot
to start the music and control the LEDs so that
sie tut mir allein
be automated without a lot of effort.am besten gefallen.
Ich sitz nicht alleine
bei einem Glas Weine,
Using a simple Python program, colored
geometric figures on the computer screen can be
mein Mädchen dabei:
GedankenAgain,
sind frei! the previously determined times serve
switched on and off in sync with theDie
music.
as input data, and the program can be made available to the learning group.

Even if both variants are not comparable to a real fountain, where water heights of several
nozzles change synchronously to the music, the result of the previous steps can be visualized very nicely, so that conclusions can also be drawn about the quality of the assumptions
and simplifications made. Corresponding hints for implementation can be found further on in
section 8.
@MSEL
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Figure 7 – Spectrogram of the beginning of Die Gedanken sind frei ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

To conclude this project proposal for the middle school, we would like to point out that there
are many exciting possibilities for expansion that can be considered if time is available, students
are interested, for internal differentiation or the possibility of interdisciplinary teaching. In terms
of source material, for example, monophonic pieces of music – sung, whistled, or played on an
instrument and recorded as before with the smartphone – can greatly expand the range of
useful features. One can thus react to sound duration, pitch, or even related events. In terms
of technical implementation, multiple LEDs in different colors or the use of different geometric
figures with variable color and brightness when using a Python program would be extensions
that come to mind. As a concrete example, we have chosen here the old German folk song Die
Gedanken sind frei, which was voted the most popular German folk song by listeners of MDR
in 2011:
Without wanting to go into too much detail here, one can at least read off the times of the
attack of the individual tones quite well from the representation and also make statements about
the relative volume. This representation says nothing about the pitch. However, if we switch
to the representation as a spectrogram as shown in Figure 9, we can also obtain information
about the individual tones. This can be – independent of the exact assignment of tones – the
fact that the pitch rises or falls at different times.
However, since a complex instrument like a piano not only produces pure sine oscillations,
but also offers a number of harmonics in addition to the fundamental frequencies, the matter
is a bit more confusing than one might first assume: The zoom in figure 7 on the beginning of
the piece with the first notes to the song text Die GEdanken sind frei,.. gives a deeper insight
and offers a view on possible deepenings like Determination of the fundamental frequencies and
frequencies of the overtones, estimation of note lengths and rests, etc..
Another very interesting side topic that deviates a bit from the original goal of the music
fountain can be the following variation: students try to keep as good a timing as possible when
tapping their rhythms and control the quality by means of the tables with time events they
have created themselves as before. Here, some arrangements may well have to be negotiated in
advance – ideally through dialogue – and the task can create a motivating competition. Instead
of getting a rhythm as good as possible by feeling, the task can also be to tap along to a played
piece of music as tight as possible and to examine the result afterwards for its quality.

5.

Selected options for specialization

So far, the project has been implemented in several realizations of the KOMMS9 as well
as very related modeling content, such as the construction and control of a light organ, with
high school students. In the previous section, we suggested how reduction at various points
9 The

Kompetenzzentrum für mathematische Modellierung in MINT-Projekte in der Schule was founded in 2014 as a scientific
institution of the University of Kaiserslautern and deals, among others. with the design and implementation of real-world application
projects for students, as well as with accompanying research,
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Figure 8 – Waveform of Die Gedanken sind frei ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

Figure 9 – Spectrogram of Die Gedanken sind frei ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

can enable implementations at the middle school level. Many technical details can be easily
hidden and treated as a black box. With sufficient project time or as a possibility for internal
differentiation, it is nevertheless possible to address this content. The following table provides
an overview of the implementations carried out so far:
Event
STEM exchange
Project day
Talent School I
Talent School II
Modeling Week

Grade
11 & 12
12
10-12
10-12
11 & 12

Time scope
10h
6h
12h
20h
30-35h

Focus
Analysis (Audacity)
Sound waves & Fourier analysis
Analysis (Python)
Analysis (Python)
Building a light organ

Except for the project day of a mathematics class, this was project work in which only little
structuring input was given and the focus was on an independent and autonomous form of work.
The content ranged from a focus on modeling (What are the features of a piece of music?) and
implementation with the help of Audacity and provided Python scripts to Fourier analysis of
pieces of music with self-written Python programs.
The project day of a mathematics class of the 12th grade was designed and implemented
in the context of a master thesis (see Meyer, S. (2019)). Here the time schedule was much
tighter with structured inputs: At the beginning, after the introduction of the topic, there was
an introduction to audio analysis (What is music?, What are sound waves?, Basic idea Fourier
analysis) with an overview of the most important functions of the software Audacity, which
was followed by a group work phase with a final presentation.
5.1.

Mathematical and physical specialization options

If one would like to increase the mathematical demand, then a part of the work, which was
taken over before manually and/or by Audacity, can be taken in hand: We would like to use a
self-written computer program to automatically transfer an audio file into the targeted Excel
spreadsheet. For this we need a way to extract from the data contained in an audio file the
features we would like to use: Time of occurrence of a signal, possibly with duration and pitch –
@MSEL
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if it is a sound. At this point, the opportunity arises to make very concrete connections to physics
and to perform experiments for illustration. Such a connection was planned and implemented,
for example, for a series of lessons in physics for grade 7 of middle school, which is presented
in detail in the master’s thesis by Saygushev, D. (2016). This shows that the inclusion of
relatively complex mathematical tools in middle school is possible and gives further ideas for
own implementations of the music fountain project in middle school.
If we don’t want to completely hide the mathematical background in the process, or if we
want to provide a basic understanding in a computer-based implementation, we have to deal
with a mathematical description for musical events, very specifically with the basics of acoustics
for the representation of tones. Since this is only an optional component in our own modeling
projects, we will deal with it in the separate section 6, which can be skipped if you read it.
5.2.

Preliminary remarks on the use of the computer with self-developed algorithms

If you want to work with real data in the form of pieces of music, the project as described
before can only be implemented very laboriously by hand, if only because of the abundance of
data. However, the necessary programming knowledge for the use of the computer is manageable. Besides the important basics (loops, branches) one has to work a lot with arrays or lists,
the provision of program fragments is possible and lowers the entry hurdle here.
Although working with Excel would in principle also be possible with more detailed models
than in section 4, we would like to advise against it for the following reasons: Already a piece
of music with a length of one minute and a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz (corresponding
to CD quality) is described as a stereo signal by a good 5 million floating point numbers.
The maximum number of rows/columns that can be used in Excel is already below this with
220 = 1048567, so that only very short audio snippets would be analyzable – not to mention the
clarity and processing speed. Since tools like Fourier analysis are also not available as standard
in Excel and would have to be installed later, one would have to be very familiar with Excel
on the one hand and have really good reasons for using it on the other.
In our student projects we have been using the Python programming language for several
years. Here we recommend the free distribution Anaconda, which is available for all common
operating systems and already comes with the required libraries (https://www.anaconda.com).
We usually give the students some program examples for handling audio data directly and
explain possible operations by way of example. In our experience, interested learners with no
prior knowledge of the code have thus quickly become familiar with it and were able to continue
working independently after a short time. The examples can be found in section 6.7. However,
it is a prerequisite that the supervising teacher has at least a basic knowledge of Python, which
is especially advantageous for the debugging that is certainly due.
Of course, there are a number of options when it comes to implementing your own ideas. At
this point, we find the following criteria important when choosing an appropriate language:
free (free of charge) availability;
easy use & flat learning curve;
wide range of existing standard algorithms;
availability for all common operating systems; and
use without internet access possible.
ISSN 1988-3145
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For us, Python is a very good compromise in this respect – and the language is now also
already widely used in schools. But depending on the individual circumstances and the own
learning group, it can of course make sense to choose other tools (computer algebra systems)
or programming languages.
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5.3.

Processing waveforms in Python

As mentioned in the previous section, the musical fountain project was implemented during
two Talent Schools of the Fraunhofer Society. The first implementation was an extracurricular
learning opportunity for mathematically gifted and interested girls of the upper secondary level
of schools of the MINT-EC network. Four work phases of three hours each were available,
divided over two days. The results were presented on the third day.
The main criteria followed in the project were oriented to the terms loudness and rhythm.
Since no frequency term was initially necessary for this analysis, the students worked with the
original data, i.e. the waveforms.
One of the problems that emerged was in the nature of the data: Using amplitude as a
measure of loudness initially yields a loudness-time function whose values vary widely. The
students therefore developed a method to smooth the data (see section 5.3).
Another subgroup worked on an algorithm that should be able to recognize the rhythm of
a song. This problem was partially solved in the fourth phase of work. By clever choice of
parameters, the code was able to recognize the rhythm of a fixed song excerpt. However, it
remained open what the approach should be for the general case (see section 5.3).
Smoothing the volume-time function

To be able to capture the dynamics of the song, the students first looked at the amplitude
image of the data. The basic idea was to use the time-amplitude function (see figure 10) as a
basis.
To smooth the data, the students developed the following algorithm:
1. Consider the magnitude of the time-amplitude function.
2. Using localMax (see Listing 3.1, find the local maxima and write them into a list locmax.
3. For each entry in locmax, together with the subsequent 180 entries, average them using
mova (see Listing 3.2); write these averages into a new list locmaxAverage.
4. For each entry in locmaxAverage, together with the following 30 entries, take the mean,
again using mova; write these means into a new list locmaxAverage2.
We thus obtain an iterative procedure (with two iteration steps) capable of smoothing the
function (see Figure 11). Finally, the resulting volume-time function should be used to regulate
the pressure (and thus the height) of the fountain.
Regarding the smoothing procedure, one of the first steps (finding the local maxima in
Listing 3.1) changes the time scale. Since many intermediate values are dropped from the value
table, the piece naturally becomes shorter. Moreover, one must assume that the time shortening
is nonlinear, since the local maxima are not necessarily equidistant.
One can deal with this circumstance in different ways. The easiest way is to linearly stretch
the time scale at the very end to restore the original length of the piece of music. Under certain
circumstances, the small errors that are made in the process are hardly noticeable. If you want
to be more precise, you can use the indices of the determined values, which are always carried
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Figure 10 – Left: Section from the amplitude image; right: Amounts of the data. ( c Patrick Capraro 2021)
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Figure 11 – First and second iteration step of the smoothing algorithm ( c Patrick Capraro 2021)
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by both functions (Listing 3.1 and Listing 3.2), to approximate the time scale to the initial
state.
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# l o o k f o r l o c a l maxima , s a v e them i n t o a l i s t
# INPUT : a u d i o d a t a : l i s t
# OUTPUT: l i s t o f v a l u e p a i r s c o n s i s t i n g o f
#
t h e i n d i c e s and t h e v a l u e s o f t h e l o c a l maxima
def localMaxima ( audioData ) :
N=len ( audioData )
maxima = [ ]
for i in range ( 1 ,N−1):
i f audioData [ i ]> audioData [ i −1] and audioData [ i ]> audioData [ i + 1 ] :
maxima . append ( [ i , audioData [ i ] ] )
return maxima
Listing 3.1 – The local maxima are determined. Note that the time axis may be changed nonlinearly.

# I t e r a t i o n s t e p o f t h e smoothing a l g o r i t h m
# INPUT : l o c a l d a t a o b t a i n e d from t h e f i r s t s t e p
#
maxima : l i s t , number o f v a l u e s f o r
#
averaging : int
# OUTPUT: a l i s t o f v a l u e p a i r s c o n s i s t i n g o f t h e
#
i n d i c e s and t h e mean v a l u e s
def mova ( maxima , noVals ) :
listNew =[]
for i in range ( len ( maxima)−noVals ) :
t=maxima [ i ] [ 0 ]
sumY=0
for j in range ( noVals ) :
sumY=sumY+maxima [ i+j ] [ 1 ]
averageY=sumY/ noVals
l i s t N e w . append ( [ t , averageY ] )
return l i s t N e w
Listing 3.2 – The function is smoothed by averaging on partial intervals. At each iteration, the list of data is
truncated by the value anz.

Extract rhythm

The basic idea was to find areas within the song where the rhythm instruments sound as
free as possible from background noise (e.g., other instruments) (see Figure 12). It was assumed
that the local maxima here all have approximately the same value and that loud intervals and
quiet intervals can be distinguished from each other. The differences in the times at which the
loud intervals begin provide information about the rhythm.
The solution strategy can be illustrated as follows:
1. Automatically locate a suitable song section (was not solved).
2. Set threshold S for quiet intervals; background noise should be ignored if it is quieter than
S.
ISSN 1988-3145
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Figure 12 – Analysis of a song excerpt with the Audacity software ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

3. Sudden increase of amplitude above value S marks the beginning of a loud interval
4. A loud interval ends as soon as the amplitude falls below the threshold S for a sufficiently
long period of time ∆T .
5. Go back to item 3.
Given a suitable song excerpt, the described idea will successfully detect the timing of individual beats of the rhythm. So far, however, such an excerpt must be chosen by hand or a
very simple piece of music/rhythm must be taken directly as a basis as in section 4. For a fully
automatic treatment of complex music pieces, an extension of the described model approach is
needed.

6.

Background knowledge: Mathematical foundations of acoustics

As shown, many relevant aspects of the project can be discussed without computer science
knowledge. However, if one wants to work with real data, there is no way around the computer,
if only because the amount of data is too large. This is all the more true because in some places
it is appropriate to use advanced computational methods (such as Fourier analysis).
In this section we want to present the mathematical basics, which especially the project
supervisor should have in mind in order to be able to interpret the data correctly. As soon as
not only rhythms but also tones are to be worked with, the pitch or frequency of a tone becomes
important. If one uses software for Audacity for the conversion of audio data into the previously
discussed abstract data (time, pitch), an intuitive understanding of the terms used is perfectly
sufficient. However, if one wants to work with own programs, one will assign corresponding
data in the frequency domain to a signal in the time domain, for example, with the help of
the Fourier transformation. The representations calculated in this way are called spectrograms
and are very similar to the representation of music by notes. Figure 13 shows a graphical
representation of the first 30s of the song Wanted (OneRepublic). Here, when listening, it is
@MSEL
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much easier to associate the upper spectrogram view with the music than the lower waveform,
from which one can essentially only read the volume directly. In order to be able to work with
these mathematical descriptions and avoid mistakes, a basic understanding of the mathematical
background is very helpful, as we have often experienced in our projects with students.
If you would like to deal with Fourier analysis in more detail, we recommend the book by
Wickert, M. (2013). A clear introduction to the physics of musical instruments can be found
in the textbook Experimentalphysik 1 by Wolfgang (Demtröder, W. (2003), chapter 11.15) and
another good introduction to acoustics can be found in the textbook by Lüders, K. and Pohl,
R. O. (Eds.) (2017).

Figure 13 – Spectrum as well as waveform of a pop song in Audacity ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

6.1.

Sounds and tones

As is well known, sound waves can be described by trigonometric functions. But there are
different kinds of acoustic oscillations. Tone is a harmonic oscillation which can be described
by a sine or cosine curve. The important quantities here are known to be the frequency f and
the amplitude A. In addition, there can be a phase shift ϕ, but this is not important for the
interpretation, because the human hearing does not perceive this quantity.
In fact, the ϕ can be completely ignored, since every harmonic oscillation g can be interpreted
as a sum of a sine and a cosine function of the form
g(t) = A cos(2πf t) + B sin(2πf t)

(1)

can be written. To obtain the total amplitude and the phase shift ϕ, one uses the addition
theorem


√
B
2
2
A sin(2πf t) + B cos(2πf t) = A + B cos 2πf t − arctan
(2)
A
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Figure 14 – Creating a simple sine wave with Audacity ( c Martin Bracke 2021)

(see Bronstein, et al. (2013), equation 2.137). So it doesn’t matter whether we represent the
oscillation by a sine, a cosine or a superposition of the two.
As a rule, however, we are not dealing with tones (these also sound awful – test this with
a sine generator in the physics collection of your school – or gladly with the corresponding
function in Audacity: There, in the menu generate, you will find the sub-item sound, where you
can select a sine oscillation, frequency and amplitude (see Figure 14)). The melodious sounds
that surround us are superpositions of several tones – but in such a way that the resulting
oscillation is still periodic. We call such oscillations sounds.
However, if too many oscillations overlap, then our hearing can no longer recognize a structure, we are then dealing with a noise. If frequencies from the very high to very low ranges of
the human auditory system occur, then we speak of white noise. The human auditory system
covers approximately the frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, whereby this varies of course from
person to person and also depending on age.
6.2.

Overtones and the Fourier series

People who play an instrument are often familiar with the concept of the overtone series.
With instruments, you play a certain tone (the fundamental frequency f ), but you produce
sounds rather than pure tones. The reason for this is that the multiples of f (the so-called
overtone frequencies) resonate. Since the intensities of the different multiples depend on the
nature of the instrument, one can also infer the nature of the instrument from their amplitude
ratios (see figure 15).
When these harmonics resound together, they produce a pleasant sound – this again has to
do with the integer ratios and leads us into harmonic theory. The perceived frequency, however,
is not disturbed by the harmonics, because the fundamental frequency of the superimposed
wave is still f .
However, we can also see these phenomena mathematically if we familiarize ourselves with
the concept of Fourier series: Any periodic function g with period length 1/f can be written
– under certain conditions10 – as an infinite series of sine and cosine functions. Thus it holds
g(t) = A0 +

∞
X

An cos(2πnf t) + Bn sin(2πnf t).

(3)

n=1
10 There are different formulations of conditions that lead to different convergence behavior. For example, the theorem holds if g
is Lipschitz continuous, or if g is locally square integrable.
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Figure 15 – Frequency spectra of two different instruments ( c Patrick Capraro 2021). Up: Spectrum of a violoin.
Down:Spectrum of a flute
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We see here that we can assign an overtone series to pleasant sounds (namely the periodic
oscillations). In the case of noise, however, the fundamental frequency f (the greatest common
divisor of all occurring frequencies) is almost certainly outside our perceptible spectrum.
The essential insights for the project that can be derived from the Fourier series – namely,
the equidistant frequencies – can be obtained very well through experimentation. Students can
generate their own audio recordings (or search the Internet) and analyze the spectra.
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6.3.

The Fourier coefficients and the Fourier transform

Partial integration can be used to prove the orthogonality relations for trigonometric functions. These are11
(
Z π
Z π
π, n = k,
sin(nt) sin(kt)dt =
(4)
cos(nt) cos(kt)dt =
0, n 6= k,
−π
−π
and
Z

π

cos(nt) sin(kt)dt = 0.

(5)

−π

With a scaling of the time variables and equation (3) one obtains formulas for the calculation
of the Fourier coefficients
2
An =
T

Z

T
2

g(t) cos (2πnf t) dt,
− T2

2
Bn =
T

Z

T
2

g(t) sin (2πnf t) dt.

(6)

− T2

In the boundary transition from discrete to continuous frequencies, one finally obtains the
formulas
Z ∞
Z ∞
g(t) sin(2πf t)dt.
(7)
g(t) cos(2πf t)dt,
Gs (f ) =
Gc (f ) =
−∞

−∞

for the cosine and the sine part of the frequency spectrum, respectively. The integral transformations in equation (7) are called cosine and sine transformations, respectively.
From the addition theorem in equation (2) we can deduce that we can summarize both
partial functions to the spectrum
p
G = G2c + G2s .
(8)
6.4.

The Fourier transform and the complex numbers

In the scientific literature, one usually encounters the Fourier transform in the complex
representation
Z ∞
G(f ) =
g(t) exp(−2πif t)dt,
(9)
−∞

which can be very easily related to (7) using the Euler formula eiy = cos(y) + i sin(y) ∀y ∈ R.
However, the complex structure of the Fourier transform can be disguised very well by
identifying the complex numbers with R2 and using 2-tuples in the notation.
11 Note

that we assume n, k ∈ N and f · T = 1 in what follows.
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6.5.

The discrete Fourier transform

The Fourier transform causes difficulties when working with real data for two reasons, since
one
does not have the data available for an infinitely long time interval;
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usually works with finitely many data (i.e., a table of values of g).
The solution is to move to the discrete Fourier transform, which is much more studentfriendly than the daunting integrals in (7). This is obtained by approximating the integral by
a sum and replacing the integration domain with a finite interval. If g ∈ Rn is the vector
containing the data, we obtain with




n
n
X
X
2πi
2πi
(t − 1)(m − 1) , Gs,m =
gt sin
(t − 1)(m − 1)
(10)
Gc,m =
gt cos
n
n
t=1
t=1
the frequency spectrum, where m = 1,
p. . . , n. Similar to (8), we can summarize the data and
obtain the vector G ∈ Rn with Gm = G2c,m + G2s,m .
These formulas can be understood by students who have no knowledge of high school calculus. Therefore, the Fourier transform can be reduced to an upper intermediate level by reducing
it to its discrete representation – at least when it comes to application with real data.
6.6.

Interpretation of data

Digital audio data can be conceived as a vector, as we have seen above. In this case, we
neglect the values of the time axis, since they are equidistant. The time step ∆T is obtained
from the so-called sampling rate Ar (also framerate or sampling rate), which is simply the
inverse of ∆T and has a value of 44, 1 kHz for most digital audio formats.
If you also take the frequency data as a table of values and represent it in a coordinate
system, you first have two problems:
The values on the frequency axis are missing;
If you plot the data, you get a symmetric spectrum.
Teorema 3.1 (Sampling theorem). If the data (g1 , . . . , gn ) ∈ Rn are real-valued and even and
odd, respectively, then the following equalities for the spectrum in (10) hold:
Gs,1 = Gs, n+2 = 0 and
2

Gc,m = Gc,n+2−m , Gs,m

Gs,1 = 0, respectively, and
n+1
= −Gs,n+2−m , m = 2, . . . , b
c.
2

(11)

If we interpret the tupel Gm = (Gc,m , Gs,m ) as a complex number, the numbers Gm and
Gn+2−m are complex conjugate to each other for m = 2, . . . , b n+1
c.
2
This theorem explains the symmetry of full frequency plots and confirms that the second half of
the data is redundant – and this is why we included the theorem in the theoretical background.
So we can restrict ourselves to the first half.
Teorema 3.2 (Nyquist frequency). The largest frequency that can be represented in the discrete
Fourier transform is the Nyquist frequency fN = 12 Ar . This frequency corresponds to the data
in the middle of the calculated spectrum G.
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With this statement, we have a means to choose the scale for the frequency axis. This will
become necessary as the project progresses, as we need to decide which frequencies, or range
of frequencies, to consider for defining appropriate features.
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6.7.

Simple implementation in Python

As we have seen before, audio data can be interpreted as vectors - albeit very extensive ones
- after digitization. This means that in principle, if the sampling rate is not too large, it is even
conceivable to process the data with a spreadsheet during digitization. However, with larger
data sets the handling quickly becomes bulky and unclear, so that in our projects we prefer to
work with small programs in the programming language Python. In doing so, many program
parts can be provided to the students if time or appropriate programming skills are not available
to a sufficient extent. In our experience, the interactive nature of the Python language makes
it possible to work in a very intuitive way, focusing largely on the mathematical content.
The following templates were provided for project participants to experiment with audio
data.
scipy.io can be used to read in wav files (see Listing 3.3). For stereo data, you get a twodimensional array. The two columns of the data array then contain the two channels, which
can be merged into one channel by adding them.
from s c i p y . i o import w a v f i l e
import numpy as np
# read a u d i o d a t a
[ sampleRate , sampleData ]= w a v f i l e . read ( ’ example . wav ’ )
sampleData=np . a r r a y ( sampleData )
# combine s t e r e o c h a n n e l s
i f ( len ( sampleData . shape )==2):
c h a n n e l 1=sampleData [ : , 0 ]
c h a n n e l 2=sampleData [ : , 1 ]
sampleData=c h a n n e l 1+c h a n n e l 2
# normalize amplitudes
maxabs=max( abs ( sampleData ) )
i f maxabs != 0 :
sampleDataNorm=sampleData /maxabs
else :
sampleDataNorm=sampleData
Listing 3.3 – Read audio file

The function fft calculates the Fourier transform so that we get the frequency spectrum
(see Listing 3.4). If we scale the time axis appropriately, we can read the frequencies in Hz.
Be careful when interpreting the data. The array G contains complex values. The functions
np.real() and np.imag() can be used to decompose complex numbers into real and imaginary
parts.
When plotting the data, the magnitude of the complex-valued entries is calculated to account
for equation (8).
from s c i p y . f f t p a c k import f f t
@MSEL
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from s c i p y . i o import w a v f i l e
import m a t p l o t l i b . p y p l o t as p l t
# read a u d i o d a t a u s i n g t h e code from L i s t i n g 3
# so we assume t o have a u d i o d a t a s t o r e d i n a v a r i a b l e
# sampleData , as a n o r m a l i z e d mono s i g n a l
# compute F o u r i e r t r a n s f o r m
G= f f t ( sampleData ) # sample d a t a i n t h e f r e q u e n c y domain
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# scale timeline
t i m e s =[ i ∗ sampleRate / len ( sampleData ) for i in range ( len ( sampleData ) ) ]
# p l o t f r e q u e n c i e s ; a b s ()= a b s u l u t e v a l u e
p=p l t . p l o t ( times , abs (G) )
p l t . show ( )
Listing 3.4 – Compute and plot frequency spectrum

7.

Misconceptions about algorithms and computers

This is a short, but from our point of view important section for a practical implementation
of the presented project. We would like to point out something we observe in our work with
students without programming experience relatively often when it comes to questions that have
a strong component in computer science or writing their own software. In some cases, there
are very clear misconceptions about problem solving with the help of computers. In concrete
terms, this means that students encounter and formulate subproblems in their mathematical
modeling, the processing and solution of which they do not see as their own task but think that
there are already existing solutions for these subproblems that can simply be used. A computer
can do so much more than we can – only unfortunately for some tasks, which apparently are
very easy to solve for humans , there are so far only very complex or even no solutions at all.
Let’s think of “tasks as simple as”, recognizing handwritten digits or the request to recognize
living beings in the images delivered by a video camera and, if necessary, to estimate their
approximate distance to the camera (something like this plays a major role in the development
of robust solutions for autonomous driving). Even if partial successes already exist with the
precondition of good or very good data, even the best currently available concepts can still be
thrown out of step if, for example, the video signal is temporarily noisy or a sudden strong
incidence of light – caused, for example, by a reflection of sunlight in a glass facade – causes a
disturbance that is difficult to take into account.
In our example, similar misunderstandings and overestimations of the ability of computers to
solve a problem without appropriate input from the programmer occurred. In our observation,
this seems to occur especially with topics to which one has a clear everyday connection and
intuitive understanding. In the example of the musical fountain, for example, partial solutions
were formulated very vaguely and delegated, as it were, to “the computer”: let the computer
determine the rhythm. The mathematical thinking power that must go into such an algorithm
is often not obvious because the potential of computers is overestimated.
In this case, the thought processes of mathematical modeling help to demonstrate the central
role of the algorithm in programming. To develop a computer program, the programmer must,
ISSN 1988-3145
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on the one hand, know the data with which he is working, and he must explain, step by step,
what computational operations will be performed on the data.
As a reaction to unrealistic demands on the automatic available capabilities of a computer/computer program, it has proven useful in our practice to explicitly step into the role of the
computer as a supervisor and to say whether one can execute something or not when asked or
prompted by the learner. In the case just described of asking the computer to set the rhythm, it
might look like this: We would quickly be able to show that a music file opened in Audacity can
be displayed as a waveform or spectrogram, but in Audacity there is no way to automatically
display the parts that are relevant to rhythm. What constitutes a rhythm anyway? Audacity
does not know! One could, of course, as described in section 4, determine the times by hand,
transfer it to a spreadsheet and continue working with this data. However, it is clear that
such a manual step would make a fully automatic solution to the problem being worked on
unattainable. So, if you have to formulate an algorithm yourself that determines the rhythm,
you first have to define what constitutes the rhythm and from what information contained in
the audio file the desired result – specifically, the times of the individual rhythm beats – can
be determined and in what way. At the latest when not only the loudness is recognized as the
decisive criterion, also the mathematical background information from the previous section gets
a great relevance and is recognized as necessary.
Another, not so obvious example comes from a processing that took place in the context
of a Talent School: At one point, the need arose to pick out the local maxima from a list of
numbers – this involved working with waveform data to determine locally particularly noisy
passages. Here one can answer that in Python the smallest or largest number of a list including
its corresponding position can be determined – no more and no less. So the students first had
to define the notion of a local extremum for a sequence of numbers and then describe how they
would determine such positions themselves for a given, very long sequence of numbers. Answers
of the kind “You can see that!”, are of course not valid – but after some queries the principle
usually becomes clear very quickly and a first algorithm can be formulated colloquially and
then, with the help of the supervisor, transferred step by step into a corresponding computer
program.
In this sense, a modeling project that works with real data can help eliminate these misconceptions about problem solving with computers. In the process, the importance of programming
is put in a new light for many. And it is often helpful to differentiate even further between the
development and formulation of algorithms and their implementation in a program of one’s own.
Indeed, in practice, one of the two components may not need to be done by oneself because
either a suitable algorithm needs to be transferred from another context and only programmed,
or existing program libraries can be used after formulating one’s own algorithm.

8.

Extension of the project by a technical implementation

As previously mentioned in a few places, the modeling project presented in this paper is
eminently suitable for integrating technical aspects to almost any extent. On the one hand, this
can be useful in case of special interest or existing skills of individual students, on the other
hand, it can also be useful in case of an implementation in the upper grades of a vocational
school, where the focus is on the technical side. Of course, as discussed earlier, the black box
principle can be applied to exclude other, less relevant aspects such as the deep mathematical
description from section 6. In this section, we present several approaches to such a technical
implementation. For the construction of a light organ with the use of an Arduino outlined in
section 8.2 as well as the solution presented in section 8.3 to process audio data in realtime
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with a Raspberry Pi and to react to it with light signals, there is a handout available from the
authors, which also includes two basic programs for the corresponding realizations.
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8.1.

Building a model fountain

For the technical implementation you need appropriate equipment (water pump, valves,. . . ),
which can be controlled electronically. For example, solenoid valves can be used as valves. These
can be opened or closed with an Arduino microcontroller or a Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry
Pi is suitable in that it has sufficient computing capacity to perform data analysis (e. g. in
Python) directly and use the results directly for control. Since in many vocational branches the
use of one or even both of these minicomputers is standard, the effort required is realistic in
the context of an interdisciplinary modeling project.
The valves can then be controlled via the GPIO pins, to which a voltage of up to 5 V can be
switched. Typically, solenoid valves switch at a much higher voltage (e. B. 12 V), so you may
need transistors and an external voltage source to control the valves via the Raspberry Pi pins.
8.2.

Visualization via a light organ

As indicated earlier, instead of using a real fountain or fountain model to visualize the
features extracted from the music with your own model, you can use a simple light organ. So
in the end, a light organ is controlled to match the music. This project was already successfully
worked on during the mathematical modeling week of KOMMS. There was also a technical
realization. If the goal is only to design a model of a light organ, the technical effort is much
less, because one can work with LEDs, which get along with a voltage of about 3 V and therefore
are controlled directly via the pins of the devices. Transistors and an external voltage source
are then only needed if stronger lamps are actually to be controlled.
In the modeling week, the time frame was very flexible, so an introduction to Fourier analysis
in the form of frontal teaching was omitted. The information from section 6 was interspersed
in appropriate situations for which the students formulated appropriate questions.
8.3.

Real-time audio data

Instead of reading the audio data from a file, you can also tap it directly from an audio
cable. Here, however, a little insight into signal processing is helpful, which is why such an
implementation is also suitable in vocational schools that have already addressed such topics:
For example, if you want to tap the signal at a jack plug, you usually have a stereo cable with
three wires – the ground and the two audio channels. Each of the audio channels carries an
analog signal with voltages of about −2 V to 2 V.
The Raspberry Pi can only read digital signals, so you need an analog-to-digital converter
to process the signal. The Arduino microcontroller, on the other hand, can also process analog
signals. However, here you have to take into account that both devices only read in positive
voltages. Therefore, a purely positive signal must be generated from the AC signal. This is
achieved by an offset circuit, which adds the voltage 2,5 V to the signal (see figure 16).

9.

Closing remarks

The goal of this paper was to show the wide variety of implementation possibilities for modeling a music fountain in school. To this end, after greatly simplifying the input data and
reducing the aims, we have shown the kinds of questions that can be investigated in middle
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Figure 16 – Offset circuit for recording an analog audio signal ( c Patrick Capraro 2021)

school mathematics classes. Many possibilities of variation make the adaptation to the level of
different grades, choice of the temporal scope as well as interdisciplinary work possible. Due to
this character, the project is also very well suited for is suitable for internal differentiation. Since, as shown, very nice modeling and results are possible in the context of the musical fountain
on the basis of basic mathematical knowledge of the content areas generating, collecting and
analyzing one’s own data, possibilities of representing data, calculation and interpretation of
mean values (and, if applicable, further statistical parameters), implementations with learning
groups of other school types are also very well imaginable. In addition to the purely mathematical competencies, the skills in mathematical modeling are also addressed when adapted to
the prior knowledge of the own learning group, and also the proposed methodology of project
work, especially in an interdisciplinary environment, offers a real added value (Herbert Gudjons
(1986)).
An in-depth extension for high school students as well as supplementary mathematical background for the supervising teachers also make it seem possible to work on it as a long-term
project, for example within a seminar course. In addition, there are some indications for setting
a technical focus, which is particularly suitable for vocational schools with a corresponding
orientation, since, if necessary, complex mathematical or physical relationships “can be very
well hidden”, behind technical, directly experienceable features. This is very useful in classes
with a focus on electrical engineering and is suitable to show the connections between the technical realization and the corresponding theoretical background – also a nice opportunity for
interdisciplinary teaching!
From our experience in numerous interdisciplinary projects of the kind described above, we
can say that especially the various possibilities of linking the project to the contents of physics,
music lessons and technical issues will ensure that students will remember such an independently
carried out project in the later course of their school education, establish references and possibly
even take up questions again and deepen them against the background of greater knowledge.
Finally, we hope that readers will find many ideas for their own classroom projects, which
you and your students will hopefully enjoy and find exciting challenges. We welcome questions
and feedback in the form of field reports!
Acknowledgements Some of the school projects described in the article were carried out as
part of the SchuMaMoMINT project financially supported by the European Social Fund
(ESF) of the state of Rhineland-Palatinate. We would like to thank all members of KOMMS
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Abstract
Due to developments in the financial marketplace, digitalization of finance and easy access to financial
products, financial literacy is becoming increasingly important. The paper at hand introduces parts of
a learning environment for mathematics classes that focuses on mathematical modelling and financial
literacy. After theoretical considerations, two worksheets are presented, which deal with influences of the
interest rate on the repayment of loans. Based on the description of a test run, the usability of the
worksheets in class is concluded.
Debido a la evolución del mercado financiero, la digitalización de las finanzas y el fácil acceso a los
productos financieros, la alfabetización financiera es cada vez más importante. El artı́culo que nos ocupa
presenta partes de un entorno de aprendizaje para clases de matemáticas que se centra en la modelización
matemática y la alfabetización financiera. Tras las consideraciones teóricas, se presentan dos propuestas
de trabajo que tratan sobre la influencia del tipo de interés en la devolución de los préstamos. A partir
de la descripción de una prueba, se concluye la utilidad de las hojas de trabajo en clase.
Keywords: Mathematical modelling, financial literacy, loans, worksheets
Palabras clave: Modelización matemática, educación financiera, préstamos, hojas de cálculo
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1.

Introduction

The paper at hand pursues the goal of preparing students for the life situation of planning
to raise a loan by modelling amortization schedules with random interest rates. This is not farfetched according to the EOS debt study (2017), 75 % of the German population raise at least
one loan in their lifetime and in Austria, every second person has debts resulting from his or her
consumer behaviors (c.f. ING-DiBa, 2016). One might also recall the real estate bubble burst
in Spain. Furthermore, multiple studies find that people’s financial literacy skills are in a bad
shape. For example, according to OECD (2020), around 25 % of the 15-year-olds who took part
in the financial literacy survey in 2018 are unable to make even simple decisions about everyday
spending. Adults similarly do not do well on financial literacy tests, which has been known for
some time now. Lusardi and Mitchell (2014), for instance, report poor performances. In their
study, they asked the subjects three questions. Any person who could not answer all three
questions was said to be financial illiterate. In the USA, about 70 % were not able to answer all
three questions correctly, while in Germany, the percentage amounted to approximately 50 %.
The OECD (2016) confirms the above presented result, they report on relatively low levels of
financial literacy among adults.
This paper examines parts of a learning environment published by Dorner (2017) that focuses
on mathematical modelling and financial literacy. To do so, the article begins with theoretical
considerations of mathematical modelling and financial literacy. Then, two worksheets from the
above-mentioned learning environment are presented. They deal with influences of the interest
rate on the repayment of loans. After the description of a test run of using the teaching materials
in a classroom, a conclusion about the usability of the worksheets in class with focus on the
theoretical foundation is drawn.

2.
2.1.

Theoretical background
Mathematical Modelling in mathematics classes

Pollak (1977) distinguished four definitions of applied mathematics, whereby he understood
modelling, as something as repeating the modelling cycle several times. Since then, modelling
has been considered as a cyclic process between reality and mathematics. Over the years, in
German speaking countries, multiple detailed descriptions of modelling cycles have been provided, especially in the context of education (c.f. Schupp, 1989; Maaß, 2006; Blum and Leiß,
2007). Typically, this process is partitioned into subprocesses such as simplifying, mathematizing, working with mathematics, interpreting and validating. According to Borromeo Ferri
(2011), these phases are observable during students’ modelling processes, although not always
in the order listed above. Rather, students jump between certain phases - in other words, they
pursue individual modelling routes. Similarly, modelling competence as a whole can be divided into sub-competencies according to the stages of modelling cycles. Hankeln and Greefrath
(2020) empirically showed the existence of different modelling sub-competencies.
Students’ difficulties while modelling have been known for quite a long time. According to
Wess (2020), struggles of students can occur in every modelling phase. According to the focus
of the paper, a few selected study results on students’ troubles during the specific phases interpreting and validating will now follow. According to Blum (2011) and Maaß (2004), students
can forget the meaning of the calculated results or omit an interpretation entirely. The process
of validation causes problems as well. Students are not used to validating their results, furtherISSN 1988-3145
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more, some students fear a devaluation of their calculated results if they try to validate them.
There are also students’ conceptions to take into account, which include the idea of the teacher
being the only authority who is allowed to validate their results. Hence, they may think such a
process is part of the teachers’ activities.
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According to Fischer (2001) and his concept of “general higher education”, graduates of upper secondary schools should be able to communicate with experts, which means understanding
expert opinions in order to make effective decisions. In the context of mathematics, this mainly
includes the interpretation of mathematical results.
According to multiple – mostly qualitative – studies, the use of DGS supports students at
various stages of the modelling process (Hankeln and Greefrath, 2020). Following Greefrath and
Vorhölter (2016), this is particularly true for the processes interpreting and validating. Furthermore, DGS are likely to increase the diversity of solutions found by students. According to Siller
and Greefrath (2010), when using digital tools while modelling, the modelling cycle has to be
expanded because mathematical expressions have to be translated into the language of the used
digital tool and then the results of the digital tool must again translated into mathematical
results. Dynamic geometry software (DGS), in this case GeoGebra, plays a significant role in
the modelling processes intended to be considered when using the below presented worksheets.
GeoGebra supports various modelling processes, especially, because of diverse representation
options (Pead et al., 2007; Moreno-Armella et al., 2008; Mousoulides, 2011; Greefrath et al.,
2018). Hence, GeoGebra seems to be an appropriate choice. Due to possible computer calculations, e.g. many different loan repayments could be considered in a short period of time.
The modelling process described in the two worksheets below involves stochastic simulations. In accordance with Greefrath and Vorhölter (2016), this paper regards such simulations
as experiments that use models, hence, such simulations provide insights into the real system.
Thus, students gather experiences in probabilistic situations and can improve their stochastic
thinking skills. Furthermore, through the use of random numbers, risks of loans become visible. A few studies state positive effects of simulations in mathematics classes. For example,
simulations promote students’ motivations according to Mills (2002), with weaker students, in
particular, benefitting from them.
2.2.

Financial literacy

According to the OECD (2019b), shrinking public and private support systems (risk shift),
aging of the population, developments in the financial marketplace, digitalization of finance
(digital financial products and services), as well as easy access to money and financial products and services from a young age (bank accounts) are reasons why being financially literate
becomes more and more important. Since 2002, the OECD has committed itself to financial
education - at first by initiating far-reaching education projects and later on by assessing the
financial literacy of students in its PISA study. The first large scale study took place in 2012,
in the course of which a financial literacy framework was created. Within this framework, the
term financial literacy is defined as follows:
“Financial literacy is knowledge and understanding of financial concepts and risks, as well
as the skills and attitudes to apply such knowledge and understanding in order to make effective
decisions across a range of financial contexts, to improve the financial well-being of individuals
and society and to enable participation in economic life.” (OECD, 2019b, p. 18)
@MSEL
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Considering the interplay with other literacies, the OECD (2019b) states that students who
want to perform well need to have certain levels of reading literacy and mathematical literacy.
There is a strong positive correlation between financial literacy and reading literacy as well as
between financial literacy and mathematics (Sole, 2014). Considering the focus of the paper, the
latter one is of special interest. The OECD framework of mathematical literacy encompasses
four main areas: “change and relationships”, “space and shape”, “quantity”and “uncertainty”.
According to the OECD (2019a), only quantity, in more detail, numeracy is necessary for financial literacy. Basic calculations, like percentages, are required for some financial decisions.
It should be noted that the financial literacy framework is aimed at students of up to 15
years, in other words, lower secondary level. The paper at hand focuses on a learning environment for students who attend upper secondary level. Not only for that reason, the intersection of
mathematical literacy and financial literacy will be understood in a broader sense but also other
studies state a greater intersection of these two fields. Ozkale and Erdogan (2020), for example,
investigated mathematical literacy tasks and financial literacy tasks of PISA and emphasized
that mathematics serves not only as a calculation tool for financial literacy. They point out
the necessity of using mathematical contents and processes when solving financial problems.
Furthermore, Sole (2017) describes how one can incorporate financial topics into mathematics
lessons. She demonstrates that function analysis and algebra are needed for optimizing one’s
outcome. Following this argumentation, multiple questions may arise in the context of financial
risk considerations: Considering buying financial products, when does one take a risk? How
much gain or loss can be expected? What is the meaning of a low probability of a high interest
rate? How can I reduce risk? In order to answer these questions, one must exhibit stochastic
competencies.
Summing up, being financially literate also means applying mathematical concepts in a
financial context in a broader sense. The paper at hand will use the above-mentioned definition
of financial literacy by the OECD, but with an understanding of a greater intersection with
mathematical literacy, as described above.

3.

The lessons: Modelling interest rates of loans

The design of the double lesson for mathematics classes is based on two worksheets that are
part of a greater learning environment in Dorner (2017). They cover the effects of interest rate
changes on the repayment of a certain loan. The first worksheet guides the students in creating
a repayment schedule with the interest rate being modelled via a slider. With the second worksheet, probabilistic considerations come into play when students have to model the interest rate
with random numbers. Thus, a large number of repayment scenarios can be considered and
analyzed.
The worksheets, see Figure 1 and Figure 2, were created for the specific situation of loans
in Austria. Here, a large number of loans are granted with a variable interest rate, even for
mortgages. In fact, the situation used to be even worse: Until the bank crisis in the year 2008,
private persons could raise foreign currency loans in order to finance their homes. Typically,
however, borrowers have to choose between loans with a fixed interest rate or a floating interest rate. As a rule, fixed rates are higher than floating rates at the time of borrowing, which
represents a kind of risk premium. Considering floating rates, one must be alert to interest
rate changes as years go by. In order for the students to be prepared to make effective decisions
ISSN 1988-3145
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when raising loans, the worksheets make interest rates and their impacts a subject of discussion.
The lesson plan only requires few prerequisites that the participating students should have
covered already, namely students should be able to calculate the annual debt level of a loan
given the initial debt, the interest rate and the installment by using recursive sequences. Also,
students should have gained some experiences with random experiments, events and random
numbers. In order to assure smooth working on the tasks, the students should already be used
to the software GeoGebra. With the goal of reducing complexity, technical jargon and legal
terms are avoided.

Modelling in Science Education and Learning
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Repayment periods

1

Imagine yourself in a situation where you need € 100,000 and have no other options than raising a loan. Let us
assume, you are able to repay € 8,400 annually. Now, you want to know how long it will take to repay a loan with
a certain interest rate. To study the impact of the interest rate on the repayment period, we use a variable for the
interest rate. In order to calculate the annual debt level, the interest is added first and then the installment is
𝑝

subtracted. That means the debt level after the first year 𝑆1 is calculated as follows: 𝑆1 = 100 000 ⋅ (1 + 100) −
8 400. Hence, the debt level after the second year amounts to 𝑆2 = 𝑆1 ⋅ (1 +

𝑝
)−
100

8 400, and so on. Visualize

the repayment of the loan in a GeoGebra worksheet by following the instructions in the speech bubbles.
Afterwards, answer the questions below!
1) Toolbar/Graphics: Create a slider called p
(set min to 0, max to 20 and step size to 0.1)!
Its value indicates the annual interest rate in
percent.
2) Spreadsheet: Open the spreadsheet view!
Enter the numbers from 0 to 40 for the
respective year in the first column!

3) Spreadsheet: Write the initial debt in cell B1,
it is 100 000 euros! Calculate the debt level for
each year, first by writing the term B1 * (1 + p /
100) -8 400 in cell B2! The remaining lines can
be calculated analogously, just copy cell B2!

4) Spreadsheet/Toolbar: Mark all cells
4) from A1 to
4)
B41 and then use the "List of Points"
tool
!
Tabelle/Werkz
Tabelle/Werkzeugleiste
: Markiere eugleiste:
den Bereich
Markiere
von A1 bis
B41 undden
Bereich von A1
verwende anschließend
bis „Liste
B41vonund
das Werkzeug
Punkten“. verwende
anschließend
das Werkzeug
„Liste
von
Punkten“.

5) Preferences-Graphics: Set the dimensions of
the graphics window in the properties so that the
area of interest is visible, choose
xMin: -2, xMax: 40, yMin: -2 500, yMax: 150 000!

6) Graphics: Change the value of the slider so
that the questions below can be answered!

1. How long does it take to repay the loan (full repayment) if the annual interest rate p% is
a) 0.1%, b) 2.6% c) 8.4% bzw. d) 12.6% ?
2. Describe the situation in c) and d) in the context!
3. How high must the interest rate be for the loan to be repaid in 30 years?
4. How does the loan repayment period change when the interest rate changes? Answer intuitively at first
and then check your guess in your GeoGebra worksheet!
5. Which assumptions are not realistic?

Figure 1 – Worksheet 1 - Repayment periods (see Dorner, 2017, p. 226, translated)
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Floating interest rates

2

The previous model assumes that the annual interest rate remains constant over time, which is not the case for all
kinds of loans. Fluctuating interest rates represent a risk in loans with variable interest rates. Many borrowers
overlook this risk. When raising a loan, a conversation with a bank employee takes place in which repayment
scenarios such as the ones in the previous task are considered. In most cases, the employee only presents one
possible repayment schedule that usually depicts a favorable situation for borrowers. Repayment plans that are
bad for the borrowers are usually not shown. The bank just wants to sell its products, so this strategy makes sense.
Create a new GeoGebra worksheet in which the annual interest rate changes from year to year! Model the changing
interest rate using random numbers! Open a new GeoGebra worksheet and follow the instructions in the speech
bubbles!

Modelling in Science Education and Learning
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1) Spreadsheet: Open the spreadsheet
view! Write years in cell A1 and enter the
numbers from 0 to 40 in the first column!

4) Spreadsheet/Graphics: Additionally, visualize the progression of
the interest rate with points! Note: Selecting two columns that are
not next to each other works by selecting the first column, then
holding the CTRL key and selecting the second column.

2) Spreadsheet: Enter the floating interest
rate in column C! To do so, type p into cell
C1! Enter the command RandomUniform(2,6)
in cells C2 to C40 to get a randomly
generated rational number between 2 and 6!

3) Spreadsheet/Graphics: Write debt
level in cell B1! Calculate the annual debt
level and, again, generate a list of points
to visualize it, as you did for worksheet 1.

1. Pressing the F9 key causes a new calculation of the random numbers. Simulate multiple repayment
scenarios by pressing the button! Describe what has happened!
2. Which interest rate curves are favourable for the borrower and which are not?
3. Increase the range in which the random interest rate may be to the interval ]0.1; 12 [! Describe
what has happened!
4. Improve the model: The interest rate for the next year should stay within a small interval (How
small?) around the interest rate of the current year. Modify column C accordingly and simulate
several scenarios! What do you notice?
5. Does it even make sense to simulate the loan interest rate with random numbers?

Figure 2 – Worksheet 2 - Floating interest rates (see Dorner, 2017, p. 227, translated)

The two worksheets above can be regarded as authentic tasks, which provide the students
with an appropriate mathematical model, where interpretation and validation are at least partly
left open to the students. Considering the expanded modelling cycle by Siller and Greefrath
(2010), the translation process from computer results to mathematical results is left open to the
students as well. Due to the complexity of the actual process of raising a loan and based upon
the above-mentioned concept of general higher education and the financial literacy framework
of the OECD (2019b), these worksheets mainly focus on these sub-processes.
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There are three major learning objectives: 1) Students should understand the dynamics of
loans, which explicitly includes the effects of rising and falling interest rates assuming constant
installments. 2) Students should be able to simulate a loan repayment by modelling the interest
rate using random numbers. 3) Students can mention good and bad progresses of the interest
rate of certain loans from the point of view of a borrower.

4.

Teaching experiences

Modelling in Science Education and Learning
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Dorner (2017) reports on a trial of the two worksheets presented above, which took place
during three regular mathematics lessons with 16/17-year-old students at a secondary school in
Austria. Ten out of thirteen students were present during the two lessons. All of these students
finished the two worksheets within at most 120 minutes.
In the following, the focus is on written student responses with five tasks being examined
more closely. As a quick reminder, task 2 of worksheet 1 reads as follows: “Describe the situations
in c) and d) within the context”. In case c), the interest rate is 8.4 %, hence, we maintain a
constant debt level, even though installments of 8, 400e are paid every year, because S1 =
100000·(1+8.4/100)−8400 = 100000. In case d), the interest rate is greater than 8.4 %, therefore
100000 < S1 < S2 and so on. Considering the respective student answers, one could observe a
great variety. For example, there are students who give more mathematically bounded responses
(see Figure 3), while others describe the situation without using mathematical formulas (see
Figure 4).

Figure 3 – Student response 1 - worksheet 1, task 2 (see Dorner, 2017, p. 273, translated)
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Figure 4 – Student response 2 - worksheet 1, task 2 (translated)

There are less formal answers as well, see Figure 5. The statement is correct in principle,
however, one cannot deduce whether the student has understood the mathematics behind it.

Figure 5 – Student response 3 - worksheet 1, task 2 (translated)

When checking for possible inappropriateness of the assumptions, see task 5 of worksheet
1, the student answers resemble each other. All students wrote that high interest rates were
unrealistic, specifically, they rejected the possibility that the interest to be paid could be higher
than the installments.
In the context of random interest rates, task 2 from worksheet 2 asks about favourable
interest rates from the point of view of the borrower. All students recognized that lower interest
rates are better for the borrower, see Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Student response 4 - worksheet 2, task 2 (translated)

However, two students only focused on the beginning of the repayment period, see for example Figure 7. Their response is correct in itself, but it does not cover the whole period. Their
statements would need to be expanded.
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Figure 7 – Student response 5 - worksheet 2, task 2 (see Dorner, 2017, p. 276, translated)

Finally, task 4 of worksheet 2 is of special interest. How did the students improve the modelling of the interest rate? All students improved the model of the interest rate by implementing
dependencies as intended. Eight students programmed the interest rate of a certain year as a
uniformly distributed random number from the closed interval with lower bound - interest rate
of the previous period minus 1 - and upper bound - interest rate of the previous period plus
1 -. Some of these students used a different constant here, for example 2. Additionally, some
described the resulting interest rate curve as less jagged and therefore more realistic, while
others criticized the possibility of negative interest rates, which seemed unrealistic to them, see
Figure 8.

Figure 8 – student response 6 - worksheet 2, task 4 (see Dorner, 2017, p. 276, translated)

There are students whose observations do not feature any “complaints”. For example, one
student noticed different interest rate developments in his new interest rate model.

Figure 9 – Student response 7 - worksheet 2, task 4 (translated)

Two students discovered the command RandomNormal(<Mean>,<Standard Deviation>),
this command generates a random number from a normal distribution with given mean and
standard deviation. The students took the opportunity, researched on the internet and implemented a normally distributed interest rate curve. Referring to the table in Figure 2, the two
students entered an initial value in the cell C2, e.g. 2, then they inserted the command RandomNormal(C2,0.2) in the cell C3, RandomNormal(C3,0.2) in C4 and so on. One result of the
development of the interest rate when using the above-described normal distribution model can
be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 – Development of the interest rate when using normally distributed random numbers
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However, their response turned out to be rather short, see Figure 11.

Figure 11 – Student response 8 - worksheet 2, task 4 (see Dorner, 2017, p. 276, translated)

The participating students had mixed feelings about the idea of using random numbers.
Many students complained about the possibility of getting a negative interest rate. Some wrote
that in most cases, one would agree on a fixed interest rate, so random numbers make no sense.
Four students emphasized its usefulness considering the impossibility of forecasting. Moreover,
they put themselves in the position of a borrower and argued that, by using random numbers,
they are able to consider many eventualities and are therefore better prepared in advance, see
for example Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Student response 9 - worksheet 2, task 5 (translated)

The teacher of this class wrote in his feedback about the worksheets that he appreciates
that only few prerequisites are needed for these worksheets, specifically, that there is needed
no specific knowledge about loans and that students can work individually. Also, there were
a few questions concerning technical issues with GeoGebra. Due to the fact that the students
did not have much experience with modelling tasks, some students posed questions about the
non-realistic assumptions in worksheet 1 task 5 and some students did not have the courage to
set the size of the interval on their own, see worksheet 2 task 4. They asked the teacher to give
them suitable numbers, but he always responded: “Choose the number that makes sense from
your point of view”.

5.

Discussion

The goal was for the two worksheets to contribute to the development of financial literacy
and mathematical modelling skills. In order to confirm the successful achievement of these
goals, the two topics will be considered separately.
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Both worksheets focus, above all, on the sub-competencies interpreting and validating. The
modelling of loan repayments initiated through the instructions on the worksheets seems to be
suitable for this intention. The outcomes of the teaching trial show that this environment puts
students in a position that allows them to interpret fairly complex relations between interest
rates and repayments. While some responses turned out rather short or not precise enough,
most students considered the important issues of each task. Furthermore, students were quite
critical and recognized flaws in the modelling process, such as negative interest rates, growing
debt although installments were being paid, as shown in more detail in section 4. Interestingly,
the teacher’s feedback reveals that some students struggled with validating model 1. But in
the end, all students validated both models reasonably and even though not all of their work
encompassed every detail, they recognized unrealistic assumptions. Maybe this can be traced
back to the prescribed instructions during the first steps of the modelling process, which might
have led them to the easier position of validating an already outlined model instead of their
own model. It must be emphasized that the teacher has to collectively discuss and compare
the different student answers at the end of this teaching sequence. The responses of the trial
show high potential for fruitful discussions. During these, teachers can deepen the coverage of
issues such as the mathematical background, appropriate interpretations and limitations of the
models.
From the students’ responses, one can deduce that the presented task set contributes to
financial literacy. While working through the exercises, students deal with the dynamics of interest rates and their impact on the repayment schedule. Hence, they consider sources of risks
and equip themselves with knowledge that is useful for borrowings. Therefore, students have a
more solid foundation for deciding between fixed interest rates and floating interest rates when
raising a loan, as can be seen in Figure 12. Furthermore, the interplay of mathematical literacy
and financial literacy is observable in the students responses: interpreting diagrams or charts
requires mathematical skills that can be placed in a financial context, see figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and
7 and in order to validate models, one needs financial literacy that can be transferred into a
mathematical language, see figures 8, 9 and 11. Altogether, the tasks presented above prepare
students for making effective decisions in the financial world, which is one of the main parts of
the definition of financial literacy.
These worksheets can be considered as a starting point for further (mathematical) activities focusing on topics such as geometric series, recurrence relations, probability calculations,
normal distribution, paper and pencil calculations and, of course, interdisciplinary teaching.
Further financial topics for mathematics that can contribute to mathematical literacy and financial literacy are for example: discounts (How can algebra be used to shop intelligently?),
diversification (Is it wise to put all of your money into a single stock?), randomness of stock
prices (Can one predict stock prices in the future?).
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Abstract
This paper is practice-oriented and reports on a mathematical modelling unit specifically developed for first-year
engineering students in a South African context. The main idea with the unit was to foster students’ mathematical
modelling competency development. This idea supports an essential goal of mathematics teaching, that is to enable
students to solve real - world problems by means of mathematics. The unit consists of five lessons and several
tasks, carefully planned to consider students’ mathematical pre-knowledge, the demands of the first-year mathematics (calculus) curriculum and the intended competency development. The unit was linked to the mathematical
topic of functions and taught for different groups of students according to two different teaching designs, similar
to the designs used in the German DISUM project. 144 first year engineering students from the extended curriculum programme of a large public university were divided in three groups and exposed to the unit. An empirical
evaluation of the intervention (with a pre-post-test design) showed a significant competency growth for all groups,
with substantial differences, dependent on the teaching design. Some strengths and shortcomings of the unit will
be identified and implications for future practice will be discussed.
Este artı́culo está orientado a la práctica e informa sobre una unidad de modelización matemática desarrollada
especı́ficamente para estudiantes de primer año de ingenierı́a en un contexto sudafricano. La idea principal de
la unidad era fomentar el desarrollo de la competencia de modelización matemática de los estudiantes. Esta idea
apoya un objetivo esencial de la enseñanza de las matemáticas, que es permitir a los estudiantes resolver problemas
del mundo real por medio de las matemáticas. La unidad consta de cinco lecciones y varias tareas, cuidadosamente
planificadas para tener en cuenta los conocimientos matemáticos previos de los alumnos, las exigencias del plan de
estudios de matemáticas de primer curso (cálculo) y el desarrollo de competencias previsto. La unidad se vinculó
al tema matemático de las funciones y se impartió a distintos grupos de estudiantes según dos diseños didácticos
diferentes, similares a los utilizados en el proyecto alemán DISUM. Se dividieron en tres grupos 144 estudiantes
de primer año de ingenierı́a del programa curricular ampliado de una gran universidad pública y se les expuso la
unidad. Una evaluación empı́rica de la intervención (con un diseño pre-post-test) mostró un crecimiento significativo de las competencias en todos los grupos, con diferencias sustanciales, dependiendo del diseño didáctico. Se
identificarán algunos puntos fuertes y deficiencias de la unidad y se discutirán las implicaciones para la práctica
futura.

Palabras clave: First-year engineering students; mathematical modelling competency; mathematical modelling
unit; real-world problems; teaching design
Keywords: Estudiantes de primer año de ingenierı́a; competencia en modelización matemática; unidad de modelización matemática; problemas del mundo real; diseño de enseñanza
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1.

Introduction

The formal education of engineering students requires the development of mathematical
competency and specifically higher cognitive skills such as arguing or modelling. However,
the South African assessment framework has a greater focus on knowing and solving routine
problems, and there is limited emphasis on applying and reasoning. According to the latest
TIMSS findings (Reddy, Winnaar, Juan, Arends, Harvey, Hannan et al., 2020), the school
and national assessments should include more items at higher cognitive levels. As a result of
school mathematics, students entering engineering programmes at universities often lack higher
cognitive skills and therefore have to be educated accordingly. One way is to expose students
to a series of mathematical modelling activities (De Villiers and Wessels, 2020; Durandt, 2018).
Mathematical modelling is in many countries an integral part of the curriculum at all levels of
education, also at the tertiary level. The inclusion of a modelling unit in the formal education of
engineering students seems important as they will be expected to apply higher cognitive skills
and solve real - life problems in their profession. The question arises as to how mathematical
modelling can be incorporated in the formal education of engineering students and in particular
how such a unit should be constructed. This paper reports on the design of a mathematical
modelling teaching unit specifically developed for first-year engineering students in a South
African context.

2.

Mathematical modelling

Mathematical modelling usually means solving real - world problems by means of mathematics. This involves translating the problem situation into mathematics, working within the
resulting mathematical model of the situation, and interpreting the mathematical outcomes in
the given situation. An example which is well-known from the literature (see Blum and Leiß,
2007, and Niss and Blum, 2020, chapter 3, for details to this example) is the question as to
whether it is worthwhile to drive to a remote petrol station to fill up one’s car when the petrol
is cheaper there than at a nearby station. Typical steps when solving this problem are: first
to understand the given problem, to imagine the situation (two petrol stations with different
distances and different prices) and to construct a mental model of the situation; second to
structure the situation by identifying relevant parameters (besides the distances and the prices
at least also the tank volume and the consumption rate of the given car) and relations between
them; third to set up a mathematical model of the given situation, that means to write down
terms for the different prices for filling up; fourth to do some calculations; fifth to interpret the
results of these calculations in the light of the initial problem of which station to choose; sixth
to check whether the result makes sense and if there may be additional variables to consider
(such as the time that it costs to drive to the stations, the air pollution by the trip or the
risk of an accident on the trip), and if necessary to go once again through steps three to five
with a refined model; and seventh and finally to present the whole solution together with a
recommendation of what to do. These seven steps can be visualised by the modelling cycle
shown in Figure 1 (where, according to Pollak, 1979, “rest of the world” denotes the whole
extra-mathematical world).
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Figure 1 – Seven step modelling cycle according to Blum and Leiß (2007)

Mathematical modelling is a compulsory topic in many mathematics curricula around the
world, from primary to tertiary education. There are several justifications for the inclusion of
modelling (see Blum, 2015, for an overview of such arguments): first to help students to understand certain problems in the real world better; second to advance mathematical competencies
such as mathematising, problem solving or communicating; third to contribute to an adequate
picture of mathematics as a science; and fourth to support students’ learning of mathematics
(motivation and interest for mathematical activities, and deeper understanding of mathematical topics). In particular for mathematics as a service subject at the tertiary level, its vital role
is to contribute to a better understanding and mastering of situations and problems stemming
from the serviced discipline.
Mathematical modelling can be included in the learning and teaching of mathematics by
appropriate tasks. No other subject in education is shaped by tasks to the same extent as
mathematics. A mathematical modelling task is a task which requires genuine mathematical
modelling activities to solve it. By “genuine” we mean that the real - world situation has to be
taken seriously and is not only a mere, easily recognisable dressing-up of a mathematical task;
that the answer to the given question is not obvious from the beginning; that relevant parameters have to be identified and assumptions have to be taken; that some mathematical model has
to be chosen; and that the mathematical result has to be translated back into the real world.
The real - world situation does not have to be authentic in the sense that it is directly taken
from a context where mathematics is actually applied in industry, business, science, society or
everyday life. However, the situation has to be credible so that it might occur in practice (see
Niss and Blum, 2020, chapter 5, for a discussion of authenticity), or it has to be presented
honestly as deliberately constructed for educational purposes. Appropriate modelling tasks for
certain educational levels have, of course, to be accessible at that level, that is both the real world context and the mathematics necessary for the solution have to be comprehensible.
The abovementioned aim to advance students’ competencies presupposes a transfer from the
competencies needed to solve a particular problem (such as the Filling Up problem) to more
general competencies which can be applied to solve other problems. In this sense, an important
goal of teaching modelling is to develop students’ mathematical modelling competency, that is
their ability to construct and to use mathematical models for solving real - world problems
by carrying out appropriate steps as well as to analyse or to compare given models (for a
@MSEL
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detailed discussion of modelling competency and its sub-competencies see Niss and Blum, 2020,
chapter 4). As is well-known from learning theories and empirical findings, transfer cannot be
expected to happen automatically. The essential reason is the situatedness of all learning (see
Brown, Collins and Duguid, 1989). This means that the modelling competency which a student
acquires is usually restricted to the specific mathematical area and the specific real - world
context in which it was needed while solving a specific task, and transfer to other tasks, areas
and contexts has to be carefully organized by the teacher, especially by pointing to similarities
between different tasks. One similarity which can be emphasized are the solution steps through
the modelling cycle. Seven steps (like in Figure 1) will generally be too complicated for learners,
but a four step cycle like the one developed in the DISUM project (“Solution Plan”, see Figure
2) has proven to be helpful for learning modelling (see Schukajlow, Kolter and Blum, 2015).

Figure 2 – Four step modelling cycle for learners, developed in the DISUM project

With the difficulty of transfer we have mentioned one of many aspects which make the
teaching and learning of mathematical modelling demanding for learners and for teachers (for
an overview on empirical findings concerning modelling see Blum, 2015; Kaiser, 2017; Stillman,
2019; Niss and Blum, 2020, chapter 6). We know from several empirical studies that each
step in the modelling process is a cognitive challenge for students and may be a barrier which
may even lead to a breakup of the solution process if students are working completely alone,
without teacher support. There is a fundamental difference between students working alone,
and students working independently but supported, if needed, by a teacher. It is crucial that
teachers give minimal support, aiming at a permanent balance between students’ independence
and teachers’ guidance. A key element to achieve such a balance is to use adaptive teacher
interventions which allow students to continue their work without losing their independence
(Blum, 2011; Stender and Kaiser, 2016), in particular strategic interventions (such as “Read the
text carefully!”, “Imagine the situation clearly!”, “What do you aim at?”, “What is missing?”,
“Does this result make sense for the real situation?”). Another key element are meta-cognitive
tools like the Solution Plan just mentioned. Many empirical results have shown positive effects
of meta-cognitive activities during modelling (see Vorhölter, Krüger and Wendt, 2019, for an
overview). There are several more aspects which ought to be taken into account for teaching
modelling. Basic criteria of quality teaching such as an effective classroom management, an
orientation towards the students’ pre-knowledge or a permanent cognitive activation of the
students have proven important also for teaching modelling.
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In 2018, the idea arose to carry out a research study analogous to the German DISUM1
project, but for South African engineering students at the tertiary level. The main aim of this
study was to compare the effects of different teaching designs for a mathematical modelling
unit on the development of students’ modelling and mathematical competencies. To monitor
the effectiveness of the intervention as well as the influence of the respective teaching design, the
participants’ competencies were assessed in a pre-post-test design and their attitudes towards
mathematical modelling were also measured after the unit.
The unit was designed by the first two authors of this paper and developed for initial implementation in an extended curriculum programme at the University of Johannesburg. In this
programme, the first year of the mainstream programme is split over two consecutive years to
allow students with lower grades in key subjects (such as mathematics, science, and English)
to develop competencies and adequate learning strategies to successfully adapt to the tertiary
environment. Hence, the modelling unit was constructed as a part of formal education and
during a scheduled weekly tutorial session in students’ first semester. During February and
March 2019, a sample of 144 first-year engineering students participated in such a curriculum
programme and thus in our study. Their participation was voluntary, and standard departmental ethical matters were addressed. The students were automatically assigned to three distinct
class groups by the university’s registration system, not more than 50 each, according to their
focus of study (physical or extraction metallurgy, or construction).
These three groups were taught according to two different teaching styles which fulfil certain
criteria of quality teaching (see Blum, 2015), a “method-integrative” and a “teacher-directive”
style, analogous to those styles in the DISUM project (for details see Blum and Schukajlow,
2018). The construction group (labelled “MI”) was taught according to the method-integrative
style which aims essentially at students’ independent work on tasks, adaptively supported by
the teacher. Both the construction and the physical metallurgy groups (labelled “TD1” and
“TD2” respectively) were taught according to the teacher-directive style where the students
are to work on tasks guided by the teacher (for more details of the teaching design see Durandt, Blum and Lindl, 2021). The language of instruction was English for all groups, although
English was not the home language for the lecturers and for most students. In both the TD1
and TD2 group approximately 16 % of students speak English as their home language, while
in the MI group approximately 12 % of students have English as their home language (other
languages spoken are mostly African such as Zulu or Northern Sotho). The two lecturers who
implemented the modelling unit were the first author of this paper for the groups TD1 and MI,
and a colleague from the same department for the group TD2. Both lecturers were experienced
in teaching mathematics, but only the first lecturer had experience in teaching mathematical
modelling. The researchers’ intention was to evaluate the unit after implementation, especially
concerning students’ learning gains, and to make strategic changes to the unit for further implementation in consecutive years (see Section 6).
In the present, practice-oriented paper we mainly report on the design of the mathematical
modelling teaching unit and its contents, not on details of the teaching methods. Also, we will
1 Didaktische Interventionsformen für einen selbständigkeitsorientierten aufgabengesteuerten Unterricht am Beispiel
Mathematik–in English: Didactical intervention modes for mathematics teaching oriented towards students’ self-regulation and
guided by tasks. The project was directed by W. Blum (mathematics education), R. Messner (pedagogy, both University of Kassel), and R. Pekrun (pedagogical psychology, University of München) and was carried out 2002–2013.
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only briefly report on the empirical evaluation of the modelling unit and the corresponding
development of students’ competencies and attitudes (for more details see Durandt, Blum and
Lindl, 2021). Therefore, the leading question for this paper is: How can a mathematical teaching
unit be constructed to support first–year students’ development of modelling competency?
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4.

Description of the unit

The mathematical modelling teaching unit was constructed over five lessons with ten different tasks, all carefully planned considering students’ mathematical pre-knowledge from the
pre-tertiary phase, the demands of the first-year engineering mathematics curriculum and the
intended development of students’ mathematical and modelling competency. All tasks were developed with a focus on the mathematical content area of functions. The last two tasks in lesson
5 were not modelling tasks as characterised in Section 2 but mere word problems, primarily
serving for deepening the understanding of proportions (a topic which is needed in several of
the modelling tasks). In the following, we describe the content of the individual lessons (45
minutes each; for an overview see Table 1).
Lesson
1
2
3&4
5

Number of tasks
3
2
1
4

Tasks
Hot-air Balloon, Hot-water Tap, and Weight of Person
Age of Trees, and Evacuation of an Aircraft
Traffic Flow
Giant’s Shoe, Statue in Germany,
and two situations with direct and indirect proportions

Table 1 – Tasks included in the five lessons of the modelling unit

Lesson 1: This lesson consists of three tasks, from which the first requires most of the
available time. The first task, Hot-air Balloon, contains the problem of how much air is in a
balloon shown on a picture with a base jumper on top, see Figure 3a (from Herget and TorresSkoumal, 2007). When solving the task, students are expected to model the balloon (e.g., as a
half sphere and a cone), make some approximations (related to the man, the half sphere, and
the cone), then proceed with calculations, and finally interpret the mathematical results. For
one such example see Figure 3b; here the height of the half sphere was estimated as 12.6 meters
and the height of the cone as 18.9 meters. Consequently, the total volume was estimated as
approximately 7000 cubic meters.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3 – (a) The Hot-air Balloon task from lesson 1 (b) A possible solution approach for the Hot-air Balloon
task from lesson 1
ISSN 1988-3145
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The other two tasks included in this lesson were interpretations of given real - life graphs
(both tasks from Stewart, 2016). With the Hot-water Tap task (see Figure 4a) students are
expected to explain their view on how the graph represents the temperature of the water (T),
when a hot water tap is opened, as a function of time (t). One possible solution is to explain
that the initial temperature of the running water is close to room temperature because the
water has been sitting in the pipes. When the water from the hot-water tank starts flowing
from the geyser, T increases quickly. In the next phase, T is constant at the temperature of
the heated water in the tank. When the tank is drained,T decreases to the temperature of
the water supply. With the Weight of Person task (see Figure 4b) students are expected to
describe in words how a person’s weight varies over time as represented by the graph. Then
an interpretation is expected particularly for when the person is 30 years old, with possible
reasons such as diet, exercise, or health problems.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 – (a) The Hot-water Tap task from lesson 1 (b) The Weight of Person task from lesson 1

Lesson 2: This lesson consists of two tasks. In both, data is provided regarding the situation.
In the first example, the Age of Trees task, a linear model is used that relates the tree diameter to
the age of the tree (from Stewart, Redlin and Watson, 2012; see Figure 5a). In real situations,
it is much easier to measure the diameter of a tree than the age of a tree, which requires
special tools for extracting a representative cross section of the tree. Based on a table of data
values, students are expected to construct a linear model that relates the variables. A possible
representation of the data and the linear function (given by ŷ ≈ −0.5 + 6.6x) is presented in
Figure 5b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 – (a) The Age of Trees task from lesson 2 (b) A possible solution for the Age of Trees task from lesson
2

The second example in this lesson deals with the evacuation of an aircraft, a modelling
multiple choice task taken from Haines, Crouch and Davis (2001), where the best out of five
given sets of relevant variables has to be identified (see Figure 6).
@MSEL
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Figure 6 – The multiple-choice modelling task from lesson 2 (Haines, Crouch and Davies, 2001)

Students are expected to work through the multiple options and indicate which one of the
options contains parameters, variables or constants which should be included in the model. An
expected solution (presented by Haines, Crouch and Davies, 2001) is:
A. “Time of day at which the landing occurred” is irrelevant, so A is not appropriate.
B. “Amount of personal items carried out” is not important, so B is not appropriate.
C. “Time of day at which the landing occurred” is hardly relevant, so C is not appropriate.
D. All three variables are relevant, so D is appropriate, but one of the most important variables, number of people in the plane, is missing, that means D brings partial credit
only.
E. All three variables are relevant, so E is appropriate, and these three variables are sufficient
for a simple model, so this is the best option, thus full credit.
Lessons 3 and 4: Only one, more complex task, Traffic Flow, is treated extensively over two
lessons (for details of this example see Niss and Blum, 2020, chapter 3). The situation of dense
traffic on a single-lane road is presented and students are asked to find the speed at which cars
should go to maximize the flow rate. An obvious answer seems to be as quickly as possible, but
the faster the cars go, the bigger the distance between two cars has to be, for safety reasons,
so it is not immediately clear what an optimal balance between velocity and safety would be.
In order to be accessible, the situation has to be simplified and structured. The students are
expected to:
1. Imagine the situation – dense traffic in a single lane travelling at a specific speed; which
speed, which car length and which distance?
2. Look for a suitable mathematical model – draw a diagram; define “traffic flow rate” as
number of cars per time; define distance rules and thus specify the flow rate function.
3. Do mathematics – analyse the flow rate function and find the maximum if there is one
(calculating values, graphing, finding possible maximum values).
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4. Explain the solution – optimal speed for maximising flow.
By a few obvious assumptions, that all cars have the same speed v, all cars have the same length
l, and the distance d between two cars (dependent on v) is the same everywhere, a model for
traffic flow rate can be constructed (F = v/(l + d), where F is the number of cars per time at a
fixed point on the road). Although several possibilities exist, the intention is to define common
distance rules such as the “half speed rule” and the “driving school rule” and then specify the
flow rate function. The “half speed rule” is given by d = hvi/2 meters, and the “driving school
rule” is given by d = 3 · hvi/10 + (hvi/10)2 meters, where hvi means the absolute measure of the
velocity in km/h. The graph of the flow rate function determined by the “half speed rule” (see
Figure 7) is strictly increasing. This can be easily proved by looking at the term of this function
which is a quotient of two linear terms. Thus, the driver can drive as fast as he can in order
to maximize the flow rate. In reality, this rule is by no means safe for high velocities (because
the braking distance varies, for physical reasons, quadratically with velocity). The graph of the
flow rate function determined by the “driving school rule” (see Figure 7 where it is assumed
that all cars have a length of 5 meters) has a maximum value. This can also be easily proved
by noticing that the term, a quotient of a linear and a quadratic term, tends to 0 both for very
low and for very high velocities. The optimal velocity is approximately 20 km/h, a surprisingly
low value. In reality this rule is more cautious than physically necessary because it presupposes
that the car in front stops immediately to 0.

Figure 7 – Graphs of flow rate functions from the “Traffic Flow” task in lessons 3 and 4

Lesson 5: In this lesson four tasks are treated: two picture tasks similar to the first task
in lesson 1, and two tasks written in words related to proportions (“direct” and “indirect”
proportion). In the first task students are expected to approximate how tall a giant would be in
order to fit the world’s biggest shoes (2.37 meters by 5.29 meters) given on a photo (see Figure
8a). A possible solution assumes the length of a human foot as, for instance, 0.25 meters, which
leads to a shoe length of approximately 0.30 meters. Assuming a human is approximately 1.80
meters tall, and applying the factor 6 (1.80 ÷ 0.30 ≈ 6) to the length of the giant’s shoe, we can
estimate the giant is approximately 32 meters tall (5.29 × 6 ≈ 32). Similarly, in the second task
students are expected to estimate the height of a man’s statue whose foot is shown (see Figure
8b). One possible solution is to assume the four human feet are altogether roughly 1 meter in
length, so the foot in the statue is approximately 2 meters. Hence, a man matching the statue
@MSEL
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is approximately 2 × 7 ≈ 14 meters, using the ratio 1.80 ÷ 0.25 ≈ 7.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8 – (a) The Giants’ Shoes task from lesson 5 (b) The Statue in Germany task from lesson 5

The remaining two tasks deal with proportions. To practice the concept of “direct proportion” a word problem is given: A student on a bicycle rides at a constant speed to cover a
distance of 12 km in 45 minutes. If he is able to maintain this speed for 1 hour and 15 minutes,
how far will he be able to travel? A straightforward solution is possible by multiplying 12 km by
the factor 75/45, thus the distance is 20 km. To practice the concept of “indirect proportion”,
an exemplary fictitious situation is described: Two students sharing the costs of a holiday home
means 510 (South African) Rand per day for each, three students sharing the costs means 340
Rand per day for each, and four students sharing the costs means 255 Rand per day for each.
The situation is visualised by a hyperbola.

5.

Some empirical results

To monitor the effectiveness of the modelling unit described in section 4 and students’
progress in mathematics and mathematical modelling after its implementation, a pre-test and
a post-test were administered to all three groups (“MI”, “TD1”, and “TD2”) before and after
the intervention (see section 3). In these two tests, different but comparable tasks were used,
which were directly aligned with the learning content of the intervention (see Table 2, and for a
detailed description of the test design Durandt, Blum and Lindl, 2021). Pre-test and post-test
thus consisted of three sections each: A) modelling tasks with pictures (such as a beer container
or a straw roll) or data tables, B) mathematical tasks (with proportional, linear, and rational
functions), and C) multiple-choice modelling tasks similar to the task in lesson 2.
Depending on the number and type of tasks per test section, a different maximum number
of marks could be achieved (A: 2 tasks, 6 marks; B: 3 tasks: 7 marks; C: 3 tasks, 6 marks). The
answers of the participants were evaluated by two independent raters, marks were assigned for
partially or completely correct solutions of the tasks, and the marks were summed up per test
section and for the overall test. Table 2 provides an overview of the marks per test section and
overall, obtained on average by each group.
Here, we report only briefly on the essential results of the evaluation of these data; further
details can be found in Durandt, Blum and Lindl (2021). If we compare the maximum possible marks with the average results achieved by each group in the tests, these are certainly
unsatisfactory from a normative point of view in the individual test sections as well as overall.
Nevertheless, all groups have reached on average higher values in the post-test than in the pretest, both with respect to each test section and overall. The learning gains (i.e., mean differences
between pre-test and post-test) are descriptively highest for group MI (method-integrative teaISSN 1988-3145
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Note. TD1 and TD2: teacher-directive design groups, MI: method-integrative teaching design group; M =
mean; SD = standard deviation. For Section C, the results of test versions 1 and 2 are summarised here
and, for psychometric reasons, only the results of three (of the original five) items are presented.
Table 2 – Pre- and post-test design, alignment with the modelling unit, and means and standard deviations per
test (section) and teaching design group (teacher-directive vs. method-integrative)

ching design), in all test sections and overall, although in the modelling tasks section they are
almost equivalent to group TD1 (teacher-directive design).
In deepened analyses (using so-called linear mixed regression models; see Hilbert, Stadler,
Lindl, Naumann and Bühner, 2019), which among other things can also consider influential
factors such as the entrance selectivity of groups, it can even be shown that the performance
increase in the section with modelling tasks is significantly higher in group MI than in group
TD2 and that all groups show similar significant performance gains regarding mathematical
tasks. While there are no significant differences concerning the multiple-choice tasks, MI performs significantly better than TD2 and descriptively better than TD1 in the overall test.
We also measured the participants’ attitudes towards mathematical modelling after the intervention, using an internationally well-established instrument, the Survey of Attitudes Towards
Statistics (SATS-36, Schau, Stevens, Dauphinee and Del Vecchio, 1995; Schau, 2003), adapted towards mathematical modelling. Analogous to the original instrument, six dimensions are
differentiated: Affect (6 items, e.g., “I am scared of mathematical modelling”), Cognitive competence (6 items, e.g., “I can learn mathematical modelling”), Value (9 items, e.g., “Mathematical modelling should be a required part of my professional training”), Difficulty (7 items, e.g.,
“Mathematical modelling is highly technical”), Interest (4 items, e.g., “I am interested in using
mathematical modelling”), and Effort (4 items, e.g., “I plan to/did attend every mathematical modelling class session”). For organisational-administrative reasons, it was only possible to
distinguish between the teacher-directive groups (TD1 and TD2) and the method-integrative
group (MI) when surveying attitudes. Figure 9 visualises the differences between the groups for
all six dimensions.
As can be seen in Figure 9, neutral attitudes exist for both groups in terms of affect, cognitive
competence, and value. The two groups show more negative attitudes for difficulty, and more
positive attitudes for interest and effort. In five out of six aspects (except affect), the MI group
has on average descriptively more positive attitudes than the TD groups.
@MSEL
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Figure 9 – Attitudes towards mathematical modelling with six dimensions (7-point rating scale: 1 = strongly
disagree,..., 7 = strongly agree)

6.

Conclusion and perspectives

On a practical level, the intention was to construct a mathematical modelling teaching unit
to support first year engineering students’ competency development. To document this process
and thus to verify the effectiveness of the intervention, it was evaluated with a pre-post-test
design. The empirical results show an encouraging competency gain both for mathematics and
for mathematical modelling, for all groups, with advantages (also in terms of attitudes) for
the group with the more independence-oriented teaching design. Despite the relatively short
duration of the intervention, this indicates that the intervention succeeded in substantially increasing the students’ competencies, although both the results of the pre-test and the results of
the post-test were not satisfactory from a purely normative point of view. Information about
the student profiles made us realise some important factors that might have influenced the
results independently of the design of the modelling unit. One such factor could be that the
students had to work in English, which for most of them is not their home language (see in
Section 3). We know from several studies how important language proficiency is for academic
achievement at the tertiary level (see, e.g., Du Plessis and Gerber, 2012) and for understanding
the context of a modelling task (see, e.g., Plath and Leiß, 2018).
Certainly, the design of the teaching unit can be further improved. The students’ progress
during the unit was rather small as five lessons can only offer limited possibilities. De Villiers
and Wessels (2020) report a similarly slow progress of South African engineering students’ competency development over an intervention with six modelling tasks. One obvious possibility for
improvement is therefore to extend the duration of the teaching unit and to include both more
tasks and more phases for individual practising, with and eventually without teacher support.
Yet another possibility is to link the modelling examples more closely to engineering topics and
to South African students’ life contexts. One concrete idea along these lines is to include an
additional task in lesson 4, Combined Resistors (adapted from Stewart, Redlin and Watson,
2012). This task is linked to the same content of rational functions as the Traffic Flow task, and
in addition to the engineering context and to the South African context. In the task a situation
is created, and students would be asked to give immediate advice to the technician and to use
technology at hand as an aid for solving the task.
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Combined Resistors: Theory on electricity explains that electrical resistance of two resistors
R1 and R2 , connected in parallel, gives a combined resistance R by R = (R1 R2 )/(R1 + R2 ) . In
a nearby building in Johannesburg a technician connects a fixed 8 Ohm resistor in parallel with
a variable resistor. For safety reasons the technician must know precisely how the combined
resistance depends on the resistance of the variable resistor, in particular, how big the combined
resistance may become.
Another idea is to make a change to one picture task in lesson 5, namely to replace the
“Statue in Germany” with a picture of a statue in South Africa (see figure 10). In this task,
developed by the first two authors, students are asked to estimate the real volume of Nelson
Mandela’s upper body (covered by his shirt). Thus, by asking for a volume and not for a length,
this task aligns better with the photo tasks contained in the pre- and the post-test.

Figure 10 – The Nelson Mandela Statue task planned for lesson 5

Our goal is to develop a mathematical modelling teaching unit suitable for first-year engineering students to support their competency development. The unit developed in 2019 and
presented here effectuated a significant competency growth, but can certainly be further improved, both concerning the content and the teaching method. The effects of changes to the
existing unit can only be evaluated after implementation. We will report on effects of the refined
unit in due course.
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Abstract
Climate change is subject to lively public discussions. Especially the question of whether climate change is manmade is a central point of contention. Since climatic processes are interleaved and complex, it is difficult to evaluate
public, political or scientific statements. In this work, we look at mathematical models behind climate processes
on a simplified level. We present a simple model of the Earth?s energy budged developed by high school students
themselves during a project week. The model allows the students to compute the global Earth?s surface temperature and effects of varying solar activity and land surface changes. More precisely, the model describing the energy
budget of the Earth forms a systems of partial differential equations and can be linked to compartment models. We
show how this mathematically challenging question can be didactically reduced in such a way that students can be
enabled to develop, solve and extend compartment models independently without having been taught the theoretical
background. We implemented this course as an interactive online workshop and present our experiences with gifted
student groups. We believe that our material presents an opportunity to demonstrate the power of mathematical
modeling, to understand natural phenomena, and to critically reflect on discussions.
El cambio climático es objeto de animados debates públicos. Especialmente la cuestión de si el cambio climático
está provocado por el hombre es un punto central de controversia. Dado que los procesos climáticos están entrelazados y son complejos, es difı́cil evaluar las las declaraciones públicas, polı́ticas o cientı́ficas. En este trabajo,
examinamos los modelos matemáticos que subyacen a los procesos climáticos a un nivel simplificado. Presentamos un modelo sencillo del brote energético de la Tierra desarrollado por los propios estudiantes de secundaria
durante una semana de proyectos. El modelo permite calcular la temperatura global de la superficie de la Tierra
y los efectos de la variación de la actividad solar y los cambios en la superficie terrestre. Más concretamente,
el modelo que describe el balance energético de la Tierra forma un sistema de ecuaciones diferenciales parciales
y puede vincularse a modelos de compartimentos. Mostramos cómo esta cuestión matemáticamente difı́cil puede
reducirse didácticamente de manera que los estudiantes puedan desarrollar, resolver y ampliar los modelos de
compartimentos de forma independiente sin que se les haya enseñado la base teórica. Implementamos este curso
como un taller interactivo en lı́nea y presentamos nuestras experiencias con grupos de estudiantes superdotados.
Creemos que nuestro material presenta una oportunidad para demostrar el poder de la modelización matemática,
para comprender los fenómenos naturales y reflexionar crı́ticamente sobre los debates.

Keywords: Compartment models, human impact, climate change, high school students, project week
Palabras clave: Modelos compartimentales, impacto humano, cambio climático, estudiantes de secundaria, semana de proyectos
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1.

Introduction

The analysis of natural and anthropogenic impacts on the surface temperature of the Earth
is a highly relevant and authentic research topic. Students protest against the lack of action on
the climate crises, e.g. “Fridays for future”. Therefore, the relevance is given not only by its
importance for the students, who experience the effects of climate change and will experience
them even more in future, but also for the general world population, which has to deal with
the effects of climate change (cf. Paris Agreement).
The major results, which summarize the current state of science with regard to the characteristics and (future) development of the climate, are published approximately every seven years
in a report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The predictions made
in these reports are based on simulation models that build on past experience to make predictions about the future climate development and its consequences. For this purpose, climate
driving causes are analyzed and their influence is determined. Since it is in practice extremely
difficult to measure and simulate the effect of individual factors, metrics are introduced to intermediate between cause and effect. One of the most popular metrics quantifying the deviation
between model and reality is radiative forcing, which describes the net change of the energy
balance of the Earth system due to posed perturbations (cf. IPCC, 2013). We use the metric
of radiative forcing to map the natural and anthropogenic radiative influences on the Earth’s
temperature budget, and investigate whether we can validate the hypothesis that the currently
visible climate change is primarily based on natural effects. More precisely, we use radiation
balance equations to model and analyze the influences of various natural and anthropogenic
radiative forcings on the climate.
This work also demonstrates that students can independently develop scientific methods
that form the mathematical basis of university mathematics already at high school level.
A simple climate model therefore considers the energy budget of the Earth. The transport
of energy between two bodies, in this case between the Earth and the Sun as its main energy
supplier, takes place exclusively by directed radiation fluxes. In principle, this can be described
by (stationary) radiative transfer equations. For details see section 1.1. Not only is the mathematics necessary for modeling the energy budget a challenge. Also solving partial differential
equations is usually not covered in school mathematics. Additionally, describing the Earth’s
climate is very difficult. Processes on the Earth and in the atmosphere are linked to and interact with each other. Still, our experience shows that with appropriate guidance according to
¶. Stender (2016) and Hattebuhr (2014), upper level students are able to create a discretized
model (compartmental model) on their own. This involves dividing the Earth’s atmosphere
into concentric spherical shells, so-called compartments, where the radiative flux density in
each spherical shell is assumed to be constant. This leads to radiative flux balance equations
similar to finite volume models. The components of these equations can be given to students as
a matter of fact. They therewith construct – without knowing it – discretizations of a partial
differential equation. Thus, they derive a simple model which allows a realistic calculation of
the average surface temperature of the Earth based on solar radiation. The influence of natural
and anthropogenic radiative forcings can also be estimated quantitatively.
1.1.

Physical and mathematical background information

The following section serves as a summary of deeper physical and mathematical knowledge
for the interested reader.
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The interplay between matter and particles is described by the (stationary) radiative transfer
equations
Ω

∂ψ(x, Ω, λ)
= σa (x) (Bλ (x, T (x)) − ψ(x, Ω, λ)) ,
∂x
Z ∞Z
σa (x) (ψ(x, Ω, λ) − Bλ (x, T (x))) dΩdλ,
0=
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0

(1a)
(1b)

S2

where ψ is the “radiative flux density at spacial position” x ∈ R in direction Ω ∈ {−1, 1} and
at wavelength λ ∈ R.
To understand these, one uses the wave-particle duality. Imagine that radiation is transmitted of particles. Then, radiative transfer equations describe the propagation of these particles.
Each of these particles is at a place x, moves in direction Ω, and has a wavelength λ. The radiation density ψ now tells how many particles of the wavelength λ are moving at a location x
in the direction Ω. If the density packets interact with matter, they are either absorbed or scattered. The scattering process is complicated as it changes the moving direction of the particles.
Therefore, one may neglect this process for simplification as in our model only two directions
Ω ∈ {−1, 1} are allowed. The opacity σa plays the role of an absorption coefficient and controls
the interaction strength between paricles and the background materials. Obviously, these particles are after absorption no longer part of the incoming density packets. This is described by
the part ψa (x, Ω, λ). However, their energy is not lost. Matter, that can interact with light af all
possible wavelengths, is called a blackbody. The emission of particles by a material is described
by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation Bλ (x, T (x)) = σSB T 4 with the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
constant σSB . Over all, the Earth is a very good blackbody and interacts with light of all wavelengths in contrast to the Earth’s atmosphere: It interacts only with certain wavelengths of
light. The emissivity quantifies how good a blackbody an object is. A perfect blackbody, which
is later assumed for the Earth, has the emissivity  = 1. The lower bound is  = 0. Therefore,
the emissivity of the atmosphere is in between. The wavelenghts of light emitted by an object
depend on the temperature T of the body. For example, the light emitted by the Sun has its
highest intensity in the range of visible light. Whereas the Earth emits light in the infrared
range, because it is much cooler than the Sun. Equation 1b says that over all directions and
all wavelengths no energy is lost and is either in the form of radiative flux density or thermal
radiation.

2.

Implementation of a workshop for high school students

In the following sections the formulated problem description is introduced. It has already
been implemented in a modeling week for (upper level) students1 and during an internship in
the mathematics department at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT, Germany). Some
general settings of the modeling week are described in section 2.1. Here, also recommendations
for an introductory presentation are given within a description of feasible application areas
including possible (school) settings. One possible way of solving the given task is presented in
section 2.3 and is based on the students’ work and reflects the students’ approach.
1 From here on, the term “students” refers to upper level students aged 16 years and above. Our experiences are based on the
implementation with high school students, although the research question is also interesting and appropriate for a learning clientele
having completed high school. In Maren Hattebuhr (2014), a requirements profile was developed for the students. This provides
information on what previous knowledge the students should ideally have in order to participate successfully in a modeling week
and offer them good support. Students are selected on this basis.
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2.1.

Modeling weeks as a possible application area

During a modeling week2 , selected students with special interest in mathematics work in
small teams of 5–6 students on real problems from economy or research. The problems are
usually unsolved, and no solution is given. Each group is supervised by a scientific staff member of the university and backed up by a representative of the company or institute responsible
for the research topic. The supervision is based on the principle of minimal help (cf. F. Zech
(1998)). This is supported by student-centered and cooperative group work, in which learners
actively explore mathematical methods based on student-centered discussions. In this way, the
students can develop their ideas and test their resilience with like-minded people. Errors or
improvements are found in the exchange with each other. This can be supported by the supervisor by temporarily withdrawing and letting the group discuss alone, or by specifically asking
for an explanation of the ideas and their implementation. Experience shows that uncertainties
of the students can be resolved by formulating their thoughts (cf. Hattebuhr 2014).
At the beginning of the week, the supervisors give a short presentation of the problem. In
doing so, the topic is motivated and the necessity of working on the problem, but also the
complexity and difficulty of it is emphasized. In our case, it means reference can be made
to current, special weather events like heat records, cold waves, floods, etc., or to political
statements of climate conferences, politicians, scientists or well-known persons. Students can
also be asked which role climate change plays in their every-day life. Then, an easy compartment
model of the radiation flux should be presented and technical terms should be introduced:
The Earth’s main supplier of energy is the Sun.
The Sun radiates at different wavelengths. It has its highest intensity in the range of visible
light.
The solar radiation is partly reflected and partly absorbed by the Earth. The coefficient
which represents the proportion of incoming sun radiation being reflected is called albedo.
The absorptivity tells how good energy is absorbed by a body (here the Earth).
The Earth itself emits radiation in the form of heat energy in all directions. The emissivity
tells how good energy is emitted by a body (here the Earth).
The impact of the atmosphere is unclear and has to be analyzed.
We are looking for a quantitative description of natural and anthropogenic radiative forces
to answer the question of whether climate change is mainly caused by natural impacts.
We recommend discussing the natural and anthropogenic radiative forces during group
work. The students themselves can give suggestions of possible impacts on climate (change).
If the question arises: As each compartment layer is assumed to be homogenious and constant over time optical phenomena in the atmosphere, such as Rayleigh and Mie scattering,
light refraction, diffraction are not considered. Likewise, thermodynamics, clouds, and vertically occurring processes, which lead to a more accurate but also much more complex
model, are left out. The models presented in this article are not intended for making predictions. They can rather be used for understandig and examine different impacts on the
Earth’s temperature.
2 For

further information: https://www.scc.kit.edu/forschung/CAMMPweek.php
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The problem description for the students contains further background information, as well as
references to available data (see sec. 2.2). It is quite intentional that the students gather further
information themselves, for example by searching the internet. It should always be clear: The
supervisor is not omniscient! The project draws on knowledge from a wide variety of fields.
Therefore, the supervisor may admit “I don’t know the answer to your question, but we will
certainly find an answer together.”The supervisor is a mentor and is meant to find help – not
to solve the problem. The problem is intentionally open-ended. Many approaches are possible
and lead to a (good) solution. It surely helps to tell all students right at the beginning that
there are many possible ways of solving and there is no one true solution. If a supervisor is
open minded and motivates the students to follow their own ideas, she or he will be surprised
and overwhelmed of what they can achieve by themselves.
The mathematical models were implemented with the tool MATLAB3 in order to hand over
complex calculations to the computer. It is also easier to improve and extend the models. The
students do not necessarily need programming knowledge for the application. The handling of
MATLAB comes close to use a graphic-capable pocket calculator. In the past, there were several
groups that coded all together via a projector. Nevertheless, it is strongly recommended that
supervisors know basics of programming and can give assistance, for example, how to create
graphics. In addition, a (digital) whiteboard or flipchart proved itself extremely helpful and
became a central element for collecting and processing ideas, as well as for explanations. At the
end of the week, student groups present their results to a broad audience like problem advisors
as well as interested scientists, teachers, family members, and friends. In doing so, they realize
that within one week they themselves have become experts within their topic. Overall, this
week replicates the approach to project assignments in industry and business and is therefore
authentic in terms of working methods.
With our experience, we can well imagine the use of this problem in further modeling weeks.
We can also recommend it for online events, as the project was successfully completed by students in an interactive online workshop. Used settings are introduced in section 3. Digital tools,
that enable collaborative mathematical modeling online in general are discussed in Schönbrodt
et al. (2021). In addition, programs at school or university that run for a longer period of
time work as well, i.e. a week with full-time work or half a year with weekly meetings, since the students need to familiarize themselves with the topic and then need to develop and
implement (mathematical) models on their own. The topic is appropriate for an interdisciplinary project-oriented work as it combines the subjects mathematics, physics, geography, and
computer science.
Note: The author herself has already been responsible for the supervision of nearly ten
student groups and the organization of seven modeling weeks. For the latter, she contributed
to the selection and formulation of the problems and was responsible for the selection of the
students, as well as the introduction and the accompaniment of the group supervisors during
the week.
2.2.

Problem description for introducing the task to the students

The students discuss the task on the basis of the following problem description.
3 The student program CAMMP, which organizes the modeling week presented here twice a year, usually uses MATLAB. On
the one hand, MATLAB is convincing due to its easy handling and syntax and can thus be quickly grasped even by people with
little or no programming knowledge. It has also very good online documentation. On the other hand, it is used by many developers
in industry and thus represents an authentic tool. MATLAB can also be used online, which allows access via a browser window
without prior installation of the program. In principle, any other programming language such as Python or Julia could also be used.
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Politicians and the media discuss whether climate change is caused by natural impacts and
occurs, for example, due to solar fluctuations, changes in land-use, and volcanic eruptions,
or whether greenhouse gases cause climate change.
The decisive energy on Earth is supplied by the Sun. It provides the
Earth with a certain amount of radiation power. This is called solar
constant. The energy flux arriving on the Earth is given by Isolar =
2
2
1368 W/m2 πrterra
. The factor πrterra
stems from the fact that the Earth
is a disk as seen from the Sun.
Part of the incoming solar radiation is reflected by the Earth’s surface.
The reflectivity of the Earth is called albedo and is denoted by α. The remaining fraction (1 − α)Isolar is absorbed. The ratio between absorption
and reflection is determined by the composition of the Earth’s surface:
The brighter the surface, the more sunlight is reflected and the greater
the α.
The energy absorbed by the Earth is converted into thermal energy and re-emitted. This
thermal radiation can be described by the Stefan-Boltzmann law: The radiation power of
2
2
4
comes from the fact
. The factor of 4πrterra
the Earth is given by Iterra = 4πrterra
σterra Tterra
that the Earth is a sphere and emits thermal energy over its entire surface.
The energy radiated by the Earth is partly absorbed by the atmosphere
(denoted by atm ) and the rest permeates into outer space. The absorbed
energy is subsequently re-emitted by the atmosphere. The radiation power
of the atmosphere is again determined by the Stefan-Boltzmann law.
Problem: With the help of an atmospheric (multi-layer) model,
we try to answer the following questions: What is the Earth’s temperature? What impact do the various natural processes, such as
solar fluctuations or the Earth’s surface composition, have? How
do volcanic eruptions affect the Earth’s temperature? What is the
role of greenhouse gases?
Important values and their explanations:
Albedo: The Earth’s surface (including the atmosphere) has an average albedo of about
α ≈ 30 %. If the Earth’s surface changes, this leads to a change of the albedo. The
albedo is always between 0 and 1.
σ ≈ 5.670374419 · 10−8 W/m2 K 4 : Stefan-Boltzmann constant
terra : Emissivity of the Earth. The emissivity describes how well a body radiates
energy. For the Earth it is about 94 %, for simplification it can be assumed as 100 %.
atm : Emissivity of the atmosphere. It has a value of 39 − 70 % depending on the
composition and respective proportions of gases, aerosols, . . . in the atmosphere.
Tterra : Temperature of the Earth
Tatm : Temperature of the atmosphere

Good luck!
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The task presented above is intentionally formulated as open question to allow for various
solution possibilities. In this article, we present one solution approach fulfilling the requirements
that was developed by an independent student group. It was successfully completed by the students, which means that the groups autonomously set up a compartment model and improved
it with several model extensions. They analyzed different impacts on the Earth’s temperature
using these models and interpreted the mathematical solutions. In the end, they quantified
which process has the most significant impact on the temperature and evaluated, on this basis,
whether the climate change is mainly based on natural forces or not.
All models developed by the students make the following assumptions:
1. There exists a radiation equilibrium state. That is, the incoming amount of radiation is
equal to the outgoing amount of radiation. In other words, the absorbed energy is equal to
the emitted energy in each compartment. If this was not the case, one of the compartments
would heat up or cool down by itself over time, and external impacts could not be traced.
Furthermore, there is no time dependency to consider.
2. Radiation has a direction. Only the two directions Sun–Earth and Earth–Sun are allowed.
3. The exchange of energy between bodies takes place exclusively by directed radiation fluxes.
Radiation is not bound to matter. It can only be absorbed or emitted by a body. Scattering
is neglected for simplicity.
4. The Earth is a perfect sphere with a radius of rterra = 6371 km.
The students derived assumptions 1–3 from the problem description and the illustrations on it
in a discussion with the supervisor. Assumption 4 was added completely independently.
In this article, I always denotes the radiation power per square meter. The source of the
radiation is defined by the index. Thereby, solar stands for the solar, terra for the terrestrial
(emanating from Earth) and atm as short term of atmospheric radiation.
Understanding the principle of (radiative) flux and compartment models: The Bare Rock model

In the simplest model, a system of Earth and space (incl. the Space
!
Sun) is considered. This model is called the Bare Rock model (see
Fig. 1, and cf. Archer, 2012; Kraus, 2004). This model ignores the
!
existance of an atmosphere.
!
Earth
The Sun represents the only source of radiation. The solar radiation power is denoted by Isolar and defines the radiation power Figure 1 – Illustration of the inper square meter related to a surface orthogonal to the incoming coming and outgoing radiation
radiation. On its way from Sun to Earth, the radiation power fluxes in the Bare Rock model
attenuates of about 50,000 times. The solar radiation power arriving Earth is about Isolar = 1368 mW2 (cf. Deutscher Wetterdienst).
This is called the solar constant. Part of the radiation is reflected by the Earth’s surface, denoted by Isolar, reflected . The reflectivity of the Earth is called albedo and is denoted by α. It
holds
!"#$%

!"#$%, %'(#')*'+

*'%%$

Isolar, reflected = α · Isolar .
Note, that the Earth receives this radiation power with its cross-section. This is a circle of
2
the Earth’s radius: πrterra
. As the Earth rotates, the radiation power is distributed all over the
Earth’s surface, which is a sphere, and from which the radiation is then re-emitted. Therefore,
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the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the Earth to the Earth’s surface area, which is given by
2
, needs to be determined. It is 1 to 4. Thus, on average, only one quarter of the solar
4πrterra
radiation power is available per square meter of the Earth’s surface. In opposite direction to the
incoming solar radiation flux shown by a yellow arrow in Figure 1 are the reflected solar radiation
(also marked in yellow) and the terrestrial radiation, denoted by Iterra (green arrow). While the
solar radiation has its intensity maximum in the visible light range, the terrestrial radiation
has its intensity maximum at bigger wavelengths. The Earth radiates thermal. Therefore, its
emission is described by the Stefan-Boltzmann law.
According to the assumptions given above, the absorbed and the emitted radiation fluxes
are in an equilibrium. This means that the sum off all fluxes have to add to zero.
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Ejemplo 6.1 Possible solution
The radiation equilibrium described above is now translated into the language of mathematics and the Stefan-Boltzmann law for the emitted Earth’s radiation is considered. Here, the
incoming radiation is equal to the outgoing radiation.
1−α
· Isolar =Iterra
4
4
=terra · σ · Tterra

(2)

The Earth’s temperature Tterra is now determined by rearranging equation 2 and inserting the
following literature values. With the
albedo (reflection percentage)

α = 0.3,
W
solar constant
Isolar = 1368 2 ,
m
emissivity of the Earth
terra = 1
W
and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
σ = 5.670374419 · 10−8 2
mK
◦
it is determined by about 255 K ≈ −18 C. Note, that equation 2 gives the temperature in
Kelvin. This temperature unit is common in meteorology. More familiar from everyday life
(in Germany) is the temperature unit ◦ C. From now on, only this unit will be used for more
intuitive evaluation of the results for the students.

Understanding the use of the atmosphere: The One Layer model

The effects of the atmosphere to the radiation budget are completely neglected in the Bare Rock model. The One Layer model
includes the effects of an atmosphere (cf. Archer, 2012). For this
model, the students make the following additional model assumptions:

Space

!!"#$%

(1 − 0!"##$→$!&)2!"##$

Atmosphere

!$*,
!$*,

!!"#$%, %'(#')*'+

The atmosphere consists of a single, infinitely-thin layer with
Earth
!
glass properties. Solar radiation passes through it unhindered and is not absorbed.
Figure 2 – Illustration of the in*'%%$

coming and outgoing radiation

The albedo acts exclusively and completely at the Earth’s fluxes in the One Layer model
surface. That is, the reflection of solar radiation occurs at
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the Earth’s surface. Reflections within the atmosphere by,
for example, clouds, are not part of this model.
A new compartment has been added by the supplemented atmosphere. The radiation equilibrium still applies to the entire system. In Figure 2, the solar radiation is indicated by the
yellow arrows, the terrestrial radiation by the green arrows, and the atmospheric radiation by
blue arrows.
The solar constant Isolar first hits the atmospheric compartment. It is neither reflected nor
absorbed. But it acts at the next compartment: the Earth. Like in the Bare Rock model before,
part of the solar radiation is reflected at the Earth’s surface and the major part is absorbed.
The reflected solar radiation passes freely the atmosphere and vanishes into space. The Earth
emits its energy Iterra as thermal radiation to the atmosphere, where it is partly absorbed
with the absorpitivity 0.39 < aterra→atm < 0.70. In this process, especially water vapor, carbon
dioxide, and ozone, which are known as the greenhouse gases, play a significant role. Radiation
in the wavelength ranges of 3.4 − 4.1 µm and 8 − 13 µm – which is both thermal radiation –
can pass the atmosphere almost freely. These intervals are called the atmospheric windows (cf.
Armstrong et al., 2021). The atmosphere itself emits thermal radiation Iatm toward space and
Earth, since in general a body emits heat in all directions equally. This is described analogously
to the terrestrial thermal radiation by the Stefan-Boltzmann law.
There are two equivalent approaches for the mathematical modeling of this situation: Either
the fluxes are set up at the two boundary layers and equilibrated, or the energy absorped and
emitted of each compartment are set equal. It is up to the students which way they choose.
For conciseness, only the first one will be presented here as it already has been carried out
independently by students.
Ejemplo 6.2 Possible solution
For the fluxes between space and atmosphere applies:
1−α
Isolar − (1 − aterra→atm ) · Iterra
(3)
4
Both the Earth radiation absorbed by the atmosphere and the radiation emitted by it are
thermal radiations. Therefore, the absorptivity aterra→atm is equal to the emissivity atm . It
varies between 39 − 70 % depending on the composition of the respective proportions of gases
and aerosols.
We can model the fluxes between atmosphere and Earth as:
Iatm =

1−α
· Isolar + Iatm
(4)
4
As in the Bare Rock model, the albedo is given as α = 0.3 and the solar constant as
Isolar = 1368 W/m2 .
In the equations 3 and 4, the temperatures of the atmosphere and the Earth are unknown
parameters. Solving the system of equations yields an Earth’s surface temperature between
−4.04 ◦ C to 10.74 ◦ C depending of the atmospheric emissivity (see Fig. 3a).
In Figure 3b, the temperature curve is extended for smaller and larger emissivities of the
atmosphere. This shows consistency of the One Layer model with the Bare Rock model at an
emissivity of 0 %: The One Layer model correctly yields a temperature of the Earth of about
−18 ◦ C. This is plausible since an atmospheric emissivity of 0 % means that no (terrestrial)
radiation is absorbed and thus reverts to the special case of the Bare Rock model. It can also
be seen in Figure 3b that the current real (global) Earth’s surface temperature of about 14 ◦ C
would be reached at an atmospheric emissivity of about 76 %.
Iterra =
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(a) Atmospheric emissivity of 39 − 70 % given by literature

(b) Extended atmospheric emissivity (0 − 100 %)

Figure 3 – One Layer model: Surface temperature of Earth depending on the atmospheric emissivity

Furthermore, in both Figures 3, the large variation in Earth temperature becomes immediately apparent: Temperature differences of up to nearly 15 ◦ C occur due to changes in atmospheric
composition alone. Accordingly, it appears to have a large impact on the change of the global
temperature on Earth.
Overall, the solution of the One Layer model is closer to the real temperature on Earth than
in the Bare Rock model. Therefore, the model could be improved.
One Layer model including terrestrial and atmospheric albedo

The students improved their model even further. The
!
Space
albedo is no longer exclusively reflected at the Earth’s surface, but additionally already in the atmosphere: In reality,
about αatm := 22.5 % of the incoming solar radiation is re!
flected in the atmosphere by clouds and aerosols and only Atmosphere
!
αterra := 8.8 % is reflected by the Earth’s surface.
!
Analogous to the first One Layer model (see sec. 2.3),
Earth
the radiation flux equations can be set up on the basis of
!
Figure 4. Again, yellow arrows mark solar radiation, green
arrows represent terrestrial radiation and blue arrows des- Figure 4 – Illustration of the incoming
and outgoing radiation fluxes in the
cribe atmospheric radiation.
!"#$%

(1 − 0!"##$→$!&)2!"##$

$*,

$*,

!"#$%, %'(#')*'+
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One Layer model with a terrestrial and
atmospheric albedo

Ejemplo 6.3 Possible solution
For the fluxes between space and atmosphere applies:
(1 − αatm )(1 − αterra )
Isolar − (1 − aterra→atm ) · Iterra
4
For the fluxes between atmosphere and Earth applies:
Iatm =

Iterra =
ISSN 1988-3145

(1 − αatm )(1 − αterra )
· Isolar + Iatm
4

(5)

(6)
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The equations 5 and 6 form the new system of equations to be solved with the two unknown
temperatures of the atmosphere and the Earth.
Furthermore, the absorptivity and emissivity of the atmosphere is the same and varies between 39−70 %. As a solution, the Earth’s surface temperature varies from −3.38 ◦ C to 11.44 ◦ C
(see Fig. 5). According to Figure 5b, the real temperature of the Earth – about 14 ◦ C – would
be reached at an atmospheric emissivity of about 75 %.

(a) Atmospheric emissivity of 39 − 70 %

(b) Extended atmospheric emissivity (0 − 100 %)

Figure 5 – One Layer model including terrestrial and atmospheric albedo: Surface temperature of Earth depending on the atmospherical emissivity

Including the atmospheric albedo into the model made it more realistic because more atmospherical processes are now included. This approximately provides an upward shift in the
solution curve of the simple One Layer model by nearly 0.7 ◦ C. As the change in the result is
relatively small the students asked themselves how complex the model would have to get in
order to reflect the real Earth’s situation and if it would be possible with this approach at all.
Still, the impact of the atmospheric emissivity is as big as in the previous model.
With this in mind, various possibilities for further action are now given. The students,
who have already worked on this task, split into small groups of 2–3 persons and proceeded
in parallel work, where each person could focus on her or his own preferences. This is very
motivating for each group member. It is important that the supervisor assures that the small
groups continue to exchange ideas and question each other’s approaches and results. Critical
questions are welcome. It is important to create a non-judgmental discussion culture. All group
members should be able to explain the group’s approach and the current status (in broad
outline) at any time.
Following further actions are suggested:
1. The existing One Layer model including the atmospheric albedo can be made more realistic
by including absorption of solar radiation by the atmosphere. The absorption coefficient
asolar→atm is now (real) greater than zero. Overall, this should result in a lower Earth’s
temperature, since less solar radiation is absorbed by the Earth. Nevertheless, it better
reflects natural processes. This point is implemented in the following passage.
2. Using the One Layer model, the impacts of natural and anthropogenic radiative forcings
can be estimated.
a) For this purpose, the phenomenon of solar fluctuations can be added to the model.
@MSEL
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These lead to a (natural) variation of the solar constant. This is explained in more
detail subsequently.
b) Furthermore, the melting of snow and ice changes the albedo of the Earth. Bright,
well-reflecting surfaces are replaced by darker, poorly reflecting surfaces. Therefore, a
model will be established for the melting process of the polar ice shields. This model
extension is described later on. Other changes in land-use also cause variations in
the terrestrial albedo, but these will not be addressed further here. Overall, these
effects are less amenable to assessment. In part, they are man-made, for example,
by deforestation. But bushfires, such as those that broke out in Australia and parts
of the United States in recent years, also affect the albedo. Often these changes have
further effects, which in turn are reflected in atmospheric chemistry. The IPCC reports
a “robust evidence that anthropogenic land use change has increased the land surface
albedo, which leads to an radiative forcing of −0.15 ± 0.1 W/m2 .” (cf. IPCC 2013,
2016).
c) One can also study the impact of volcanic eruptions. “Only explosive volcanic eruptions have a significant impact on the global climate system, because then large
amounts of particles (aerosols) can be hurled up to the stratosphere.” (cf. Kasang,
2014). The larger amount of particles in the atmosphere increases the atmospheric reflectivity: The Earth cools down. However, this effect lasts only for a few years, until
the aerosols return to the troposphere, from where they are washed out by rain. For
analysis, therefore, it is possible to look at the last 120 years if and when such explosive volcanic eruptions occurred and whether their effects are visible in time series of
the global Earth’s surface temperature.
d ) To examine the impact of humans on the climate system, (anthropogenic) carbon
dioxide emissions can be studied. Here, literature research is appropriate. Some notes
are found at the end of this section.
3. The last point to be mentioned is the extension of the One Layer model by further atmospheric compartments, each of which has different properties with respect to absorption,
reflection, and emission of radiation. This was not implemented by the learning group due
to the limit of time. It is up to the reader to pursue this independently.
One Layer model including absorption of solar radiation in the atmosphere

As an extension to the previous model, the atmosphere is no longer transparent for solar radiation. Gases of the atmosphere absorb 20 % of solar
radiation. Another 5 % is absorbed by clouds. These values are summarized in the absorption coefficient
asolar→atm = 25 %. The reader can find a detailed explanation in S. Burger (2018). Again, the goal is to
establish the radiative equilibrium. Figure 6 can assist in this.

Space

!!"#$%

(1 − 0!"##$→$!&)2!"##$

Atmosphere

!$*,
!$*,

!!"#$%, %'(#')*'+
Earth

!*'%%$

Figure 6 – Illustration of the incoming and
outgoing radiation fluxes in the One Layer model with a terrestrial and atmospheric albedo
including the absorption of solar radiation in
the atmosphere
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Ejemplo 6.4 Possible solution
For the radiation fluxes between space and atmosphere applies:
1 − αatm
(1 − αatm )αterra (1 − asolar→atm )2
Isolar =
Isolar + (1 − aterra→atm )Iterra + Iatm
4
4

(7)

For the radiation fluxes between atmosphere and Earth applies:
(1 − αatm )(1 − asolar→atm )
(1 − αatm )αterra (1 − asolar→atm )
Isolar + Iatm =
Isolar + Iterra
4
4

(8)
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Solving this system of equations yields the following results:
a) If only the terrestrial albedo is considered as α = 0.3, the temperature of the Earth as a
function of the atmospheric emissivity for terrestrial radiation ranges between −6.17 ◦ C
and 8.50 ◦ C. The blue continuous line in the Figure 7a shows exactly this result. The
dashed line shows the prior solution (without the atmospheric emission of solar radiation,
(see passage “One layer model including terrestrial and atmospheric albedo”).
b) If, in addition to the terrestrial albedo αterra = 0.088, the reflection from the atmosphere
with αatm = 0.225 is also taken into account, the temperature of the Earth as a function of
the atmospheric emissivity for terrestrial radiation ranges between −10.68 ◦ C and 3.20 ◦ C.
Again, the blue continuous line in Figure 7b shows exactly this result. The dashed line
shows again the prior solution.

(a) One Layer model including only terrestrial albedo

(b) One Layer model including terrestrial and atmospheric albedo

Figure 7 – Surface temperature of Earth depending on the atmospherical emissivity. Dashed: Solution without
a solar radiation absorbing atmosphere, solid: including a solar radiation absorbing atmosphere

Both results agree with our previous conjecture that the introduction of an absorption coefficient
for solar radiation in the atmosphere leads to a lower temperature. The difference especially in
case b) is very large with a difference of more than 5 ◦ C. Accordingly, this model also shows a
large influence by the atmosphere on the Earth’s temperature.
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Effect of variations of the solar constant in the One Layer model

The solar constant Isolar changes over time. First of all, solar activity has increased by about
30 − 35 % since the beginning of the Earth. This change of radiation intensity is not examined
in detail here, because this development extends over such a long period of time (4.5 billion
years) that it cannot cause a sudden temperature increase in the last 120 years. In addition,
solar radiation is subject to variations due to changes in the Earth’s orbital parameters. These
variations also relate to long-term time scales of tens of thousands of years (cf. D. Kasang, 2019).
Therefore, this aspect is also neglected in this analysis. Instead, cyclically occurring fluctuations
in solar activity are considered. Beside the often known Schwabe cycle, which repeats about
every 11 years, there is also the Gleissberg cycle with a periodicity of about 80 years. The
Schwabe cycle has an amplitude of about 0.1 % of the solar constant, the Gleissberg cycle of
about 0.24 − 0.3 % (cf. Cubasch, U. (2002)).

Ejemplo 6.5 Possible solution

To investiage the effect of the two named sun cycles, the solar constant needs to be modified
according to the above data. For the analysis only the maximum change in the solar radiation
is considered which is equal to the amplitude of the cycles. For the Schwabe cycle, the solar
constant is multiplied by 1.001 for an activity maximum and by 0.999 for an activity minimum.
Analogously, the impact of the Gleissberg cycle is studied.
Note: In the following calculations the One Layer model with both atmospheric and terrestrial albedo was used. The values of the albedos correspond to their literature values of
αatm = 22.5 % and αterra = 8.8 %. The emissivity of the atmosphere for terrestrial radiation is
still kept variable as in the previous studies.
The resulting fluctuations in the solar radiation are illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8 – Variations in the solar constant due to the Schwabe cycle, Gleissberg cycle and both cycles
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W
m2
Isolar, min = Isolar · 0.999
Isolar, max = Isolar · 1.001
Isolar, min = Isolar · 0.997
Isolar, max = Isolar · 1.003
Isolar, min = I solar · 0.996
Isolar, max = Isolar · 1.004
Isolar = 1368

∆Tterra
∆Tterra
∆Tterra
∆Tterra
∆Tterra
∆Tterra

≈ −0.06 ◦ C
≈ 0.06 ◦ C
≈ −0.19 ◦ C
≈ 0.19 ◦ C
≈ −0.25 ◦ C
≈ 0.25 ◦ C

If only the Schwabe cycle were active, the surface temperature of the Earth would change
periodically by a maximum of 2 · 0.06 ◦ C. The Gleissberg cycle considered alone leads to a
periodic temperature change of maximal 2 · 0.19 ◦ C. Even both cycles superimposed lead to
a maximal temperature increase of 2 · 0.25 ◦ C. These results are illustratet in Figure 9a. To
distinguish the graphs Figure 9b shows a cutout of Figure 9a. In it, the temperature differences
between the individual models can be read more easily.
These calculations show the temperature fluctuations due to solar cycles are not big enough
to explain a temperature increase of about 1 ◦ C during the last century. In addition, if solar
cycles would cause such large temperature fluctuations, they would have to show up regularly
in the temperature data. The IPCC report of 2001 confirms that solar radiation variability accounts for only about one-third of the radiative forcing caused by the increase in anthropogenic
greenhouse gases from 1880 to the present (cf. IPCC, 2001).

(a) Atmospheric emissivity of 39 − 70 %

(b) Cutout of Figure 9a

Figure 9 – Effects on the surface temperature of the Earth due to different solar cycles

Note: The Gleissberg cycle was not considered by the students. It has been included here for
completion. Instead, variations in the Earth’s orbital parameters were first investigated. As
indicated here in the introductory text of this passage, the students neglected this forcing due
to its long impact period.
Effect of melting ice caps on the terrestrial albedo in the One Layer model

The terrestrial albedo is determined by the Earth’s surface properties. Light surfaces have a
greater reflectivity than darker ones. Snow reflects sunlight very well, whereas asphalt absorbs
@MSEL
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it strongly. If the Earth were completely covered with ice, it would have an albedo of about
84 %. Most sunlight would be reflected. If the Earth were completely covered with forest, the
albedo would be about 14 %. Most sunlight would be absorbed. Thus, it is clear that changes
in the Earth’s surface, such as ice cover, forest cover, desert areas, or urban areas, will result
in a change of its albedo and as a consequence its surface temperature.
The melting process of polar ice surfaces will be modeled. The modeled terrestrial albedo
is then integrated into the radiation balance model. In a first step, the One Layer model with
only the terrestrial albedo is considered. In the second step, the reflectivity of the atmosphere
is added again as given in literature.
Figure 10 shows the terrestrial albedo as a function of latitude. The albedo shown is averaged
over a year to exclude seasonal variations. The graph shows that oceans and tropical regions
have a low albedo, whereas polar regions, which are covered with snow and ice most of the
year, have a much higher albedo. This Figure serves as the basis for the own albedo model.

Figure 10 – Average albedo as a function of latitude,

Source: http://www.climatedata.info/forcing/albedo/ (Cited March 07,

2021)

The latitudes are discretized into blocks over 10 ◦ . Each block has a uniform albedo that is
given by the mean value estimated from the graph. It is assumed here that the polar regions
are approximately bounded by the Northern and Southern Arctic Circles. The model reflecting
snow and ice melting is therefore limited solely to the regions north of 60 ◦ N and south of 60 ◦ S,
respectively.
The present state of the ice and snow cover on Earth is set as the reference state for the
melting process. Furthermore, the melting process is described by a linear progression. Ice and
snow are replaced by water, which has a significantly lower albedo. For the albedo of water, an
average value of 11 % is assumed.
The inclination of the Earth axis is not considered. In a first approximation – model m1 –
also the curvature of the Earth is neglected. It is assumed that all Earth’s surfaces are oriented
perpendicular to the Sun. As a next step to improve the model the cosine effect is introduced,
noting that the more northern or southern Earth surfaces make an effectively smaller contribution to the albeo. The solar radiation on a surface is the highest, if the surface faces the Sun
directly, or in other words, if the surface is orthogonal to the incoming rays of the Sun. Since
the earth is a sphere, this is the case only at the equator. The further one approaches the poles
coming from the equator, the stronger is the deviation from the normal (see Fig. 11). The solar
radiation is reduced in proportion to the cosine of the angle. This model is named m2 to make
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Figure 11 – Reduction of the incoming solar radiation due to the cosine effect. In yellow: incoming solar radiation;
on the left: the Earth; blue lines: tangent on the Earth’s surface; in red: normals on the Earth’s surface and the
angle to the incoming solar radiation

The process of deglaciation is shown in Figure 12 for both models. Both cases reflect a
decrease in the albedo. The decrease is much larger in the model m1 than in model m2. This
was to be expected: The polar surfaces are responsible for the change and have a relatively
strong impact due to the model. The albedo in model m2 decreases from about 9.76 % to
8.07 %.

Figure 12 – The process of deglaciation. In cyan: model m1; in red: model m2.

In the two Figures 13 the effect on the temperature as a function of atmospheric emissivity is
shown. The maximum and minimum albedo of each of the two models m1 and m2 were used. The
maximum albedo corresponds to the present state of the ice surfaces (green and pink graphs),
whereas the minimal albedo corresponds to completely melted polar surfaces (cyan and red
graphs). The blue graph refers to the terrestrial albedo given by literature αterra = 30 %. Figure
13a shows the effects of polar ice melting on the Earth’s temperature without any atmospheric
@MSEL
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reflection. The melting process in model m1 would lead at all atmospheric emissivities to a
temperature increase of about 7 ◦ C. In contrast, the temperature in model m2 would rise of
about 1.3 ◦ C if all ice was melted. In Figure 13b the atmospheric albedo is added again. Still,
model m1 shows a great increase in temperature for the melting process. There the modeled
albedo with consideration of the cosine effect leads approximately to an albedo of the current
real situation.

(a) Only terrestrial albedos

(b) Terrestrial (modeled) and atmospherical (given by
literature) albedos

Figure 13 – Effect on the Earth’s surface temperature by variing the terrestrial albedo

Human impact

As already mentioned before human being has an impact on the terrestrial albedo. This
change of the land surface albedo goes along with a radiative forcing of −0.15 ± 0.1 W/m2 ,
which corresponds to 0.01 ± 0.007 % of the solar constant.
“Mankind is increasingly influencing the climate and temperature on Earth by using fossil
fuels, cutting down rain forests, and raising livestock. Thus, the amount of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere increases enormously, which intensifies the greenhouse effect and global
warming.” (cf. European Commission).
A change in the chemical composition of the atmosphere primarily affects its emissivity.
All presented models and their extensions show large temperature differences of nearly 15 ◦ C
caused by varying the atmospheric emissivity.
Referring to literature, mankind has increased the CO2 content in the air by about 40−48 %
since 1750. About half of this is absorbed by the oceans, plants, and soils. The other half enters
the atmosphere (cf. European Commission, Kasang, 2020; Spiegel Wissenschaft,2017). The
importance of carbon dioxide becomes clearer from a physical point of view: Because of its
chemical structure, it primarily absorbs and emits thermal radiation. The more carbon dioxide
is present in the atmosphere, the more thermal radiation is absorbed. This results in an increase
in the atmospheric emissivity and thereby, in an increase of the Earth’s surface temperature.
The IPCC (2013) states: “It is unequivocal that anthropogenic increases in the well-mixed
greenhouse gases have substantially enhanced the greenhouse effect, and the resulting forcing
continues to increase. The total anthropogenic effective radiative forcing over the Industrial
Era4 is 2.3 ± 1.0 W/m2 .” This radiative forcing would correspond to an increase of the solar
constant of 0.17 ± 0.07 %.
4 since

1750
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Conclusion and outlook

The outline of a workshop presented in this article allows students to explore the highly
relevant subject of climate change using scientific tools. With simple models, the Earth’s energy
budget can be well represented and its surface temperature can be calculated.
In a first step, a very simplified model – the so-called Bare Rock model – was developed.
This model is mainly used to get into the topic and to understand the principle of (radiative)
flux and compartment models. Subsequently, the model has been extended by the atmosphere.
Such a model, which considers one atmospheric layer (compartment), is called the One Layer
model. The comparison between the Bare Rock model and the One Layer model provides an
understanding of the atmosphere and its general effects: If there was no atmosphere around
the Earth, it would have a surface temperature of about −18 ◦ C. Human life is hardly conceivable at these temperatures. Extensions to the model representing natural and anthropogenic
perturbations have been incorporated: First, the atmospheric albedo was added to the One
Layer model. In another modeling step, the absorption of solar radiation in the atmosphere was
added. Both extensions are a better representation of the real situation.
The models allowed investigations of different impacts on the Earth’s surface temperature.
These included variations of the solar constant due to natural processes which lead to a maximum temperature increase of 0.25 ◦ C. Subsequently, the melting of large snow and ice areas
in polar regions was modeled and integrated into the compartment models. A realistic model,
which considers the curvature of the Earth by using the cosine effect, resultes in a temperature increase of about 1.3 ◦ C. Changes in the albedo due to anthropogenic land use change
were negleted. Still, the influence of volcanic eruptions needs to be quantified. The influence of
mankind was discussed on the basis of impacts due to changes of the atmospheric emissivity.
Thus, even with a very simple model, the effects of natural and anthropogenic impacts can
be compared quantitatively. Furthermore, insights into a mathematically challenging topic was
provided.
The implementation of the research topic in the context of an online modeling week worked
very well. The support and the exchange within the group took place via the tool Mattermost5
combined with jitsi6 . Thus, discussions could be held in the whole team, but also outsourced
in breakout rooms. In addition, the chat function could be used and data, such as images or
diagrams, could be exchanged. Ideas were actively collected on an online whiteboard7 , model
extensions were schematically sketched and mathematical descriptions were developed. These
tools were available to every team member at any time, so that everyone could keep track
of things relatively easily. The use of screensharing was mainly used for programming, since MATLAB online8 does not allow simultaneous editing of the code of several users. This
circumstance encouraged “public”programming as a team in particular, so that each team
member could find their way around the code. All in all, the supervisor only had to provide a
few aids. These were mainly in the area of motivational aids and rarely in the area of indirect
general-strategic aids (cf. Zech,1998) and in the organization of the exchange (e.g. convening
discussion groups, stimulating task sharing, reminding about the preparation of a presentation
and a report). Students were particularly frustrated by the wide definitional range of atmospheric emissivity, which could not be constrained by any literature. Even though this makes the
predominant influence on the Earth’s temperature very clear, it led to disillusionment because
5 For

further information: https://mattermost.com/
further information: https://meet.jit.si/
7 for further information: https://miro.com/
8 For further information: https://de.mathworks.com/products/matlab-online.html
6 For
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the students wished for a better approximation to reality (which, however, is not possible with
this model). Ideas about the chemical balance of the atmosphere and the absorption abilities
of individual chemical elements to model the emissivity itself9 , could not be mathematized in
the short time available and thus could not be included in the existing model. Therefore, a
possibility to further improve the models would be given by extending the compartment model
to several atmospheric layers. In such a model, the processes of emission and absorption could
be addressed in more detail, and the influence of clouds could be better represented.
Although climate driving forcings could be quantified, predictions of climate remain very
complex and difficult. They do not only consider natural influences, but also the behavior of
human beings in the future (e.g. emissions, resettlement, drying of land areas, . . .).
To get started with the topic of climate change, it is also possible to address the question
of whether it exists at all and whether it can be significantly measured. This issue has already
been addressed in a one-day modeling workshop: The examination of a temperature time series
from 1900 to 2018 shows with a very high significance that the global average temperature is
increasing (cf. Hattebuhr et al., 2018); Hattebuhr and Frank, 2019; Hattebuhr, accepted).
In conclusion, we think a workshop as presented in this contribution offers an excellent opportunity for students to engage in a highly relevant sociological and scientific topic. Investigation
of the energy budget of the Earth allows to study natural and anthropogenic contributions to
the surface temperature. As a consequence, this topic does not only introduce the students to
the concept of mathematical modeling. They also learn about physical and chemical processes
in the atmosphere, but most importantly come to a position where they are able to contribute
to a lively public discussion on scientifically well-founded grounds. From a pedagogical point
of view, working on this topic brings a lot of benefits for the students which is why we are
convinced of the high valce of this workshop.
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Abstract
Since 2000 the Zentrum für Mathematik in Bensheim (ZFM) and the Technical University Darmstadt
(TUDa) have organized an annual autumn school for mathematically highly talented pupils in their last
year of school. For one week, the participants work in groups on application problems, which first need to
be transformed into mathematics and then be solved by mathematical analyzation and numerical approximation and implementation on a computer. Finally, the results are presented. The problems are very
realistic. Only minor details may be skipped, to make the problem easier to handle and to focus on the
main issue at hand, but only if they do not affect the basic result. For some of the problems there exist
similar, but much simpler, counterparts that can be solved in a shorter time period even in a usual school
setting. Solving those simple problems opens the outlook to the hard problems if they are mentioned before.
This paper examines two applications that led to mathematical problems from analysis and geometry.
Desde el año 2000, el Zentrum für Mathematik de Bensheim (ZFM) y la Universidad Darmstadt (TUDa)
organizan anualmente una escuela de otoño para alumnos con gran talento matemático que cursan el
último año de estudios. Durante una semana, los participantes trabajan en grupos sobre problemas de
aplicación, que primero hay que matematizar y luego resolver mediante análisis matemático y aproximación numérica. Finalmente, se presentan los resultados. Los problemas son muy realistas. Sólo se pueden
omitir detalles menores, para facilitar el manejo del problema y centrarse en la cuestión principal, solo si
no afectan al resultado básico. Para algunos de los problemas existen versiones más sencillas, que pueden
resolverse en un periodo de tiempo más corto, incluso en un entorno escolar habitual. La resolución de
esos problemas sencillos abre la perspectiva a los problemas difı́ciles si se introducen antes. En este trabajo
se examinan dos aplicaciones que llevaron a problemas matemáticos problemas de análisis y geometrı́a.
Keywords: Area of polygons, volume of polytpopes, ski-jumping, optimization, differential equations.
Palabras clave: Área de polı́gonos, volumen de politopos, salto de esquı́, optimización, ecuaciones diferenciales.
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1.

Introduction

The selection of the pupils:
Each year in spring, the ZFM organizes a competition for pupils in their eleventh year of
school, who selected mathematics as their major subject. The best 40 of about 1500 participants
are then invited to spend a week of their holidays in the following autumn to do mathematics.
The pupils are thus extremely talented and highly motivated.
The basic conditions of the autumn school:
The autumn school lasts for one week from Sunday evening (arrival) to Friday afternoon.
During this week, eight completely different problems are solved by eight different groups.
Each group is accompanied by one or two teacher students of mathematics. The students do
not help the pupils solve the problem itself. They dont know the solution, and if so they
would not tell. Otherwise, the students’ presence would interfere with the groups’ discussion
and brainstorming. The students are in charge of ensuring a good group dynamic, continuous
result saving, feedback in discussions, time management, proof reading of the final report and
give feed-back after the test presentations. The pupils do the modeling, solve the mathematical
problems, do all the programing, they give the final talk and write the report. Each problem
is introduced by a mathematical expert, who can answer questions the groups might have
throughout the week. The experts provide only minimal assistance, to prevent the pupils from
losing time with a completely wrong approach to the solution. Sometimes it is also necessary
to draw the attention of the groups in a new direction, but at the end the groups find their
own solution.
The autumn school takes place under nearly professional conditions in a congress center near
a forest and far away from town and other distractions.
All of Friday is used for the presentations, where 20 minutes are planned for each talk and
10 minutes for the discussion. The autumn school ends in the afternoon with a final feed-back
round.
The conditions are thus very close to optimal with respect to the selection of the pupils,
the time, the location and the support provided. Therefore, it is clear that the problems of the
autumn school need an adaption so that they can be used in a classroom.
Such an adaption could consist of providing hints and assistance for each step or using
a somewhat similar but much simpler problem. Sometimes those simplifications can lead to
the creation of problems which the pupils do not even recognize as real applications. In this
case, it is of special importance to show the original more difficult problem, before the pupils
work on the simplified version. But sometimes even the simplified problems describe interesting
applications. In this paper, we will show two problems that were used in the autumn school
and that can also be used in an adapted version in school. But we want to encourage teachers,
to also study the complex version of the problems, so that they can give an outlook in class.
The selection of the problems:
In order to motivate the pupils, it is an advantage if the pupils have a strong relation to
the problem by experience (e.g.: computing a volumn) or interest (e.g.: sports or ecology). If
the interdisciplinary context comes from other subjects in school, the pupils do not need too
much help of other experts which simplifies the start of the project. The pupils can find lot of
missing information on the internet. However, a complete solution of the problems should not
be available online.
In each autumn school we also try to find a set of eight problems that cover as many
different fields of application as possible, to show the importance of mathematics for science, or
by the words of Immanuel Kant: Ich behaupte aber, daß in jeder besonderen Naturlehre nur so
viel eigentliche Wissenschaft angetroffen werden könne, als darin Mathematik anzutreffen ist.
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(Immanuel Kant (1786)) (There is no real science without mathematics!)
We also try to cover many different mathematical research areas like: geometry, analysis,
stochastics, linear, non-linear and discrete optimization, numerical analysis, graph theory, game
theory and so on, to show that mathematics is a living science and not only a cultural heritage.
In the opinion of many pupils, mathematics is history and not a modern science. This is a
drawback of one of its greatest advantages. Mathematical results lead to eternal knowledge that
never needs to be changed. (To be honest, there is no proof for the last statement. It is only the
experience of mankind since the beginning of historiography.) Some of the results may become
less important but they remain valid and are often still helpful and necessary to understand
the modern new results. School mathematics is therefore filled with historical results that have
been found centuries ago. This is completely different in most other sciences, where in some
fields results are published online and are often already outdated when they are finally printed
on paper.

2.

Filling level of the tank of an excavator

Construction machines, like crawlers or excavators, can drive and work on uneven ground
and they often do. There are sensors to register the level difference between front and back
and between left and right. According to the notation in flight mechanics, they measure the
pitch angle α and the roll angle β of the excavator. If a coordinate system is used, where the
x-axis is the direction from back to front of the excavator in horizontal position, the y-axis is
directed horizontaly to the leftt and the z-axis is pointing upwards, then roll angle β 6= 0 means
a rotation around the x-axis, if the right and left front wheels have different level.
A pitch angle α 6= 0 means, that after an optional rolling there is an additional rotation
abound the y-axis, depending on the slope in direction of travel.
There is a small cabin for the driver, but the main space of construction machines are needed
for the engine, the wheels or tracks and working tools. There is usually also a large tank that
has no simple form but uses all free space between the rest of the construction. Thus, the tank
is usually not cuboid but has a very complex form.
z

y
α
β

x

Figure 1 – Typical tank with pitch angle α and roll angle β.

The form is designed on a computer and is given by a list of triangles, where each triangle is
given by three points which in turn are given by three coordinates each in the local coordinate
system of the excavator. In addition to that, the normal vector is given for each triangle,
orthogonal to the triangle and directed towards the outside of the tank.
Example: Assume a very simple tank which is given by the vertices
 
 
 
 
0
0
1
0







0  .
0
0
1
, A = e1 =
, B = e2 =
, C = e3 =
O=
0
0
0
1
This tetrahedron has 4 triangular faces and the data for this tank must list all these triangles
together with the normal vector.
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For triangle ABC we need the data
1 1 1
A, B, C, n = (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), ( √ , √ , √ )
3 3 3
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and similar information is required for each triangle.
The filling volume is measured either by a sensor at the drain in the bottom, that measures
the pressure p of the liquid above the sensor, or by the position of the cutting point of the
surface and a measuring tube. In case of α = β = 0 the tank can be filled with fuel and the
increasing pressure of the sensor can be registered and volume V of fuel and pressure p(V )
can be stored on a chip so that a microprocessor can later recall the fuel volume, according to
the actual pressure at the sensor. The problem is that even with a constant filling volume, the
pressure changes due to α and β, and therefore the processor needs either a table that contains
the fuel volume in the tank for each triple (α; β; p), or a program that can compute the volume
V (α, β, p) in real time, or a table that was generated in advance.
Before we look at how this problem was solved in the autumn school, we would like to show
similar problems that can be handled in the classroom and that already show some of the
difficulties and solution ideas.
Volume of a pitched beverage carton
Orange juice or any other drinks are often sold in cuboid beverage cartons. Many of them
can be opened by unscrewing a cab. If some of the liquid has already been drunk and we want
to estimate the remaining volume, we might pitch the container until the liquid appears at the
outlet. We measure the pitch angle α and the rest is simple 2-D geometry.
The solution for special α can be calculated by geometrical construction and measuring the
lengths of the edges of the constructed triangles.
A general formula that works with arbitrary rectangles and arbitrary α require linear and
trigonometric functions.
The mathematical problem is: Given a rectangle ABCD with the sides a and b, where we
choose A as origin of the coordinate system. Given also the angle α between AD and the x-axis,
and given one point P of the actual surface of the liquid.

C

b

Q
D

a

P

Β
Q

P
Β

Q

α
Α

P
Β

Α

Figure 2 – Compute tce area of the filled polygon.

The solution is quite simple. Depending on the angle α and the filling level, the filled polygon
has the vertexes P , Q, D, A and B (left picture), or P , Q and B for very small filling levels
and α > 90◦ (right picture), or P , Q, A and B (picture in the middle).
The volume of this area can be computed by cutting the region in different ways into elementary geometric objects, like triangles, rectangles, trapezia and rhomboids where we have
formulas for calculating the area.
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A more realistic variation is a fuel tank in the cellar of an old house, where the ground of
the cellar sank due to the heavy weight, but more in the middle of the room and less at the
walls.
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Figure 3 – Fuel tank in the cellar.

We assume that the fuel level can be seen at the tank side faced to the middle of the room.
In the picture we see three arrows pointing on possible filling levels and the according volumes.
Pitch angle α plays a very important role, especially in case of a nearly empty tank, as a warning
can come too late and the house may run out of fuel.
The solution of this problem now requires domain decomposition into elementary geometrical domains like triangles and rectangles which can be done by hand. The rest is basic school
geometry and is left to the reader.
On a higher level, we can also develop a formula for the area of general polygons like polygon
ADQP B in the picture. Such formulas help us answer even more interesting questions.
How can we estimate the amount of forest in Germany?
Many similar questions are very important to answer and they need a lot of geographic data.
Many state organizations collect data and provide a database for a variety of applications, like
drawing maps.
If we look at a map supplied by OpenStreetMap, we find not only streets and rivers, but also
level lines and information about areas like forests, lakes, deserts, cities, industrial zones and
agricultural land. If we zoom into the maps, we see that the boundaries of different regions at
some level do not become more detailed, but are often given by polygons which can be defined
by their vertices. We can assume that there is a convention to list the coordinates of the vertices
starting by any one of them and going clockwise around the region.
(Remark: The Data in OpenStreetMap are often given by longitude, latitude and sometimes
altitude. It can be another project, to transform these data into an orthogonal coordinate
system and to find polygons in a plane. As an approximation we could neglect the altitude
and replace it by see level. As a single polygon usualy is rather small, its vertices are nearly
located on a plane, even though they lay on a sphere. We can find this plane by least square
approximation of a plane to the vertices of the polygon and then find the projection of the
data from OpenStreetMap on that plane. Here we assume, that this problem has already been
solved.)
As the data is updated every day, we need to have an algorithm that can compute the
volume of these polygons very fast in order to answer important questions like how many
square kilometers of Germany will be flooded, if the sea level rises by 1 meter. To do this we
would need to have the 1-meter-contour-lines of Germany, which also form polygons.
The mathematical problem then is to compute the volume of polygons.
A simple method for doing so is to split the polygon into triangles. For one single polygon
this is relatively easy.
But how can this be done automatically if there are thousands of polygons that are given
@MSEL
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Figure 4 – Splitting the polygon into triangles.

by digital data. The information was often collected by a land survey where specific domains
are defined as polygons, and where each polygon is given by a number n of its vertices. As a
convention, we can start at any point of the boundary which gets the number 1. We then follow
the border of the domain with the domain on the right hand side until we reach the starting
point. Thereby, we store the coordinates of each point where we change direction on our way,
define this point as the next numbered vertex and assign the next number. The polygon is then
defined by its vertices which are numbered clockwise.
9
8
10

5
4

11

7
6
12
3

2

1

Figure 5 – Polygon defined by its vertices numbered clockwise.

How to compute the area of a polygon?
One principle of modeling is to reduce complex problems to a number of simple problems,
and to approximate complex objects by a number of simple objects. As a result, we often see
the approximation of curves by many small linear curves and the approximation of surfaces by
piecewise linear functions, or even triangles.
Areas that are bounded by smooth curves can be approximated by polygons. An arbitrary
polygon can of course be drawn and then divided into disjoint triangles, so that only the volume
of these triangles need to be calculated. If this work has to be done very often, drawing is not a
practical approach. For example, if we want to answer the question of how many square meters
in a region are covered with forest, we want to take the data behind the maps and start a
program that selects all forest data sets, which might be hundreds of polygons, each defined by
the coordinates of many vertices.
Moreover, this program can use data files of a complete country with the format (type,n,p)
where type can be forest, water, farmland, grass, . . . , n ∈ N is the number of vertices of the
boundary and p ∈ R2,n are the coordinates.
Instead of splitting the polygon into triangles, we can compute the area directly if we assume
that all edges of the polygon are directed and given by two vertices, so that the area of the
polygon is on the right hand side if we follow the edges in their direction.
In the figure below, we see 12 vertices P1 , . . . , P12 numbered clockwise.
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P8
P10

P5
P4
P7

P6
1

P3

P11
P12

P2 P1

1

Figure 6 – (xi , yi ) vertices coordinates.
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The polygon is defined by the list
i
xi
yi

1
3.9
0.8

2
3.0
0.8

3
1.2
1.0

4
0.5
2.6

5
1.4
2.7

6
3.0
1.4

7
4.2
2.0

8
2.8
4.0

9
3.8
4.4

10
5.4
3.2

11
5.8
2.0

12
5.0
1.2

The area of the polygon P1 , . . . , P12 can be computed, by adding the areas between the
vertices P4 P5 , P5 P6 , P6 P7 , P8 P9 , P9 P10 , P10 P11 and the x-axis and by subtracting the areas
between the vertices P11 P12 , P12 P1 , P1 P2 , P2 P3 , P3 P4 , P7 P8 and the x-axis.
(The idea is not new for pupils, if they are not fixed to triangulization of the area. As a hint
the scientific supervisor may ask, how the areas between the graphs of two funktions f (x) and
g(x) can be computed.)
Generally, we take each vertex

 

px
qx
PQ =
,
py
qy
and compute the area of the trapezoid P, Q, (qx , 0)T , (px , 0)T with the formula
(qx − px )

q y + py
2

If the polygon is completely above the x-axis, which is easy to achieve by choosing an appropriate coordinate system, then all directed edges pointing to the right with qx > px lead to a positve
value and all the others to a negative one. When adding up all those values, the negative values
compensate the areas of the trapezoids that are outside the domain. We thereby obtain a simple
formula for the area of a polygon, if n vertices Pi = (xi , yi ) are given clockwise. We shift the
y-coordinates, so that the polygon is completely above the x-axis. With m := mı́n{y1 , . . . , yn }
we find
A(P1 , . . . , Pn ) =
"
#
n
X
1
=
(x1 − xn )(y1 − m + yn − m) +
(xi+1 − xi )(yi+1 − m + yi − m)
2
i=1
"
#
n
X
1
(x1 − xn )(y1 + yn ) +
=
(xi+1 − xi )(yi+1 + yi )
(1)
2
i=1
Pn
As x1 − xn + i=1 xi+1 − xi = 0 all terms with m cancel out, so that the formula is indeed
independent of the position of the x-axis.
A polygon with vertices ordered clockwise can also be given by the n directed edges
(P1 , P2 ), . . . , (Pn−1 , Pn ), (Pn , P1 ),
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and these edges can also be given in any order. If a polygon is given by n directed edges
(Pi , Qi ) = ((Pix , Piy )T , (Qix , Qiy )T ) in the form ((P1 , Q1 ), . . . , (Pn , Qn )), where all the edges
form a closed loop, the formula (1) becomes
n
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1X
A((P1 , Q1 ), . . . , (Pn , Qn )) =
(Qix − Pix )(Qiy + Piy )
2 i=1

(2)

This makes computation of the area of the domain extremely simple. The formula can also
be used if the polygon is not given by ordered vertices but by all the n edges, as long as each
edge is given in the right direction. This is important when we think of the 3D-problem of the
tank, where the volume is bounded by triangles that cannot be ordered in a similar way, but
that can be oriented.
Remark: The formula can also be obtained by summing up the area of the triangles
→

4OPi Qi , where the areas are negative if Pi Qi is pointing counter-clockwise from the origin
O.
5
6
4
10

9
7
3
8
11

2
12

1

Figure 7 – Computation of the area of the domain.

For the polygon in the figure the areas of the tringles OP1 P2 , OP2 P3 , OP3 P4 , OP5 P6 , OP8 P9
and OP9 P10 , are negative and the areas of the tringles OP6 P7 , OP7 P8 , OP10 P11 , OP11 P12 ,
OP12 P1 are positive.
This means a polygon with n vertices P1 , . . . , Pn ∈ R2 has the volume
n−1

X →
→
→
1 →
A(P1 , . . . , Pn ) =
OPn × OP1 +
OPi × OPi+1
2
i=1

(3)

with any origin O ∈ R2 . Thereby we use the formula to compute the area of a triangle via
cross product. In case of O = P1 this becomes
A(P1 , . . . , Pn ) =

n−1
→
1 X →
P1 Pi × P1 Pi+1
2 i=2

.

(4)

The last formula also applies to all polygons in R3 where all vertices Pi ∈ R3 are in a plane.
At the autumn school, the pupils deal with the 3-D domain of a tank, which is given in a
special form. The facets of the boundary of the tank are given by a list of triangles ∆(P1 , P2 , P3 )
where each point is given by three coordinates. The three points define a plane and to indicate
the outside of a tank, the outer normal vector n pointing outside the tank was given for each
triangle.
At that point a typical hint for mathematical modeling can be helpful: Start with a simpler
problem or more specific start with the 2D case.
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Once the 2D problem is solved the supervisior can encourage the pupils to transfer the solution technique to 3D.
Following the solution strategy of the 2D-problem, we can compute the volume of a polytope
by computing the volume between the x, y-plane and each facet P QR of the polytope.
z

R

n
P

Q

y
R’
Q’
P’

x
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Figure 8 – Projection of a triangle on the x-y-plane.

In case of a facet given by m vertices P1 , . . . , Pm and a normal vector n that is pointing
outside the domain the volume is given by the area of the facet, the z component of the normal
vector and the mean z component of the vertices by
V (P1 , . . . , Pm , x, y) = A(P1 , . . . , Pm )(nT e3 )

P1z + · · · + Pmz
.
n

(5)

Similar to the 2D-case, we find that this volume becomes negative if the domain is completely
above the x, y-plane and nT e3 = n3 is negative and positive otherwise. Thus we get the volume
of the polytope by summing up all these positive or negative volumes.
As above, any coordinate system can be used, and for simplicity we can choose the surface
of the fuel in the tank as x, y-plane. If the tank is given by its facets, which are all given by
the vertices and a normal vector pointing outside, we first need to transform all vectors into
the new coordinates if pitch angle α and roll angle β of the bagger are given. We assume that
the original x-axis is the direction from the back to the front of the vehicle and the y-axis the
direction from right to left. Each vector v thereby becomes



1
0
0
cos α 0 − sin α
  0 cos β − sin β  v =: T v .
1
0
(6)
v̄ =  0
sin α 0 cos α
0 sin β cos β
The filling level is now given either by the coordinates of the drain D of the tank and the
pressure p, or by the coordinates of an arbitrary point P of the surface. In both cases we can
compute the z-coordinate of the surface Sz in the new coordinate system by useing
Sz = (T P )T e3 = (T D)T e3 + p/ρ , ,

(7)

where ρ is the density of the fuel. We now make another transformation
ṽ = T v − Sz e3 ,

(8)

so that the surface of the fuel is the x̃, ỹ-plane. We now have to compute the volume of
the filled polytope and therefore we have to find all facets of the filled polytope. These facets
can be found easily by examination of the facets of the tank. We distinguish between four cases:
1. All z̃-components of the vertices of a facet are non-negative. This indicates that the facet
lies completely above the surface. Those facets are not facets of the filled polytope and they
are just skipped.
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2. All z̃-components of the vertices of a facet are non-positive. This indicates that the facet
lies completely below the surface. Those facets are also facets of the filled polytope.
3. Some facets of the tank are cut by the surface. If the facets are triangles, we have two
cases, shown in the figure.
C
D
E

F
G

B
A
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Figure 9 – Tank cut into two triangles.

3.1. Only one vertex A of ∆ACD is below the surface. The two edges starting from vertex A
intersect with the surface, and the two intersections F and G together with A define a triangle
facet of the filled polytope.
3.2. Two vertices A and B of ∆ABC below the surface, the third C above. The edges BC
and CA intersect with the surface at E respectively F . The facet ABEF is a facet of the filled
polytope.
4. The last facet of the filled polytope is the facet of the surface and this facet usually is a
polygon with many vertices, but this facet is actually not needed to compute the volume, if we
use the surface as the x̃ − ỹ-plane of the coordinate system, because then the volume between
the plane and the surface facet is zero.
Given a complete list of facets of a poytope descibing the region of a tank, density ρ of the
liquid and coordinates of the drain D. Given also pitch angle α, roll angle β and pressure p
then the volume V (α, β, p) is obtained in four steps.
1. Compute Sz by formula (7)
2. Transform all data (vertices and normal vectors of the tank) using formula (8) ṽ = T v −
Sz e3 .
3. Find intersections of edges of triangles with the surface. Let P and Q be the vertices of
such an edge, Then the z-component of the two coordinate vectors p and q need to have
different signs and the coordinate vector of the intersection point R is then given by
p3
r =p−
(q − p)
q3 − p3
This is ordinary school geometry.
4. Split those triangles into polygons above the surface and polygons below the surface and
select only those facets, that are now completely below the surface.
5. Compute the volumes between all those facets and the x − y-plane, using formula (4) and
(5).
Most of the steps are easy to implement, but finding the intersection points with the surface,
making the correct splitting and select the right facets requires some experience in computer
programming. At the autumn school, there are always many pupils with sufficient experience
and the groups are put together accordingly to ensure that they can handle all the implementation problems.
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At the beginning the pupils usually first have some problems how to start programming and
once they have a first idea they often become too enthusiastic and tend to forget thinking of
better ways. Instead of spoiling the problem by giving the solution to the pupils, the supervisor
may encourage the pupils to find a more elegant way to solve a problem. This task can also be
assigned to those pupils, that are not busy with the implementation.

3.

How to win a gold medal in ski jumping
A ski jump can be divided into 4 important phases:
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In-run: The strategy is to squat as low as possible to minimize air resistance and to gain
maximum speed.
Take-off: The strategy is to jump with maximum power which requires physical training and
correct timing as late as possible but as long as the feet still have contact with the take-off
platform, which in turn requires mental training.
Flying: This is the most interesting phase, which mainly decides the flight distance and therefore whether the athlete will win the competition or end up somewhere in the middle of
the ranking. The strategies for this phase have changed a lot during the past and the best
strategy has not yet been found. It should be optimized in this project using mathematics.
The problem is to find the best position that reduces air resistance (drag) and increases
the ascending force (lift).
Landing: The idea is to stop the flying phase as late as possible, but to still perform a secure
landing, preferably in Telemark style. This requires a lot of trainig, as the flying posture
are completely different to the landing posture and a fast and secure transition from one
flying to the landing posture is difficult.
As everybody can imagine, ski jumping is dangerous and requires a lot of exercise. A single
jump only lasts a few seconds in the air, but requires long time to prepare (ascendig and mental
concentration). Thus, only very few jumps can be made on a single training day.
If the result of a single jump was not satisfactory, it is very difficult for the trainer to tell
the exact reason. This is especially true if a new flying style should be developped that might
be better than the styles that were used before. A new style can only be judged if the style
was performed perfectly by the athlete. The problem is that there is not time enough to learn
all possible styles to perfection. Therefore, the trainer wants to know in advance which styles
during the flying phase would lead to the best results so that the athlete needs to train only
these styles to perfection. However, the influence of small posture changes on the distance is
still difficult to predict.
The training therefore starts with exploring different positions in a wind channel, where one
hour of training in the air stream leads to flight experiences that compares to 450 jumps and
that can in addition be optimally analyzed by the assisting trainer.
The posture of the athlete during the flight has a complex influence on aerodynamics but
boils down to two parameters from flight mechanics that describe the air resistance FD or drag
and the ascending force FL or lift. Even small changes like straddled fingers can have a severe
impact on these two forces and this can be experimentally explored in the wind channel.
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Figure 10 – Measuring lift and drag of an athlete in the air stearm of a wind channel.

Here, the athlete is hanging in the air stream on elastic strings and the horizontal and
vertical force to hold him in place are measured. (fotographs can be found in wiev1 and a video
in Audi).
For a given velocity v of the air stream in the channel and air density ρ the horizontal force
is
ρCD 2
FD =
Av
2
The vertical force to hold the athlete in place must compensate the gravity force Fg = mg
reduced by the lift
ρCL A 2
FL =
v
2
so in the channel we measure mg − FL and can thus compute FL .
The posture of the jumper relative to the incoming air influences drag and lift and determines
the coefficients CD and CL . In the wind tunnel, all postures can be tested without any risk and
the according aerodynamic parameters can be determined exactly. If the drag increases the
athlete is pushed by the air flow towards the air extraction tube and must be held by elastic
ropes that measure the horizontal force. If the lift increases, this reduces the vertical force that
is needed to keep the athlete in his position in the air stream of the wind tunnel. Postures with
little drag and high lift are interesting.
In the following tabular we listed parameter combinations of CD Aρ0 /2 and CL Aρ0 /2 with
area A and standard air density ρ0 of a typical top level athlete with a weight of 75 kilograms
(including all equipment).
Style
CL Aρ0 /2 in
CD Aρ0 /2 in
CL /CD

kg
m
kg
m

1
.620
.468
1.325

2
.644
.485
1.328

3
.666
.502
1.329

4
.686
.519
1.322

5
.702
.536
1.310

6
.716
.556
1.288

7
.729
.583
1.251

8
.741
.623
1.188

9
.760
.713
1.067

10
.780
.802
0.973

(In fact these data do not come from a single athlete, but were obtained by motion capturing
of several top-athletes (Hans-H Gasser, 2008)
Each data set corresponds to a posture of the athlete in the wind channel which can precisely
be photographed and recorded by the trainer team. The search for the best posture now becomes
the search for the best data set. Each set is uniquely defined by its style value so that only this
single parameter needs to be optimized. But this parameter may change during the flight as
the athlete can take different postures after lift-off, during flight and before landing. Therefore,
an optimal parameter function style(t) is sought.
But how does the jumping style influence the jumping distance? You cannot predict this by
a simple formula and it takes a long time to try it out because this requires to perfectly train
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the style before you can measure the jumping distance, but you can simulate the equations of
motion once you have the aerodynamic parameters of a given style.
For this simulation we use Newton’s central law of motion:
force equals mass of the body times acceleration
or acceleration divided by mass equals the sum of all acting forces.
From this law, one can calculate and predict the motion of bodies for different special cases.
Unfortunately, only in some very special cases an analytical solution formula can be found that
could be differentiated and optimized. But in the general case, at least approximations of the
movements can be calculated with arbitrary accuracy.
To approach this problem, we start with much simpler problems that can be treated in school.
Vertical drop in vacuum:
Let p(t) ∈ R be the height of a vertivally falling body and ṗ(t) = v(t) the velocity. Then we
obtain by Newton’s law:
mp̈(t) = −mg = Fg

(force of gravity) .

Together with the initial conditons p(t0 ) = p0 and v(t0 ) = v0 we obtain
p̈(t) = −g
Z

t

Z

t

v(t) = v(t0 ) +
v̇(τ )dτ = v(t0 ) +
p̈(τ )dτ
t0
t0
Z t
= v0 +
−gdτ = v0 − (t − t0 )g
t0
Z t
Z t
p(t) = p(t0 ) +
ṗ(τ )dτ = p0 +
v0 − (τ − t0 )gdτ
t0

t0
2

(t − t0 )
g.
2
In school, usually only the very special case t0 = 0, v0 = 0, p0 = h0 is treated.
Everything happens in one dimension (vertical movement) and we obtain
= p0 + (t − t0 )v0 −

p(t) = h(t) = h0 − t2 /2g
and
v(t) = −tg .
The time to fall a distance s is calculated from
s = h0 − p(t) = h0 − h(t) = t2 /2g .
In the worst case, the three formulas are memorized and called physics.
The general principle to derive such formulas from just one general physical law by just
using mathematics, unfortunately often falls by the wayside.
General throwing curve in a vacuum
If you set up the equations of motion in space and consider that in a vacuum, i.e. without
any air forces, we only observe acceleration in vertical direction, then the state variables are
the position of the body p(t) ∈ R3 and the velocity v(t) ∈ R3 . The equations of motion become


0
mp̈(t) = Fg = mg  0  = −mge3 ,
−1
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p(t0 ) = p0

;

ṗ(t0 ) = v0

and we obtain the same formulas for the vertical z component as before while the horizontal x and y components change unaccelerated at constant initial velocity. This results in the
parabolic curves, which is only an approximation to reality in presence of air. The approximation is, however, quite good if air forces can be neglegted as for shot put or basketball throwing.
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General throwing curve (with atmosphere)
Taking the air into account, there are other forces besides gravity, for example air resistance.
v
The drag increases quadratically with the speed kvk2 , works in direction − kvk
and depends
on the air density ρ and the drag coefficient CD of the body and the cross sectional area A with
FD = −

CD Aρ
kvkv .
2

We assume a flying object with no rotation and therefore no Magnus effect. But asymmetrically shaped flying objects still have a lift effect which can be negative and works perpendicular
to FD with
CL Aρ
FL =
kvkv⊥ .
2
Usually the pupils find these formulas on the internet. They may need some assistants to decide
which forces need to be considered and which forces can be neglected.
A simple solution formula can no longer be given in this case. But Newton’s law still applies.
You only have to consider the new influencing forces
Fg + Fw + Fa
m
CD Aρ
CL Aρ
= −ge3 −
kvkv +
kvkv⊥ .
2m
2m

v̇(t) = p̈(t) =

Once the pupils have set up the differential equations and start to look for exact solution
techniques which do not exist for this type of problems, the scientific superviser must introduce
the idea of approximation which is new for the pupils.
But with this hint the classical method attributed to Euler (1707-1783) is reinvented every
year by the participants of the modeling autumn school whenever it is necessary to solve differential equations.
The explict Euler method
Given is a differential equation with initial conditions
ż(t) = f (t, z(t)),

z(t0 ) = z0 .

Using the definition of the derivative and the limit value one gets
z(t + h) − z(t)
,
h→0
h
z(t + h) − z(t)
≈
if h small enough.
h
z(t + h) − z(t)
⇒ f (t, z(t)) ≈
h
⇒ z(t + h) ≈ z(t) + hf (t, z(t)) if h small enough.
ż(t) := lı́m

Thus, starting with z(t0 ) = z0 we can compute z(t0 + h), z(t0 + 2h), . . . , z(t0 + kh).
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The vector of the state variables z(t) includes all time dependent variables you need to know,
to specify the temporal change.
How to win the gold medal in ski flying
We now return to the problem of the atumn school.
We use the simplifying assumption that the competition will be canceled for safety reasons
if there is a significant side wind so that the entire movement takes place in only 2 dimensions.
In this case the states are the position p(t) ∈ R2 and the instantaneous velocity v(t) = ṗ(t) ∈ R2 .
The initial conditions are p(0) = p0 and v(0) = v0 .
The air resistance increases quadratically with the speed, which the jumper has relative to
the air and the force is directed to this relative speed r. With wind direction w and jumping
speed v the relative air flow is r = w − v and we get the drag force FD = CD2Aρ (w − v)kw − vk
The lift also depends quadratically on the speed, but is perpendicular to the relative airflow
FL =

CL Aρ
(w − v)⊥ kw − vk .
2

How to get the right lift direction?
r
−v
w

Figure 11 – How to win the gold medal in ski flying.

The trajectory can rise slightly at the beginning due to the jump from the platform and
it falls at the end. However, even with a strong tail wind, the ski flyer always has relative
headwind during the flight due to his high horizontal speed. That means the x component rx
of the virtual headwind r always is negative if we assume that the x axis points horizontally in
the direction of the landing area.
From the relative headwind


r =w−v =

rx
ry



you get the direction of the lift by swapping the x and y components and for one component
additionally the sign (see sketch).
Possible are




ry
−ry
r⊥ =
and r̄⊥ =
.
−rx
rx
Since rx is always negative, r⊥ guarantees a positive 2nd component and thus positive lift.
For a given ski jumping hill (the place where the next gold medal will be awarded is known
long in advance) and specifications of the possible wind conditions, each skier wants to know
the best jumping technique which can then be practiced. It could be an advantage to divide the
jump into different phases and for example decide to jump with little air resistance but little
@MSEL
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lift at the beginning to gain width with high speed (e.g.: V-style holding the arms close to the
body) and avoid a premature landing by increased lift at the expense of speed towards the end
of the jump (using the arms as additional wings with some distance parallel to the body).
With a given wind w = (wx , wy )T we then get the classical equations of motion




ẋ(t)
vx (t)
= v(t) =
ẏ(t)
vy (t)


v̇x (t)
mv̇(t) = m
= sum of forces
v̇y (t)
for position p = (x, y)T , velocity v = (vx , vy )T and the three forces


0
Gravity: Fg = mg
vertical
−1

 

rx (t)
wx − vx (t)
Virtual wind direction: r =
=
ry (t)
wy − vy (t)


CD Aρ
rx (t)
Drag force: FD =
|r(t)|
ry (t)
2


CL Aρ
ry (t)
Lift force: FL =
|r(t)|
perpendicular to r(t)
−rx (t)
2
One step of the explicit Euler method then reads:
rx := wx − vx (t)
ry := wy − vy (t)
q
nr := rx2 + ry2
x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + ∆tvx (t)
y(t + ∆t) = y(t) + ∆tvy (t)


CL Aρ
CD Aρ
rx nr +
ry nr
vx (t + ∆t) = vx (t) + ∆t
2m
2m


CD Aρ
CL Aρ
vy (t + ∆t) = vy (t) + ∆t
ry nr −
rx nr − g .
2m
2m
If you choose a sufficiently small step size ∆t = 0.01s you can simulate 20 seconds by 2000
steps which is enough for a ski jump from takeoff to landing.
The optimal style for the Gross-Titlis jumping hill in Engelberg
For a given jumping site, we first need to know the basic construction parameters.
For the Gross-Titlis jumping hill in Engelberg, Switzerland these parameters could be:
Vertical distance between take-off and critical K-point h = 59.77m
Horizontal distance d = 103.37m
Landing zone tilt at K-point β = 0.61261 in radians
Take-off tilt α = 0.18326 in radian measure
For typical wind conditions the length of the in-run is chosen so that a speed at the plattform
of about 95.15km/h is possible.
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Assume an athlete with mass m = 75kg and the coefficients of the tabular who plans to
jumps on the Engelberg hill when there is no wind. Assume his physical condition allows to
add an additional speed perpendicular to the ski jump table of 3.1m/s when pushing off the
ground just before lift-off. We can then virtually simulate all flight styles.
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Style
width in m

1
132.99

2
136.22

3
139.06

4
140.86

5
141.49

6
140.73

7
137.88

8
131.83

9
119.74

10
110.28

Style 3 would be suggested first by many flight mechanics because it has the best glide
ratio of CL /CD . So without simulation we would probably start training this style first, but by
simulation we find that the largest width (141.49 m) is obtained with style 5. This style could
therefore be trained intensively without spendig time on style 3.
The influence of changing conditions can also be simulated. Assuming that the athlete use
style 5, the following table shows some results for different wind conditions w where negative
w indicates head wind.
w in m/s
width

-1
150.34

-0.5
145.80

0
142.49

0.5
1
133.47 137.38

(We can simulate any wind direction but here we assumed that the wind is directed parallel
to the slope inclination, so that head wind is always combined with upwind. This is a typical
situation, as near the ground wind is often blowing parallel to the surface. For safety reasons
the vertical distance of the athletes from the ground is only a few meters even if the camera
angle gives a different impression.) The simulation results can be used by the referees to correct
the width of athletes and to reduce the in-run in case of head wind.
Although style 5 seems to be optimal we might try to combine two styles as an improvement. Then you have three parameters to select: The 2 strategies and the time tc where the
style changes.
After optimizing these 3 parameters it turns out that the best result is obtained starting
with style 3 at the beginning and changing to style 7 after tc = 2.03 seconds or about 50 meters
of horizontal flight.
60

runway
50
jump in vacuum

40

Style 3/7

30

20

10

0

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

-10

-20

Figure 12 – Optimizing parameters.

Without head wind, this allows a width of 144.04 m which was the record achieved by Domen
Prevc in 2016. In the simulation output you see the landings zone (straight line) intersecting
the x-axis at the K-point, a quadratic curve showing a jump in vacuum without drag and lift
(dotted line) and the curve of the athlete using an optimal combination of style 3 and 7. This
curve intersects the landings zone at the landing point. (Note that the horicontal distance is
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only about 120 meters, whereas the length of the Euclidian distance from starting point to
landing point.)
We assume that a change of style can be performed from one moment to the other. This
can be difficult if the two postures of both styles are completely different which is not what we
expect. (For example the body posture may differ mainly in the arm position.)
Compared to 141.49 m for the best fixed style we are able to improve the result with a
changing style by nearly 2.5 meters. This can decide about bronze, silver or gold.
Outlook
It is not clear if a combination of these two styles are best for all jumping sites, but usually
most sites of the next olympic games are well known many years in advance, so that the athletes
can prepare. So the simulation of the mathematical model of flight dynamics can help in the
athlets to find their optimal styles for the next competition.
It should be mentioned that the coach team of the German national team in fact contacted
us in 2001 with the request to optimize the jumping styles of their athletes. Unfortunately,
they withdrew the request after Sven Hannawald won all 4 competitions of the Four Hills
Tournament in 2001/2. Therefore, we did not optimize his style and maybe as a consequence
he did not win the gold medal 2002 in Salt Lake City.”:).As an excuse for the coach team we
should emphazise, that changing a winning strategy always is risky until a new strategy is
mastered perfectly.
A further improvement might be possible in theory if we allow 3 or more flight phases with
a different style in each phase, or even by changing the style continuously during the whole
flight. However the optimal solution of the mathematical problem finally needs to be executed
by a human. This limits the number of styles that can optimally be trained and combined.
We can also make the wind model more flexible, to allow different wind velocities and wind
directions in different phases of the flight. However a special strategy for special wind conditions
does not help, as the actual wind conditions are not known to the athlete.
The optimization has to be done for each athlete. This means each athlete has to try his
own positions in a wind channel and find his personal optimal combinations of lift and drag.
This might lead to different looking optimal styles for different athletes.
The problem can also be reduced to only simulation of the flight without optimization of
the style, by useing typical values for lift and drag but with different wind and different speed
after the inrun. We will then find, how the flight distance depends on these parameters. This
can be used to compensate if jumping conditions are changing during the competition.

4.

Conclusion

Applications in school books often seem to be very artificial. They can even scare pupils
away from mathematics. If even teacher do not know the importance of mathematics and
cannot give impressive examples, it is difficult to convince the pupils. It is therefore important
to show realistic applications. This does not mean, that realistic problems need to be solved
in class. Usually a reduction is necessary, that allows the treatment of the problem in limited
time and even without help of a computer. Mathematical modeling also requires many different
mathematical techniques, that are usually not present to the whole class. A modeling project
in class should therefore be combined with a repetition of the needed techniques. This is also a
strong hint for the pupils how to deal with the project without giving them the solution itself.
In a summer school the project can also start with some kind of workshop, where the required
techniques are taught. This, however, was not necessary for our selected pupils.
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Abstract
Heterogeneity can be taken into account in the classroom by using self-differentiating tasks. From a
mathematical-didactic point of view, modelling tasks are of particular interest in this regard because of
this. The paper focuses on the heterogeneity dimension of mathematical achievement and modelling competence of 15-year-old students. First results of a case study will be described in how far the processes of
a modelling task vary with regard to the aspect of achievement levels.
La heterogeneidad puede tenerse en cuenta en el aula mediante el uso de tareas de autodiferenciación. En
este sentido, desde el punto de vista matemático-didáctico, las tareas de modelización tienen un interés
especial. El artı́culo se centra en la dimensión de heterogeneidad del rendimiento matemático y la competencia de modelización de los alumnos de 15 años. Se describirán los primeros resultados de un estudio
de caso en el que se analiza en qué medida los procesos de una tarea de modelización varı́an con respecto
al aspecto de los niveles de rendimiento.
Keywords: Natural Differentiation, Mathematical Modelling, Mathematical Performance, Qualitative Content
Analysis
Palabras clave: Diferenciación natural, modelización matemática, rendimiento matemático, análisis de contenido
cualitativo
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1.

Introduction

In recent years people, especially teachers, register to a growing extent among the general
public, but that heterogeneity is increasing in society especially among teachers and thus also in
schools (Scherer and Krauthausen, 2010). Consequently, the perception is that learning groups
are becoming increasingly heterogeneous. In contrast, the Ministry for School and Continuing
Education of the federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia (Minsterium für Schule und Weiterbildung des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen) demands that the diversity of learners should be
in the focus of every education planning discussion (MSW NRW, 2016). As a result, there is
the challenge for teachers to take into account the individual learning needs of each learner.
Differentiation has to be made possible in regular lessons with class sizes of around 30 students,
although the teacher’s workload should not have to increase tremendously. The resources of teachers are limited. Therefore, this is accompanied by the demand that differentiation in everyday
teaching has to be effectively implemented with the available resources. One idea or possibility
to master this heterogeneity in the classroom are self-differentiating tasks such as modelling
tasks (Borromeo Ferri, 2018; Maaß, 2007).
In order to investigate this assumption, this paper examines the extent to which the processing of a modelling task differs between students of unequal abilities. For this purpose, the
theoretical background of self-differentiating tasks and mathematical modelling will be explained first. This is then followed by the research design of a case study with a specific sampling.
The results of three cases will be presented and finally discussed.

2.

Literature Review

Self-differentiating tasks, according to Büchter und Leuders (2005), are tasks that allow individual approaches to the problem. They are tasks in which different solutions are possible
and thus allow for processing according to individual abilities.
Such self-differentiating tasks are preferred to a level structure of the worksheet for students
and serve to implement the principle of differentiation (Schnell and Prediger, 2017). The corresponding design principle, which originates from software development for younger students,
can be characterised by a low-threshold approach with concomitant possibilities of achieving
a high standard (Shade, 1991). Indeed, Maaß (2005) was able to show in her study that the
openness of modelling tasks enables students to develop solutions according to their abilities.
It is interesting to note that strong students prefer more demanding approaches, while weaker students choose easier ways. Modelling tasks are thus self-differentiating (Borromeo Ferri,
2018, p. 58), partly because they help to find multiple solutions (Achmetli and Schukajlow,
2019). Bergman Ärlebäck and Bergsten (2010) describe as a feature of Fermi tasks, which can
also be regarded as special modelling tasks, their self-differentiating nature. This means that
the problem can be worked on and solved in various stages and on different levels of complexity.
Modelling tasks therefore receive special attention when we are dealing with heterogeneous
learning groups. Reilly (2017), for example, describes an example of a modelling task that was
used in two very heterogeneous classes. It could be shown that the role that such tasks play
for students who have to deal with mathematics is of great importance, especially for students
with special needs. Scott-Wilson et al. (2017) were even able to show advantages for disabled
students when working on modelling tasks. The effects of learning by mathematical modelling
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tasks on students with disabilities have been investigated. The daily mathematics lessons were
replaced by a series of modelling tasks for one month. The results showed evidence of commitment and meaningful mathematical learning.
Appropriate aids in complex modelling situations are proposed as a possible pedagogical
means for working with modelling tasks in heterogeneous learning groups (Stender and Kaiser, 2015). Heterogeneous group work is a pedagogical practice that has proven promising in
providing all pupils with the necessary learning opportunities to develop mathematical skills
(Staples, 2008).
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3.

Theoretical Background

In this paper, mathematical modelling means “the ability to identify relevant questions,
variables, relations or assumptions in a given real world situation, to translate these into mathematics and to interpret and validate the solution” (Niss et al. 2007, p.12). These activities are
usually described with the help of a modelling cycle. There are various detailed modelling cycles
(Borromeo Ferri, 2006). For our analyses, we used the more detailed modelling cycle from Blum
and Leiss (2007), which is presented in the following example task. “Good modelling tasks”
have special properties (Reit and Ludwig, 2015) that support this self-differentiating character
of a task. They are open, i.e. they allow different approaches to the task, solution and thus
different results (Siller and Greefrath, 2020; Maaß, 2010). So, for the task to be worked on
at different levels there will not be one correct result. There are, however, other properties of
modelling tasks that support the self-differentiating character. Good modelling tasks include
an authentic context (Siller and Greefrath, 2020; Maaß, 2010), allowing for learners to develop
a positive attitude towards mathematics (Maaß, 2007). The low achievers will lose their fear
of abstract mathematics and the high achievers will be encouraged to deal with the tasks on a
high level in order to develop an authentic solution (Maaß, 2007). The realistic contexts (Siller
and Greefrath, 2020; Maaß, 2010), which should be relevant to the learners’ present or future
life, enable learners to use their everyday knowledge to find the solution (Maaß, 2007). Knowledge from everyday life can, for example, serve as a basis for reference value. Furthermore,
modelling tasks can stimulate various activities when solving them. The moreand the more
clearly, sub-competencies (Kaiser, 2007) are addressed, the greater the possibility for students
to find their own solutions. Hence we can summarise some properties of modelling tasks that
prove useful for the self-differentiating properties (Greefrath, Siller and Ludwig, 2017, p. 936):
Openness: Is there more than one possibility to solve the problem (solution variety)?
Authenticity: Is the factual context authentically related to the actual situation?
Relevance: Is the factual context relevant to the students (factual problem)?
Sub-competencies: Which sub-competencies of modelling are required for dealing with the
problem?

4.

Modelling Task Christmas Tree

The modelling task used in this study meets these requirements. The context of the task
is the Christmas market in Muenster, where a Christmas tree in front of a church in the city
@MSEL
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centre is to be decorated. To this end, a new chain of lights has to be purchased (see Figure
1). The students’ task is to determine the length of the chain of lights and the number of light
bulbs needed.

Figure 1 – Modelling Task Christmas tree. This task was developed as part of a master thesis by Jannis
Kommnick

This task is under-determined when, for example, there is lacking information on the size
of the tree, requiring that the size has to be estimated or determined by values of reference
sizes. Basic knowledge can be used, e.g. the height of a person walking near the Christmas
tree. This openness concerning various possible solutions assures that the task can be carried
out on different levels. Authenticity is given because the organisers of the Christmas market
really have to deal with that issue. A certain relevance is given by the fact that tree decorating
has a long-standing tradition in Germany. Therefore, many students will be familiar with this
activity and apply use their everyday knowledge to find a solution. Furthermore, data collection
took place shortly before Christmas. To solve the task, an entire modelling process must be
run through. An exemplary solution to this “Christmas tree”-task is presented in the following
in reference to the modelling cycle by Blum and Leiss (2007) (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Example solution according to Blum and Leiss (2007, p.225)
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The real situation is represented by the task, which must be understood in the first step.
Understanding creates a mental model of the given situation, which is characterised by personal associations and does not yet contain any distinction between unimportant and important
information. Here, for example, memories of the last Christmas may be included. The differentiation of important and unimportant information takes place in a step of simplifying and
structuring. Only information necessary for processing remains, such as a reference value to determine a scale for calculating the size in reality. Solution-relevant information is organised and
assumptions are made to simplify reality. The real model is then translated into a mathematical
model by identifying mathematical objects, such as circlesand introducing mathematical notations. This mathematical model can now be used for mathematical work. The mathematical
result obtained in this way must be interpreted in the context of the facts. In this modelling
process, a length of 100 metres was determined for the string of lights. This real result is then
validated, i.e. it is checked whether the result appears plausible in terms of magnitude, whether
it has the right unit, whether the assumptions make sense and the chosen model is a reasonable one. After this examination, the initial question can be answered. This exemplary solution
represents only one of many possible solutions.

5.

Research Design

There are several facets of heterogeneity, but since performance heterogeneity is omnipresent
in the everyday classroom, the focus of this study was set on it. The self-differentiating nature
of modelling tasks suggests that students with different levels of mathematical achievement
solve modelling tasks in various ways. We are interested in what these differences may be in
detail. The following research question therefore arises:
How do the modelling processes of students working on the Christmas Tree Task differ in
terms of general mathematical achievement?
The design shown below was developed to give a first idea of how this question might be
answered in the context of a broader study in the future.
5.1.

Participants and Procedure

This study was conducted in December of 2019. Twenty-one high school students participated in the survey. The participants were approximately 15 years old. All twenty-one students
accomplished the performance test DEMAT 9 (Schmidt, Ennemoser and Krajewski, 2013), so
that the performance spectrum of a class could be represented (see Figure 1). The DEMAT 9
test is a curriculum-based procedure for the assessment of general mathematical competencies
in year 9. The test provides a reliable, economic and curricular valid record of mathematics
performance and therefore enables the economic testing of large samples.
The lowest number of points achieved was 14 points and the highest number of points achieved was 35 points out of a maximum of 43 points. The average number of points achieved in
the class was 23.76 points. Out of this sample, six students participated in a video study. All
of them had a declaration of consent of their legal guardians. The refusal of such a declaration
is the reason why, for example, P21 and P3 did not participate in the video study. The students were selected according to their achievement levels, whereby two belonged to the upper
achievement level (31 and 35 points, red bars in Figure 3), two to the intermediate achievement
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level (22 and 24 points, yellow bars in Figure 3) and two to the lower achievement level (15
and 17 points, green bars in Figure 3). Two students with a similar achievement level worked
together. This allowed a natural way of communication. The video study was carried out in a
laboratory situation, so that the external influencing factors were minimised. The students had
as much processing time as they needed. Three pairs were filmed while independently solving
the modelling task Christmas tree (see Figure 1). This task type had not been discussed in
class previously.

Figure 3 – Sampling DEMAT 9

5.2.

Data Analysis

The data to be evaluated included three videos of task processing of the pairs of students.
First, the video material was transcribed for the subsequent analysis, so that the transcripts facilitated the evaluation. It is a literal transcript in which non-verbal expressions and actions were
also included. Written notes and sketches were integrated into the transcript. Mayring’s (2014)
qualitative content analysis provided the basis for the evaluation of the data. The deductive
category system for the analysis of the modelling processes was based mainly on the following
modelling sub-competencies according to Blum and Leiss (2007): Understanding, Simplifying/Structuring, Mathematising, Working Mathematically, Interpreting, Validating and Exposing
(see Table 1).

Table 1 – Action-specific description of sub-competencies (Greefrath and Vorhölter, 2016; Siller and Greefrath,
2020)
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The data were encoded using time-sampling, i.e. one encoding unit was set to 30 seconds.
For this purpose, the sub-competency which dominated within these 30 seconds of processing
time was coded (see Reusser, Pauli and Waldis, 2010). The coding involved certain difficulties
of delimitation of the sub-competencies, which had be subject of discussion, to ensure that
a satisfactory result could be achieved. To ensure validity and objectivity, 30 per cent of the
transcripts were coded by a second independent person. Intercoder realism was satisfactory at
a value of 0.78 (Cohens, 1968). Below a transcription excerpt is shown (see Table 2), revealing
how the sub-competencies “Simplifying/Structuring” and “Mathematising” were delineated.
“Simplifying/Structuring” includes the search for information relevant to the solution. In the
subsequent “Mathematising”, mathematical-symbolic representations are introduced, e.g. measuring lengths in the picture.

Table 2 – Transcription excerpt

6.

Results

The case study on mathematical modelling shows that all three pairs of students were able
to solve the modelling task according to their performance level. The following outlines the
students work processes. For this purpose, the work processes are shown as bars, where a
coding unit of 30 corresponds to a box. For the sake of clarity, the bars have been divided
into sections of one minute each. The colour coding for the respective sub-competencies can be
found in the legend below the illustration.
6.1.

Case 1: Low Achievement Level

The pair of students, who are assigned a low performance level after the performance test,
spent about 26 minutes working on the task (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 – Process of the Pair of Students with Low Achievement Level (26 min)
@MSEL
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The modelling process is characterised by frequent changes between the sub-competencies
“Simplifying/Structuring” and “Working Mathematically”. Already at the beginning of the
editing process, the pair chose a person depicted in the picture as a reference. However, this
selected reference value was not included in the further development process. Validation processes occurred only sporadically. During the mathematical work, mistakes became apparent in
the mathematical notation. The rules for the use of the equal sign were disregarded (see Figure
5).

Figure 5 – Excerpt Low Achievement Level

The students estimated values for the width of the treetop in different section on the basis
of the pictured Christmas tree, which they doubled in order to also account for the back not
shown in the picture. They correctly carried out the arithmetical operations, but failed to note
them down in a mathematically correct form. This continued in the subsequent editing process,
especially when determining the number of light bulbs instead of using a division with the
remainder. The students did not draw a sketch during the entire editing process.
6.2.

Case 2: Intermediate Achievement Level

In total, the modelling process of the students with an intermediate performance level needed
14 and a half minutes, which was the shortest modelling process (see Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Process of the Pair of Students with Intermediate Achievement Level (14 min 30 sec)

It contained many simplifications, not much mathematical work is necessary. Validation
processes occurred more frequently and in longer phases. The medium-level group was the only
group that made sketches. Already at the beginning of the editing process, they mathematised
the tree crown as an equilateral triangle, as is shown in the respective sketches (see Figure 7).
They immediately mathematised them and, using Pythagoras’ theorem, calculated the legs of
the equilateral triangle without checking the necessity of the calculation. However, this approach
was validated shortly afterwards, as the following transcriptional excerpt shows:
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Figure 8 – Sketch 2 Intermediate Achievement Level

P15: “This is really stupid. We have only calculated the side length and not the surface area.
That doesn’t even make sense.”
A new approach was developed, which divides the tree crown into horizontal sectionsand
the corresponding lengths they estimate in a highly simplified way, starting at one metre (see
Figure 8).
6.3.

Case 3: High Achievement Level

The modelling process of the students with high-achievement levels required 27 minutes and
was characterised by a very long phase of “simplifying and structuring’ at the beginning of the
process (see Figure 9). Only at the end of the editing process did they work mathematically.

Figure 9 – Process of the Pair of Students with High Achievement Level (27 min)

They always validate the choice of reference size:
P6: Huh, do we have to do that with her (points to person in background), because she is
in the background? Look, that’s not in any way proportional. Generally, much smaller. If she
were standing there, she’s not just that tall, is she?
P17: (laughs) Right, this is really stupid!
P6: This one maybe? (points to people in the foreground)
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The high-performing pair of students was the only group that measured lengths in the figure
and converted them into a kind of scale using a reference size. But they did this for each section
individually (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Excerpt from the High Achievement Level

7.

Discussion and Conclusion

The present qualitative study showed interesting results. As the research area is still unexplored, no hypotheses were formulated in advance, but an exploratory approach was applied
to the research question. The processing of this open task by the students on their individual
performance level confirms the self-differentiating character of this modelling task (Borromero
Ferri, 2018; Maaß, 2007). It was shown that all three pairs of students had concluded their
solution processes. All sub-competencies could be coded for each pair of students in the course of task processing. Despite different assumptions and mathematical models, the obtained
results that can be considered as realistic. Individual modelling processes could be observed
during task solving (Borromeo Ferri, 2007). The durations of the sub-competencies in the process differ regarding the various student pairs. There were differences with regard to frequency,
especially in the sub-competency of validation.
The comparison of the modelling processes clearly shows that the group with a low level of
achievement often switches between the sub-competencies “simplifying/structuring’ and “working mathematically’. They rarely validate. The process of intermediate achievement students
shows many simplifications, so that little mathematical work is necessary. The editing process
contains longer phases of validation. The high achievement level students “simplify and structure’ at the beginning for a very long time, so that they only “work mathematically’ at the end
of the editing process. They also validate their approach frequently and over a longer period of
time. This could indicate that high-achieving students are more reflective.
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However, there were also some limitations. The results can only be generalised to a limited
extent, as the sample of three pairs of students was small and thus only represented the range of
achievement in one class. Only the processes of a specific modelling task were considered. Our
findings therefore only refer to this one task. The process of couples were examined, hence only
conclusions referring to the process of a couple can be made. The individual editing process
may have taken a different course. Therefore, further research with more pairs of students and
other modelling tasks will be necessary.
In summary, this case study has shown that modelling tasks are suitable for teaching in
heterogeneous performance settings. Of course, a single task cannot resolve the heterogeneity
of a class. However, it is easier for the teacher if all students work on one task, instead of several
tasks having different levels of difficulty. The low-performing students were not overchallenged,
nor were the high-performing students underchallenged. Furthermore, it can be stated that this
modelling task can be worked on well in partner work. On the basis of the results, further
research interest is being developed to clarify whether a typical pattern of performance levels
can be found with a larger sample size. This information would also be of great importance
for practical use in school in order to make better use of the self-differentiating properties of
modelling tasks in teaching. Since this task has been shown to be suitable for a heterogeneous
group of students, it can give indications to what characteristics modelling tasks require in order
to be self-differentiating. For example, the question of the targeted promotion of certain types of
students is of great value. If the typical behaviour of students showing unequal mathematical
achievements in the processing of modelling tasks is confirmed, we should be able develop
targeted aids or solution plans.
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Abstract

To enable collaborative modeling activities online digital tools are essential. In this paper we present a holistic and adaptable concept for the development and implementation
of modeling activities – which could especially be fruitful in times of homeschooling and
distance learning. The concept is based on two digital tools: Jupyter Notebooks and a communication platform with video conferences.We carried out this concept in the context of
two types of modeling activities: guided modeling days, where the students work on previously prepared and didactically developed digital learning material, and modeling weeks,
in which the students work on open problems from research and industry very freely. In
this paper the usage of Jupyter Notebook in modeling activities is presented and illustrated
with the example of the optimization of a solar power plant. On top, we share our experiences in online modeling activities with high-school students in Germany.
Para facilitar las actividades de modelización colaborativa en lı́nea, las herramientas digitales son esenciales. En este trabajo presentamos un concepto holı́stico y adaptable para
el desarrollo y la implementación de actividades de modelización – que podrı́a ser especialmente provechoso en tiempos de educación a distancia. El concepto se basa en dos
herramientas digitales: Jupyter Notebooks y una plataforma de comunicación con videoconferencia. Realizamos este concepto en el contexto de dos tipos de actividades de modelización matemática: dı́as de modelización guiada, en los que los alumnos trabajan con
material de aprendizaje digital previamente preparado y desarrollado didácticamente, y
semanas de modelización, en las que los alumnos trabajan en problemas abiertos de la
investigación o de la industria de forma libre. Se presenta el uso de Jupyter Notebook
en las actividades de modelización y se ilustra con el ejemplo de la optimización de una
planta solar. Además, compartimos nuestras experiencias en actividades de modelización
en lı́nea con estudiantes de secundaria en Alemania.
Keywords: Digital tools, mathematical modeling, collaborative learning online
Palabras clave: Herramientas digitales, modelización matemática, aprendizaje colaborativo en lı́nea
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1.

Mathematical modeling activities

Mathematical modeling can be described as the process of translating the real world into
mathematics and vice versa. It is one of the process-related competencies that students across
Germany (and in many other countries) are expected to acquire during their education in mathematics (Blum & Leiß, 2007; Blum & Borromeo Ferri, 2009).
In short, the modeling process can be described as a cycle consisting of four steps: (1) structuring and simplifying the problem, (2) describing the simplified problem mathematically, (3)
working within the mathematical model and (4) interpreting and validating the obtained mathematical results in relation to the real world. By additionally taking the solution progress
into account, we can visualize the iterations over the cycle through a spiral (see fig. 1). More
detailed descriptions of the modeling process and further models to describe this process can
be found in Borromeo Ferri (2006) or Blum (2015).

Figure 1 – Solution Helix of Math of the initiative Computer Based Math (cf. computationalthinking.org/
helix, accessed 29 January, 2021)

1.1.

Teaching mathematical modeling

The importance of mathematical modeling in mathematics education in general and the problem selection, in particular, is emphasized by the German mathematics educationalist Heinrich
Winter (1995). Among other important aspects, Winter says that mathematics education should
allow students to perceive phenomena from the world that surrounds us in a specific way and
to acquire problem-solving skills that go beyond mathematics when dealing with tasks (Winter,
1995).
Through a proper design of modeling activities and a suitable selection of modeling tasks,
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students should be enabled to gain the necessary competences to work through all steps of the
modeling process independently (Blum et al., 2007; cf. Blum, 2015, p. 77). To support the way
students perceive the world around us, the problems should be real and relevant (especially to
the students). Additionally, fruitful problems should be authentic and (mathematically) rich to
acquire profound problem-solving skills going beyond mathematics. By the term authentic we
follow a definition of Niss (1992), that the extra-mathematical problem should, though moderately simplified, still be considered as relevant by experts in the field and recognized as a problem
they would deal with in their work (Niss, 1992; cf. Vos, 2011; Kaiser & Schwarz, 2010; Maaß,
2010). The modeling activities presented in this paper were carried out based on problems that
fulfill the mentioned criteria (to a varying extend). Some examples are described in sections 1.3
and 1.4.
Due to the fairly complex and diverse nature of the problems in our environment, working in
teams typically plays an important role in problem-solving processes in the real world (e.g., in
science, technology, economy). Therefore, teamwork and thus collaborative mathematical modeling is essential in the modeling activities presented here. Clearly, the proximity to real-world
problem-solving processes is not the only advantage of collaborative or cooperative learning1 .
It might enhance students’ self-esteem and motivates them to actively participate in the learning process (Panitz, 1999b, p. 59). Moreover, “collaborative learning has as its main feature
a structure that allows for student talk: students are supposed to talk with each other...and it
is in this talking that much of the learning occurs?” (Golub, 1988, p. 1). As we will point out
in the following, communication between students is crucial in the modeling activities described in this paper. In Panitz (1999b) and Johnson & Johnson (1989) several further benefits of
collaborative learning are shown.
1.2.

Mathematical modeling with digital tools

Normally, most of the learning and teaching of mathematics takes place in school or, as
in our case, in activities for high-school students organized by scientific staff (students lab).
Especially in times of distance learning and homeschooling it has become crucial to allow the
students to acquire the modeling competencies mentioned above by working on problems from
home. Thus, we developed a holistic concept to enable collaborative mathematical modeling
online. By definition, this can only be realized using technology.
In this paper we emphasize the outstanding role of digital tools, especially in section 2.
However, the use of digital tools in mathematical modeling activities is by no means only
useful when conducted online, but can also enrich the activities in a face-to-face context (Siller
& Greefrath, 2010). Various goals and benefits of using technologies for mathematical modeling
activities with students, already highlighted by Greefrath and Siller (2010, 2018), include:
Technologies make it easier or even possible to deal with real-world problems. These problems are often fairly complex and therefore require to work with a vast amount of data or
to solve computationally intensive problems (Siller & Greefrath, 2010, p. 2138; Greefrath
& Siller, 2018, p. 5). Hence, technologies increase the variety of problems that can be
examined with students. This is especially relevant in today’s world, as a large number of
problems and daily applications from students’ everyday lives are based on huge amounts
1 The terms collaborative and cooperative learning are often used interchangeably. However, Panitz (1999a) and Bruffee (1995)
distinguish between both terms. Following Bruffee (1995) one difference is that collaborative learning is more student centered
whereas cooperative learning is more teacher centered and thus closer controlled by the teacher (Panitz, 1999a, p. 5). When using
the terms collaborative and cooperative learning we refer to the definition by Bruffee.
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of data (Big Data). Examples include music recognition apps, fitness trackers, automatic face recognition, or online streaming services. All of them are based on mathematical
models that can be made accessible to students in a fundamental form (Wohak et al.,
2021)
The use of technology keeps the focus on the modeling process itself, because calculations
are outsourced to the computer (Greefrath & Siller, 2018, p. 5).
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The active and creative use of technologies is an essential competence nowadays, as students are facing rapidly changing technologies and digital media in their everyday life.
In science, industry and research, real - world problems are tackled and solved with the
help of technologies. Therefore, we underline the integrity of the problem-solving process
by exploiting digital tools.
The use of technologies facilitates different types of visualizations (Siller & Greefrath, 2010,
p. 2139).
The holistic approach for collaborative modeling activities online presented in this paper was
developed within the Computational and Mathematical Modeling Program (CAMMP)2 . Within CAMMP we aim to develop digital, computer-aided teaching and learning material. Our
material covers problems satisfying the criteria mentioned above and has been used for numerous realizations of modeling activities with students so far – both online and face-to-face.
We set up two different types of modeling activities: (a) guided modeling activities, so-called
modeling days3 , and (b) completely open modeling activities, the so-called modeling weeks.
Besides the modeling days and weeks carried out within the program CAMMP several other
modeling activities organized by universities exist in Germany. Two examples are the Hamburg
modeling days described in Vorhölter and Freiwald (2022) and the modeling days and weeks
realized in Kaiserlautern within the project KOMMS (Bock & Bracke, 2015).
In the following, the typical face-to-face course of our modeling days and weeks is described
and essential methodological elements are emphasized. Subsequently the challenges and requirements of digital tools resulting from online implementations of these activities are highlighted.
1.3.

Modeling days – guided modeling activities

In the context of a modeling day4 the students get involved in solving real-world problems
from their everyday life, technology, economics or science (Frank et al., 2018; Wohak, et al.,
2021). Three of many problems for use in our modeling days are (a) How is it possible to obtain
images of the internal structure of the body using X-rays? Within this workshop the students
reconstruct the material composition of an examined object, which is used to create computer
tomography images (Wohak & Frank, 2019). (b) How can we automatically classify faces or
other objects on images? The students develop a classification model on the basis of a data set
with two or three dimensional data. Afterwards they apply it to higher dimensional data in
order to classify handwritten digits or faces of humans (Schmidt, 2019; Schönbrodt, 2019). (c)
How can a solar thermal power plant be built to maximize energy gain (Schönbrodt & Frank,
2 CAMMP is a program at the RWTH Aachen University and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (both in Germany) conducting modeling activities for students from grade 8 to 13 (corresponds to a range of age of approx. 13 – 19 years) since 2011, see
www.cammp.online/english/index.php, accessed 29 January, 2021.
3 A modeling day does not have to be carried out on one single day. Instead, it is possible to distribute the activity over several,
separate school hours.
4 Most modeling activities were supervised by scientific staff. A first implementation of a workshop by a high-school teacher was
carried out in 2020.
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2020)? This last problem is described in section 3 in more detail. All problems that we have
worked out didactically can be found on www.cammp.online/english/116.php (accessed 29
January, 2021).
During a modeling day the problem-solving process is guided by digital learning material
containing worksheets and various differentiation materials (Frank et al., 2018; Wohak et al.,
2021; Gerhard et al., 2022). In section 2.1 we describe the digital material in detail.
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Main elements in the face-to-face implementation

When carrying out the modeling days in presence, the teacher and students are in the same
room. In the beginning, the teacher gives an introduction to the problem using presentation
slides. Students are engaged in the presentation through discussion questions. After the introduction the students start working on the problem in groups of two or three using a computer
/ laptop / tablet. During the group work there is usually a lively communication among the
students.
Digital worksheets guide the students through the problem-solving process. Depending on the
problem, sketches that students draw for (mutual) explanations play an important role in the
modeling process. Communication but also joint written documentation are essential in the
working phases.
In case the students get stuck they can use tip cards provided within the digital material. If they
still cannot continue, they can ask the teacher for help. The students’ difficulties are usually
solvable through small hints, a short discussion and / or a sketch by the teacher. If the teacher
notices that a problem occurs in several groups, he / she can briefly discuss it in a plenary
session. By having everyone in the same room, the teacher can see the individual progress of
each group at any time and get an overview of the students’ work status and their motivation.
If the teacher observes that a group seems to have major difficulties, he / she can offer support
on his / her own initiative.
At various points during the modeling day, intermediate plenary discussions are held to compare and validate previous results or to discuss further questions and solutions. In the plenary
discussions the teacher again uses presentation slides. It is also possible to use the blackboard
so that students can visualize and share ideas with their classmates.
In order to address the heterogeneity of the learning group, faster groups of students can work
on additional more advanced tasks or open subproblems.
A plenary discussion which is moderated by the teacher ends the modeling day. The full modeling process is summarized, the obtained results are interpreted and validated, and further
model improvements are discussed.
1.4.

Modeling weeks – open modeling activities

During a modeling week the students work on real problems from research, economy or
everyday life in small teams (5–6 students). They are supervised by scientific staff (also referred
to as supervisor). The problems are open which means that people from the practice area are
still working on this problem. Thus, neither the students nor the supervisor have a solution
at hand. Apart from a description of the problem and, if necessary, the prior preparation of a
given data set, the students do not receive any learning materials. They structure and design
the modeling process on their own. Some examples of problems that students have already
worked on during our modeling weeks (biannually organized as part of CAMMP) are: (a) How
should wind turbines in an offshore wind farm be positioned so that they do not overshadow
each other, but at the same time use the available area in an optimal way? (b) How can the
@MSEL
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patient-to-room allocation in hospital stations be optimized? (c) Is the climate change manmade? How can we use real data to analyze the various influences on the Earth’s energy budget
and the effect of natural and non-natural causes on the global temperature? A possible course
of a modeling week on the last topic is described in Hattebuhr and Frank (2022).
Main elements in the face-to-face implementation

An exemplary course of a modeling week is shown in figure 2.
Program
Sunday
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bis 17:30
17:45
18:30 - 19:30
19:30

Wednesday
Arrival at the Youth Hostel
Welcoming &
Getting To Know Each Other Game
Dinner
What is Mathematical Modelling?

Monday
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:30 - 12:30
12:30 - 14:00
14:00 - 18:00
18:30 - 19:30
19:30 Uhr

Breakfast
Presentation of the Projects
Work in groups
Lunch
Work in groups
Dinner
MATLAB - Crash course (optional)

Tuesday
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 14:00
14:00 - 18:00
18:30 - 19:30
19:30 Uhr

Breakfast
Work in groups
Lunch
Work in groups
Dinner
Advisor meeting

08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 13:45
14:00 - 14:45
14:45 - 17:45
17:45
19:00

Breakfast
Work in groups
Lunch
Studying at RWTH Aachen or KIT
Sports Game
Barbecue
Tour of guests through the groups
to discuss the intermediate results

Thursday
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 18:00
18:30 - 19:30 Uhr
19:30 Uhr

Breakfast
Work in groups
Lunch
Work in groups
Rehearsal Talks &
Deadline for the group report
Dinner
Advisor meeting

Friday
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 09:30
11:15 - 16:30

Breakfast
Evaluation
Presentations of the students & Farewell

Figure 2 – Exemplary program of a modeling week

At the beginning of the week, the students receive a short presentation on the yet unsolved
problems. Afterwards the working phase in the groups begins. For this purpose each group has
its own group room 5 and several laptops are available per group. During the very intensive group
work, the students visualize their ideas and structure upcoming tasks on a flipchart. Usually,
several students sit together around one laptop and implement a program together.
During the working phases we often observed that the students split up into smaller subgroups
in order to work on different subproblems. Repeatedly, there are periods of gathering or discussion in the whole group to review the current progress.
The supervisor of the group accompanies the entire working process and helps the group to
structure their working progress (if necessary), to discuss results with the students and to keep
an eye on the time. Since programming is not a prerequisite for participating in a modeling
week, the scientific supervisor helps with hints regarding the development of a program when
needed. Most often during offline modeling weeks the programming environment Matlab was
used. In principle, however, any other language with a similarly “easy” syntax (e.g., Julia, Python or R) is feasible.
At the end of the modeling week, the students present their results to an interested audience
(scientific staff, problem advisors, parents, teachers, friends, etc.) and hand in a report docu5 The

modeling weeks usually take place in a youth hostel or in seminar rooms of the university.
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menting their modeling process.
As can be seen from the previous explanations, the students undergo different phases during
the modeling week. In fact, the design corresponds to the typical seven components of the
project method according to Frey (2012, pp. 58–159):
1. project initiative: a member of the learning group or an outsider suggests a project
2. examination of the project initiative: students find subtasks they want to pursue
3. joint development of the field of activity: students identify what they are going to work on
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4. project implementation: students may split up into small groups to work on subtasks and
afterwards put together what they have worked on
5. end of the project: as one option a presentation crowns the end oft the project
6. fixed points: they serve to stimulate exchange between students, to organize next steps, to
visualize the work status in comparison to the project initiative etc.
7. meta-interaction: students reflect on the social course of the working process within the
group
Based on Frey’s method, similar concepts were further developed, e.g., from Ludwig (1997) who
specifically focuses on projects in mathematics education.
In comparison, the modeling day (see sec. 1.3) does not contain all components of Frey’s
project method. This is due to the stronger guided design of the modeling days: The processing
of the modeling problem is pre-structured by the teacher. Smaller predefined sub-tasks guide
the students through the modeling process. The two components included in the modeling days
are (a) the end of the project realized as a plenary discussion where the students summarize the
main steps of the modeling process and compare the final results with the real-world problem.
And (b) the fixed points realized through several plenary discussions focusing on the students’
intermediate results, on open questions and on how the current modeling step fits into the
overall modeling process.
1.5.

Challenges for the online implementation of modeling activities

As can be seen from the explanations of modeling days and weeks given above, teamwork and
communication between students are essential in both types of modeling activities. In order to
realize teamwork and interaction also during the implementation of modeling activities online6 ,
the following questions are central:
How can the communication among students and with the supervisor be established online?
How can online supervision be organized? How or when can the supervisor be contacted
and provide support in case of problems?
How can the teacher keep track of the students’ progress?
Which tools are suitable for realizing sketches and rich visualizations, which form an
important part of the modeling activities?
6

The initial reason for the development of a holistic concept for mathematical modeling activities online within CAMMP was
the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, the learning material described in section 2.1 was already realized digitally for the use in
our face-to-face workshops. This was due to the advantages of digital tools for solving real-world problems highlighted in section 2
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Plenary discussions take place frequently during modeling activities. How can they be
realized virtually and, if necessary, spontaneously? How can plenary phases be designed
so that the students are actively involved?
Students already work with computer-aided, digital learning material in the face-to-face
activities – a good basis for an online implementation. But how can the digital learning
material be processed without the installation of software or programs on the students’
devices (computer, laptop, tablet)?
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Especially in longer modeling activities, social and human interaction apart from the problem is crucial. How can this be integrated into online modeling weeks?
These questions can be linked to the research field of Computer-Supported Collaborative
Learning (CSCL), where numerous publications point out the opportunities and challenges
that arise when implementing collaborative learning in an online environment (Roberts, 2004;
Stahl et al., 2006). Within this paper we try to answer the questions stated above by sharing
our experience with the online modeling days and weeks we already carried out. In doing so
we try to emphasize what was pointed out by Johnson & Johnson (2014): “Technology does
not have to isolate and separate students. When used effectively, technology can bring students
together in cooperative efforts and enhance student experiences.”
Some additional questions are answered in this paper, which come up in the online implementation of guided modeling activities and are also essential in the face-to-face workshops:
How can the learning material be structured so that students of different skill levels can
work on the problems independently and with a sense of achievement?
How should the learning material be structured so that the students can perform calculations and visualize models without assuming any programming knowledge from the
students?
Within this paper we tackle all the mentioned questions – focusing on some of them in more
detail than on others.
In the following, we present tools that were tested to answer the questions raised in this section
and we explain how they can be implemented.

2.

Digital tools for modeling activities

From above, it can be concluded that the digital tools must satisfy two indispensable requirements for the implementation of collaborative modeling activities online: On the one hand,
they must allow to develop and edit digital learning material by the students. On the other
hand, the digital tools have to allow communication between students and teachers in groups of
varying sizes and constellations. Communication should be possible both by voice and chat. The
latter requirement, if satisfied, already emphasizes one strong advantage of digital learning: efficient communication between any pair of students or teachers without classroom disturbances.
This section is structured as follows: First, we introduce the reader to two software tools to
enable digital learning. The first one, Jupyter Notebooks, is used both during guided modeling
days as well as during open modeling weeks. Jupyter Notebooks is an authentic tool in the
sense that they are actually used by experts. The second tool, CoCalc, is especially suitable
for open modeling projects, where students work jointly but without much additional support.
Note that within the tool CoCalc it is also possible to generate Jupyter Notebooks, but on top,
ISSN 1988-3145
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the tool offers a variety of features for open modeling activities that plain Jupyter Notebooks do
not include. We enhance the discussion about their usability and technical aspects by providing
our own experience from past modeling days and weeks. Finally, we summarize requirements
for communication platforms and explain our choice of tools.
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2.1.

Guided digital learning: Jupyter Notebook

One tool that can be used to develop interactive digital learning material are Jupyter Notebooks 7 . They are widely used in numerous branches of industry, research and economy. This
means that not only the learning content but also the digital tool provides an authentic insight
into current problem-solving strategies and technical implementations in applied mathematics
or more generally in STEM fields. Put in simple terms, Jupyter Notebooks are digital documents which can be used to write texts, execute code (to compute mathematical terms) and
can be edited interactively by the students. Given that students and teachers face different
technical equipment in their school and have various operating systems on their private computers, a huge advantage is that Jupyter Notebooks are web-based and hence can be used without
installing additional software (only a web browser is required8 ).
This section gives the reader a basic idea of how digital learning material can be realized
based on Jupyter Notebooks. To get a better understanding of what Notebooks, designed for
modeling days, could look like interested readers can simultaneously view the digital learning
material developed by the authors. The access procedure is described in section 2.1.
Jupyter Notebooks offer great benefits compared to standard documents or code files: tasks
(in form of narrative text), explanatory illustrations and small sections of code (which can be
edited interactively) can be combined in a nicely formatted single document (see fig. 3 and fig.
4). On top, all elements (so-called cells) can be ordered flexibly. The basic cell types available
in Jupyter Notebooks are text and code cells. Both are highlighted in figure 3.
As the name implies, the main use of text cells is to provide narrative text, e.g., in form
of longer explanations or small notes, which can be used to guide the students through
the material. It can help to introduce a problem in a narrative way, show mathematical
equations, link to other documents or worksheets that might be of value or explain concrete
tasks to the students. Furthermore, tables, images and videos can be integrated easily and
linked directly to the corresponding tasks.
Code cells allow the user to write and execute code. The code can be written in one of
several programming languages, e.g., Julia, Python or R. The worksheets (Jupyter Notebooks) we developed for our modeling days are based on the programming language Julia9 .
An important aspect why we chose Julia is its simple syntax, which is close to so-called
pseudocode, i.e., reading and writing Julia is comparatively easy and similar to writing the
task down in English.
In the learning material, students edit code cells according to some task, which is usually
described in a previous text cell. We follow a “fill in the gaps” approach, i.e., we define
gaps in the code which for example have to be filled by formulas, numbers or equations10 .
Thereby we ensure that no advanced programming skills are required and keep the focus
7 For

further information see: www.jupyter.org, accessed 7 January, 2021.
that we are discussing the case where the Jupyter software itself is installed and hosted on a server which is then accessed
by students and teachers (see sec. 2.1).
9 For further information see: www.julialang.org, accessed 7 January, 2021.
10 In our learning material all gaps are marked by a particular placeholder, namely NaN (not a number).
8 Note
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Figure 3 – Screenshot of a digital worksheet (Jupyter Notebook) from a workshop on the optimization of a solar
power plant

on the actual (modeling) task.
After executing a code cell the students receive an output, e.g., images, tables, plots or
simply results of mathematical computations. It is directly shown below the cell (see fig.
4). This enables students to quickly check their results or even try out different inputs to
study the correlation between input and result.
From a didactic point of view, Jupyter Notebooks offer a huge step to promote self-directed
learning in heterogeneous learning groups by providing optimal guidance for each student. Additional tips or explanatory information can be provided in the Notebooks. The students can
access these by clicking on links embedded in the text cells (see fig. 3), ensuring that each
student gets the amount of support he / she needs. The tips with different levels of assistance
can contain hints, sketches, equations or examples and open in separate Jupyter Notebooks,
(Hänze et al., 2010). In addition to tips, some learning materials include additional (optional)
worksheets that can be accessed through links as well. These can be used as a further method
of differentiation11 and provide additional tasks or information (both mathematical and nonmathematical) for interested students.
On top, almost all of our workshops include further working material (mostly pdf files) to
help students develop formulas or gather results. They mostly consist of but are not limited to
illustrations (like diagrams), sketches which have to be edited by the students (drawing, taking
measurements, etc.) or answer sheets. These can be filled out using a pdf editing program or a
whiteboard tool to draw into given figures.
Depending on the amount of guidance or (visual) support the teacher wants to give, the text
and code cells can contain more or less content. Two extreme forms of support can be stated
as: (a) designing and structuring learning material with various explanations, support material
and images (suitable for more guided modeling activities, like the modeling days described in
section 1.3) or (b) open activities where students are encouraged to develop and design Jupyter
Notebooks themselves (shown in section 2.2).
To go a step further into the direction of self-directed learning, the students’ solutions can be
11 Besides the tip cards and the optional worksheets containing further information many other differentiation methods could be
used in heterogeneous classes. For a broad overview see Kronberg et al. (1997).
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Figure 4 – Screenshot of input and output of a digital worksheet from the workshop on the optimization of a
solar power plant. Here the correct solution of the task was already entered.

automatically checked and evaluated such that individual feedback and tips for correction are
given. This will not only reduce the teacher’s work, but also point towards mistakes early in
the workflow. Note that these checking functions must be implemented by the teacher and are
not available directly in the program.
Due to all the mentioned features, Jupyter Notebooks offer an excellent opportunity to
develop learning material for mathematical modeling activities online.
Accessing our developed learning material

To give the reader a first impression of what digital learning material based on Jupyter
Notebooks can look like, we want to finish the section by pointing out our own resources.
The learning material we developed for modeling days are all located on an online accessible
workshop platform 12 of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany. Hence, the
material can be used in any internet browser without installing any additional software. The
only prerequisite for the realization of the learning material is a stable internet connection.
The material can be accessed via workshops.cammp.online. Access data will be provided to
interested readers at any time by mail to cammp@scc.kit.edu.
2.2.

Collaborative calculation using Jupyter Notebooks on CoCalc

In contrast to the previous section, where we presented a way to develop guided, digital
learning material, we now focus on the modeling weeks described in section 1.4, where students
are supposed to work on the problems without a lot of guidance. An important requirement
12 A server running the JupyerHub software allowing to manage multiple Jupyter Notebooks for several users working simultaneously. For more information see: https://jupyter.org/hub, accessed 25 January, 2021.
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for these activities is that the students need to be able to work on the same code simultaneously. Therefore, a tool allowing for collaborative programming is required. One possible tool is
the web-based computing platform for computational mathematics CoCalc 13 . CoCalc is open
source, under active development and allows the creation of Jupyter Notebooks using different
programming languages (Python, Julia, R, Octave).
The main difference between the use of the workshop platform14 described in section 2.1 and
CoCalc from a technical point of view is: CoCalc allows several students to work on the same
Jupyter Notebook / code in real-time. Changes made by one student are immediately visible
to all students in the same group. A screenshot of a notebook developed by a group of students
during a modeling week using CoCalc is shown in figure 5. In contrast, on the workshop platform for the modeling days each student has his / her own version of the Jupyter Notebooks.
Here, other students cannot make changes to these.
Furthermore, CoCalc has numerous additional functionalities that are not available on the
workshop platform. These include, for example, a latex editor or a chat system. However, these
additional functionalities increase the complexity and make it less intuitive to use. Experience
has shown that CoCalc is better suited for activities that extend over longer periods. Whereas,
due to its simplicity and the clarity the workshop platform is more suitable for shorter activities
(such as the modeling days described in section 1.3).

Figure 5 – Jupyter Notebook developed by a group of students working on the problem: How can initials and
images on book pages be automatically recognized and distinguished from each other? (The used illustrations
are freely accessible via http://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/SBB00006DFC00000000, accessed 1
June, 2021.)

13

For further information see: https://cocalc.com/, accessed 8 January, 2021.
the term workshop platform we refer to the guided, digital learning material realized as Jupyter Notebooks running on
JupyterHub.
14 By
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Choosing a communication platform

As already mentioned, teamwork plays an essential role when dealing with (complex) modeling problems. In face-to-face classes, students can easily get together and discuss their problems
and ideas, teachers answer questions and give encouragements. To replace this communication
in a digital learning environment, a virtual communication platform is needed, which should
fulfill the following requirements:
1. The tool should be open source so that there are no data protection problems when dealing
with the students’ personal data.
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2. It should enable both oral and written exchange and discussion within a group of about
30 students.
3. Virtual breakout rooms are needed to allow students to exchange ideas in small teams.
4. An option to present slides and share screens is mandatory.
5. The platform should (ideally) provide a whiteboard where all members can exchange ideas
through drawings.
6. The exchange of files should be possible.
All these functions should be clearly arranged, easy and intuitive to use and, like Jupyter Notebooks, operable in a web browser. Due to slow and unstable internet connections in many
areas, the platform should be as robust as possible, i.e., allow for smooth reconnections.

Figure 6 – The communication platform Mattermost
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We tested several communication tools extensively during the past modeling days and weeks
and decided to use Mattermost 15 . We now discuss to which extend Mattermost fulfills the
mentioned requirements (based on our experience) and consequently explain our choice.
Mattermost is open source and can be used independently and flexibly by both teachers and
students. One of the most important features leading to our decision is that within Mattermost
all users (students and teachers) can create different channels if needed (see fig. 6). In these
channels users can chat with one another and start video conferences using a Jitsi Plugin.
Based on our experience it is most convenient to set up one channel for plenary phases and
one channel for each group of students. Further key advantages of Mattermost when realizing
online modeling activities are:
Students can start Jitsi video conferences on their own and independently switch between
different conferences. The teacher does not need to manually assign students to different
subgroups (breakout rooms).
The students can share their screen in the video conferences without having to obtain
permission. This facilitates collaboration in a group.
The chat history in the channels of each group of students is preserved. This is especially
useful for multi-day activities when, e.g., older messages, links or screenshots need to be
accessed again.
The teacher can notify all students through a single message in the chat of the plenary
channel (see fig. 6). This is useful, e.g., to give a hint on a task that concerns everyone,
or to announce discussions in the plenary channel. Vice versa, students can contact the
teacher at any time and ask him / her to join the video conference of their group.

3.

Exemplary course of an online modeling day

The following section helps the reader to get a better understanding of our guided online
modeling activities. Therefore, we describe an online modeling day on the problem of optimizing
a solar power plant. We decided to put the focus on the technical and organizational aspects
and will not describe the modeling of the problem in great detail. The digital learning material
that is used during the modeling day can be accessed by the reader as described in section 2.1.
Our modeling days typically last about five working hours. Depending on the learning group the
different elements of the modeling days described below may vary in terms of time but also in
their order and number. In some learning groups, for example, it may be reasonable to include
more discussion phases and thus interrupt the individual working phases more frequently.
Technical check-in: If it is the first time that the students use Mattermost and Jitsi, we start
with a quick technical check-in. The students join a Jitsi video conference in the plenary channel
and are asked to unmute themselves (optionally to switch on the camera) to check if microphone and audio are working properly. The technical check-in takes approximately 5–10 minutes.
Introduction to the problem: The actual modeling day starts with a Jitsi video conference in the plenary channel with all students attending. The teacher gives a short introductory
talk on the problem and on mathematical modeling. In the end the teacher presents the main
question of the modeling day: How should a solar thermal power plant be built and operated so
that the energy gain is maximized?
15 https://mattermost.com/,
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Steam turbine

Figure 7 – Schematic structure of a Fresnel power plant

During the introduction, the teacher briefly describes the design of a so-called Fresnel power
plant: flat mirrors focus sun rays onto an absorber tube (see fig. 7). The tube contains a heat
transfer fluid, such as water, which is heated and, in the case of water, evaporated. Electrical
energy is generated by a steam turbine.
The problem is explained using presentation slides shown via screen sharing. Short videos are
also presented in between. The students are included in the discussion by sharing their prior
knowledge on solar energy systems. As in face-to-face classes, students raise their (virtual)
hands to speak up and ask questions.
Transition phase: After the introduction to the problem the teacher gives a short overview
on how to use Mattermost during the group work. In addition, by sharing the screen he /
she shortly shows how to access the digital learning material and explains the structure of the
worksheets (Jupyter Notebooks) and how to use them. Afterwards the students continue by
logging in to the workshop platform as described in section 2.1. The transition phase takes
approximately 15 minutes.

Figure 8 – Digital whiteboard (provided by awwapp) which was designed by a group of students during a
modeling day
@MSEL
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First working phase: The students start working on the digital learning material. For communication in small groups, two to three students join a channel in Mattermost. In this channel
the students independently start their own video conference (via Jitsi). Furthermore, they can
use the chat in their channel to send links, formulas and other material. While working on the
worksheets the students discuss ideas or questions together – just as if they were in the same
room.
In addition, to sketch ideas, students have the option to use a whiteboard tool.
Numerous free online whiteboard tools exist that can be used if there is no such tool integrated
in the chosen communication platform. So far, we gained good experience with awwapp 16 (see
fig. 8).
On the first worksheet of the solar power plant workshop, the students deal with the correct
orientation of the mirrors. The inclination of the mirrors should be adjusted according to the
movement of the sun so that the sun rays are reflected onto the absorber tube at all times of
the day (see fig. 9)and with a Whiteboard-Plugin that can be used in Mattermost.
angle of incident rays α
angle of inclination γ

West

γ

α

☼

East

Figure 9 – The mirror is inclined in such a way that the incoming sun ray (red) gets reflected (green) onto the
absorber tube

In case the students have further questions or difficulties they contact the teacher via a short
message in the chat. During the working phases in groups the teacher is permanently available
via the chat in the plenary channel. To keep an eye on the students’ work and progress, the
teacher can require the students to briefly write in the chat of the plenary channel whenever
they complete a worksheet. He / she can also check in on each group’s video conference at any
time. If the teacher wants to grade the students’ work, he / she can ask the students to hand
in their documentations.
First intermediate discussion: The teacher uses the plenary channel to announce that the
first plenary discussion is about to start. The focus lies on the students’ results, but also leaves
space for further open questions. Parts of the tasks can be drawn on a virtual whiteboard or
can be presented by the students via screen sharing.
In the case of the solar power plant workshop the students briefly explain which mathematical
/ physical formulas and laws they used to obtain the correct equation describing the orientation
of a mirror during the day.
Further working and discussion phases: Further working phases are structured in the same
way as the first one described above. Students keep working on the learning material independently in small teams. At appropriate points in the course, the teacher gathers the students for
plenary discussions again.
During the modeling day on solar power plants, plenary discussions are realized after the following modeling steps:
16 For

further information see: https://awwapp.com/, accessed 24 January, 2021.
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Developing a model for the orientation of the mirrors
Developing a model for the power reaching the absorber tube
Developing a model for the energy gain over a day
Optimization of the positions of the mirrors
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To ensure that faster groups are not running out of interesting problems, we provide additional
material to continue, e.g., by developing a model to account for shading effects between mirrors
or developing different algorithms to optimize the positions of the mirrors. Due to their fairly
diverse nature, some of these questions leave plenty of freedom in abstraction levels and solution
approaches to the students.
Final discussion: During the final discussion, the students reflect the whole modeling process.
The results obtained are evaluated with respect to the real-world situation. The students are
actively involved in the discussion by presenting their results orally, via screen sharing or on
the whiteboard. Moreover, they discuss ideas to extend the modeling process. At the end of
the modeling day, students are handed an online evaluation. In this questionnaire we ask for
the experience and opinions of the students regarding the content and the organization of the
online modeling day to improve our workshops.

4.

Experiences and student feedback

In this section, we briefly describe our experiences with online modeling days and weeks.
These are mainly based on observations of the authors during the modeling activities as well
as on the students’ feedback.
Experiences in guided modeling days using Jupyter Notebooks

The workshop platform described in section 2.1, where didactically prepared worksheets are
available as Jupyter Notebooks, has already been used in numerous modeling activities both
online and in presence. In total, more than 45 workshops with more than 650 students in grades
8–13 (this corresponds to an age range of approx. 13–19 years) from mainly German high schools
have taken place. Few modeling events have already been held with groups of students from
Mexico, France, China and the Netherlands.
The students’ feedback after participating in a modeling day is mostly positive. Although many
students get in touch with a programming language for the first time throughout the workshop,
they are able to work through the learning material successfully. Mainly due to the simple
syntax of Julia the students do not have any major difficulties. In addition, they take positive
note of the material in general:
“I really liked the interactive worksheets, I would like to have something like that in
school” (participant of an online modeling day 2020).
Moreover, they positively emphasized that the material is compactly available in one place and
that all the different documents and worksheets can be opened via links.
Experiences in Mattermost

Using the communication tool Mattermost with the Jitsi Plugin, we have already realized more
than 15 guided workshops and two modeling weeks with over 220 students. The interaction
with Mattermost during the workshops is very intuitive for the students and poses no problem
as the following comments of students underline:
@MSEL
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“Everything worked very well within the given framework. Communication did not
present any difficulties.”, “We communicated through the available means of communication, as they were always reliable.”, “The online communication was the best I
have experienced so far” (participants of online modeling days and weeks 2020).
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The students could easily switch between video conferences / chats with supervisors or with
their own team. To reduce the amount of audio problems (which are definitely part of the online
learning experience) and run the workshops as smoothly as possible, we usually offer a technical
check-in period before the workshop starts as already mentioned in section 3. Due to (a) the
successful online implementation of the learning material and (b) the continuous opportunity
for interaction the students barely miss out on mathematical modeling experience:
“I really enjoyed the CAMMP week. It was interesting and I especially liked the fact
that I learned a lot and could exchange ideas with others” (participant of an online
modeling week 2020).
This is promising and reinforces our efforts to continue in this direction.
Experiences in CoCalc

The tool CoCalc was used during two modeling weeks with over 45 high-school students. The
feedback on the suitability and functionality of the CoCalc program was mainly positive. However, there is still some potential for improvement, because CoCalc refreshes itself from time
to time. Nevertheless, the mix of Mattermost, Jitsi and CoCalc achieves exactly what we aimed
for: students can both see what other students are implementing in CoCalc and talk about the
code sections through Mattermost / Jitsi at the same time. As a result, the students were able
to experience and learn what was intended, despite the online implementation:
“I learned to work in a team, solve a problem independently, and present ideas to the
group” (participant of an online modeling week 2020).

5.

Summary and open challenges

Looking back at the questions we raised in section 1.5, we can summarize that the combination of Mattermost with CoCalc and Jupyter Notebooks respectively are well suited for
our modeling activities. It enables many of the challenges posed: Students can communicate
with each other, they can contact the teacher, the teacher can easily see how the students are
coping and group discussions can spontaneously be carried out in plenary. On top, students
can create sketches, exchange formulas, and receive outputs in different representation types
without requiring any programming skills.
In case of the modeling days, students can self-regulate the amount of support they access
and their solutions are checked automatically. Furthermore, during the modeling week, using
CoCalc enabled collaborative and parallel programming.
One question that remains unaddressed is the integration of social human interaction since our
focus, so far, has been on providing the technical implementation so that students can work
together and communicate with one another. However, during the modeling activities that take place in presence (especially the modeling weeks17 ), the social exchange with peers is very
important. That is why we always organize a social afternoon with games in the course of
the weeks, especially to trigger the social component (see fig. 2). The following answers from
17 Note that the participants of our modeling weeks normally attend different high-schools in Germany and do not know each
other beforehand.
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participants of a virtual modeling week 2020 to the question “What would you improve?” show
how important this component is to students:
“More time for social get together, which is hard to do online.”, “More conversations
away from work, which have come somewhat short due to the online format.”
Consequently, we keep improving the social activities. Based on the feedback we have received
we can conclude that we are on a promising way:
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“Overall, the CAMMP week was a lot of fun, despite the long distances between
the participants, and I can definitely recommend it”, “It was fun and I will miss my
group” (participants of an online modeling week 2020).
These comments show that the students do get to know each other to a certain degree. Nevertheless, not everything can be realized to the same extent online:
“I think you have implemented the online CAMMP week very well. Of course it would
be better to meet in person, especially to get to know the people better, but I think
you made the best out of it and I had a lot of fun too” (participant of an online
modeling week 2020).
In the virtual format, the implementation of social events is more difficult as the students
already pointed out. Many online games that are suitable for students getting to know each
other already exist, but these, again, require the students to sit in front of the screen so that
they get little movement or variety. This poses a challenge, for which we have not yet found a
adequate solution.
In addition, the experiences described so far are all based on activities that were organized
and carried out by scientific staff working at the program CAMMP. For the future, it would be
interesting to see how in-service teachers cope with the digital tools and the learning material
presented within this paper.
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Abstract

In Germany, there is quite a tradition of modeling projects, carried out by different universities all over Germany. Since 2001, different modeling projects has been conducted by the
working group on Didactics of Mathematics of Department of Education of the University
of Hamburg. In this paper, the current project, the Hamburg Modeling Days, is described in
detail. One goal of this project is to enable students to gain experience in working on modeling problems and to acquire modeling competencies. Furthermore, prospective teachers
are supported in their professionalization for teaching mathematical modeling, especially
with respect to the supervision of students working on modeling problems. Finally, practicing teachers are in the implementation of modeling problems in mathematics classes.
En Alemania, existe una gran tradición de proyectos de modelización, llevados a cabo por
diferentes universidades de todo el paı́s. Desde 2001, el grupo de trabajo de Didáctica de
las Matemáticas del Departamento de Educación de la Universidad de Hamburgo ha llevado a cabo diferentes proyectos de modelización. En este artı́culo se describe en detalle
el proyecto actual, las Jornadas de Modelización de Hamburgo. Uno de los objetivos de
este proyecto es posibilitar que los alumnos adquieran experiencia en resolver problemas
de modelización y que adquieran competencias de modelización. Además, se apoya a los
futuros profesores en su profesionalización de la enseñanza de la modelización matemática, especialmente en lo que respecta a la supervisión de los alumnos que tratan de resolver
problemas de este tipo. Por último, los profesores de secundaria están implementando los
problemas de modelización en las clases de matemáticas.
Keywords: modeling projects, modeling competencies, teaching competencies
Palabras clave: proyectos de modelización, competencias de modelización, competencias docentes
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1.

Introduction

The teaching of modeling competencies has been a mandatory part of the mathematics
curriculum of all school levels in Germany for more than 10 years. The problems worked on in
class are usually problems that can be worked on in a few school hours, often for 90 minutes.
However, more complex problems that take much longer to solve are also addressed in schools
in Germany. This is often done in the context of modeling projects, which have a long tradition
and are often conducted by universities. The projects pursue different goals and take place
under different circumstances.
In Hamburg, different modeling projects have been developed and carried out in the last 20
years. They differ in particular in the target group as well as the duration. What they have
in common, however, is that both prospective teachers and practicing teachers are used to
supervise the students in working through the modeling problems. This requires appropriate
preparation. The core of this paper is therefore the presentation of the structure of the current
modeling project in Hamburg, together with the preparatory activities for both prospective and
practicing teachers.

2.

Modelling projects in Germany

The implementation of university-supported modeling projects with students has a long tradition in Germany1 . As early as the late 1980s, modeling weeks for university students were
organized at the University of Kaiserslautern by Helmut Neunzert’s working group, and since
the early 1990s also for older students at schools. The idea of modeling projects lasting several days has spread throughout Germany, with the framework conditions adapting to the
respective locations and target groups. They differ, for example, in the duration (between two
and five days), the place of implementation (in the school facilities or outside the school), the
participants (individual interested students or whole classes or grades working on the modeling
problems in known groups or with unknown persons) and the form of supervision (prospective
teachers, teachers or university staff). Common features are that the modeling problems are
usually given, but the participants can choose between several problems, that the work is done
in small groups, that the work on the problems is organized as independently as possible by the
small groups, and that, unlike in regular classes, the time available often allows for a revision
of the models created or for several models to be compared (Bracke, Göttlich & Götz, 2013;
Kaiser, Bracke, Göttlich & Kaland, 2013).
The goal of these modeling projects is different: While some projects aim to give an impression in which areas of daily life mathematics can and must be used as a tool, others aim to
promote competencies for independent processing of modeling problems, where the necessary
mathematical procedures may still have to be worked out or known procedures may have to be
combined in a new way. In both approaches, students should be able to experience mathematics
in a different way than in the classroom “and their mathematical world views or mathematical
beliefs are broadened”(Kaiser et al., 2013).
A further goal of the thematization of modeling problems in the context of the mathematical
education of students is to become a responsible citizen, i.e. students should experience that
they themselves are able to question numbers and models propagated in the media or brought
to them by advisors by working on the corresponding problems themselves with the methods
available to them Kaiser (2017). This has an impact on the modeling problems that the students
1 Some of them were even awarded in the past, for example https://www.profale.uni-hamburg.de/projekt/aktuelles/2017-06-12hamburger-bildungspreis-stender.html and https://lehrportal.uni-kassel.de/moodle/course/view.php?id=12).
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are asked to work on during the project. These often originate from industry or society and, if
possible, have a relevance that is directly apparent to the students (examples can be found in
Vorhölter & Haier (in this issue) or, for example, Kaiser et al. (2013). They are complex and
authentic, have minimal, if any, simplifications, and are workable in a variety of ways, (Kaiser
et al., 2013). In order for students to experience their competence in working on these problems,
support from supervisors must be minimal and adaptive (e.g., Vorhölter, Kaiser & Borromeo
Ferri, 2014; Stender & Kaiser, 2015). Therefore, the approach of these projects can be described
as a holistic approach (Blomhoj & Jensen, 2003).
At the University of Hamburg, longer-term modeling projects with students were conducted
for the first time in 2001. The Department of Mathematics and the working group of the Didactics of Mathematics of the Department of Education jointly conducted annual seminars for
prospective mathematics teachers in cooperation for seven years, in the context of which the
prospective mathematics teachers were to support students (16-18 years old) in working on
a complex modeling problem. The modeling activities took place within regular mathematics
classes and lasted one school semester. Due to organizational constraints, this concept was
changed in 2009 in that the modeling activities now took place in a compressed form within
one week and on the campus of the university. Until 2013, this form of modeling week was
offered twice a year, with approximately 400 students participating annually. Here, it was not
specified whether the schools participated with entire courses or whether only interested students signed up for the modeling weeks. The supervision of the students was initially carried
out by prospective teachers, later in cooperation with staff of the Department of Mathematics,
and in a further step together with teachers. The integration of the training of prospective mathematics teachers into the modeling projects was therefore an essential part of these projects in
Hamburg from the beginning. The aim of these projects was not only to train the students, but
also to broaden the image of mathematics on the part of the students: By working on authentic
problems, they were to question the widespread attitude that in mathematics there are only
right and wrong solutions, and to learn that decisions in society, politics and science are always
based on models (that are also based on subjective assumptions and the use of different values),
and must therefore be questioned and, if necessary, changed. (Kaiser & Schwarz, 2006, 2010;
Kaiser et al., 2013).
With the aim of being able to convey this important knowledge to younger students, the first
modeling days were held in 2010 at a large Hamburg high school for students in grade 9 (14-15
years old). The modeling days lasted three days and were held on the school’s facilities. The
students could choose between three different modeling problems and were divided into small
groups. The small groups were supervised by a tandem of prospective teachers who had participated in a didactic seminar. In this seminar, the focus was on didactical content, but the
modeling problems to be supervised were also worked on by the prospective teachers themselves. This was intended to provide the students with an initial protected field of practice in
which they could test and develop their skills with the supervision of open complex problems
- skills that are definitely useful (if not necessary for good teaching) for regular mathematics
teaching in Germany. The participation of the entire grade was intended to ensure that the
students’ modeling experiences could also be built upon in further mathematics instruction a circumstance that is not guaranteed if only individual students participate in the modeling
projects. By increasing the number of prospective teachers participating in the seminar to approximately 60 students (divided into two seminars), the modeling days were able to be held
at a total of five schools in the years 2013 and 2014. In this context, training sessions were also
held for the mathematics teachers of the participating classes, who were then also involved in
supervising the students (Stender, 2016).
The different modeling projects in Hamburg, the associated seminars, the teacher training as
@MSEL
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well as the structure of the modeling projects themselves have been regularly evaluated since the
first implementation (Kaiser & Schwarz, 2010; Stender & Kaiser, 2015; Stender, 2016; Vorhölter
2018) and further developed according to the external framework conditions. An overview of
the different modeling projects in Hamburg can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1 – Overview of different modeling projects in Hamburg.

Time period

Long lasting
modeling
project
2001-2008

Target group

whole classes

Duration

1 double lesson
per week for one
semester

Number
of
participating
students
per
year

Supervisor

3.

Prospective
teachers with
help of
practicing
teachers

Modeling weeks

Modeling days

Hamburg
Modeling Days2

2009-2013
Interested
students and
whole classes

2010-2014

2015-now

whole grades

whole grades

1 week

3 days

2 days

400

150

300

Prospective
teachers, staff of
the Department
of Mathematics,
practicing
teachers

prospective
teachers

prospective and
practicing
teachers

Hamburg Modeling days

The project Hamburg Modeling Days is aimed at schools that would like to participate in
this project with their entire grade 9 or 10. The project was carried out for the first time in
2010, continuously developed further and has existed in its current form since 2015. The special
feature of this project is that it is aimed at entire grades and not only at interested students,
and that both the training of prospective mathematics teachers and the in-service training of
practicing teachers are integrated3 .
3.1.

Procedure and structure of the project

The Hamburg Modeling Days take place every year in February, whereby the exact date is
agreed upon with the participating schools and varies from school to school. During this time,
students in the 9th or 10th grade have the opportunity to work on one of three modeling problems offered by the university’s coordinator. Care is taken to ensure that the problems have
different content and are different in terms of their subject context. The problems are briefly
2 Since the development of the modeling days was continuous, it is not possible to give an exact year of the beginning for the
current form; the year mentioned refers to the the year in which the last major changes were implemented.
3 Several groups of people are involved in the Hamburg Modeling Days: Students in grades 9 and 10 work on modeling problems
and are supervised by student teachers, hereafter referred to as prospective teachers, and the students’ mathematics teachers,
hereafter referred to as practicing teachers.
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presented together with the respective challenges before the modeling days start. In consultation with the schools, the work takes place either at the school itself or at the university’s
campus. It is important that there is enough space and that the students can work both days
in the same room. Furthermore, there must be adequate technical equipment and access to the
internet.
The students have two school days to work on the modeling problem, which is why they are

Figure 1 – Organization of the Hamburg Modeling Days

released from the rest of the lessons during this time. Basically, we try to give the students as
much freedom as possible, but still support them especially in planning the working process, if
necessary. After all, the goal of this project is not to achieve a specific result, but to acquire
competencies. In addition to the acquisition of modeling competencies, this includes in particular competencies in independent work as well as competencies for effective cooperation in
the group. Communication skills are also trained, since at the end of the project the students
are expected to present their thoughts and results to the grade level and, if possible, to other
members of the school community such as peers, parents and teachers.
Preparation for the modeling days, which take place in February, already starts at the beginning
of the school year in late summer of the previous year (cf. Figure 1). At the beginning of the
school year, the schools that participated in the modeling days in the previous year are asked
whether they would like to participate again, how many students are expected and how many
teachers will participate. Furthermore, teachers are asked whether they would like to have their
own in-service training. In addition, consideration is given to which modeling problems will be
offered this year. Among other things, attention is paid to the fact that
if possible, the same problems are not used in consecutive years (unless as part of a revision
of the newly designed problem),
the contents and activities necessary to work on the problem differ as much as possible
(for example, not all problems should require the use of a particular software), and
the contexts differ and, if possible, have a regional or actual reference.
Attempts are made to have the choice of problems, as well as the days on which the modeling
days will be held at each school, set at the beginning of the university semester in October.
This allows prospective teachers to best adjust to the content and times of the modeling days.
During the semester, the prospective teachers are prepared to supervise the students during the
modeling days. Whereby care is taken, of course, to ensure that the content taught is not only
aimed at the activity during the modeling days but contributes overall to the professionalization
of the prospective teachers (cf. chapter 3.2). At the same time, the teachers are also prepared
for the modeling days. Depending on the level of knowledge of the participating teachers (it
is always the mathematics teachers teaching in the respective grade), either explicit further
training with theoretical and practical content is offered (even for subgroups), or the teachers
are simply integrated into the seminar work (cf. chapter 3.3). The students are also introduced to
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Figure 2 – Topics of the seminar. Topics were videos were used are marked by a blue background

modeling during this time, which in turn is used in the seminar to give the prospective teachers
an impression of what they can expect from the students on the modeling days. For example,
students are introduced into modeling cycles, and work on at least one modeling problem. If
possible, written solutions will be followed up with feedback from prospective teachers.
The described organizational conditions, in particular the number of participating students and
the available space, have led to the fact that three high schools from Hamburg with a total of
more than 300 students as well as approx.twelve mathematics teachers continuously participate
in this project and are supported by approx.30 prospective teachers during the modeling days.
3.2.

The preparatory seminar for the prospective teachers

The prospective teachers participating in the modeling seminar are in the first semester of
their master studies. They intend to work as teachers in different kinds of schools (primary
school, grammar school, comprehensive school). The modeling seminar is one out of three seminars, between which the preservice teachers can choose. The seminar lasts one semester,
and there are 14 session of 135 minutes. At the beginning of the seminar, the prospective teachers usually only have basic knowledge of mathematical modeling. At the end of the seminar,
prospective teachers get the opportunity to apply the knowledge they have gained during the
seminar to support students during the modeling days and reflect on their experience in the
seminar concluding exam. The aim of the seminar is to provide the prospective teachers with
knowledge as well as skills for implementing modeling activities in their future lessons. According to Borromeo Ferri and Blum (2010), four dimensions of teacher competencies can be
differentiated concerning modeling. The content of the seminar is structured along these four
dimensions as following:
The first dimension (theoretical dimension) contains knowledge about mathematical modeling
ISSN 1988-3145
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as such. This includes knowledge about different modeling cycles as well as aims and perspectives of modeling (e.g., Kaiser, 2017), modeling competencies (e.g., Kaiser, 2007; Maaß, 2006),
heuristics (e.g., Stender, 2018) and metacognitive strategies and their benefits (e.g., Vorhölter,
2019), digital tools for modeling (e.g., Greefrath & Siller, 2017) as well as modeling beliefs and
types of modeling behaviour (e.g., Maaß, 2007). The prospective teachers are asked to read
preparatory texts for each topic. During the seminar the respective aspects are discussed using
various methods and applied to practical examples. Using this kind of procedure a deeper understanding of the respective contents shall be achieved.
The second dimension (task dimension) refers to the knowledge about modeling tasks. Thus, in
a first step criteria for modeling problems (e.g., Blomhøj & Kjeldsen, 2006) are discussed. Later
on, the prospective teachers have to work on multiple modeling problems of varying complexity
- including the three problems of the Hamburg Modeling Days - and present their solutions
during the seminar. Subsequently, the different solution processes are compared and discussed.
The different problems are analysed in terms of their requirements and possible difficulties.
Furthermore, the usage of digital tools for working on the modeling problems is discussed and
prospective teachers are asked to use those tools on their own. Due to time restrictions, the
prospective teachers are not asked to construct modeling problems on their own.
The third dimension includes independent planning and implementation of lessons (instructional dimension). The prospective teachers are not asked to plan a whole lesson by themselves,
but they are supposed to structure the activities during the Hamburg Modeling Days. Questions of how to introduce a modeling problem best, how to implement phases of reflection and
discussion and how to intervene in a most helpful and adaptive way are addressed. In particular the latter aspect is raised several times: knowledge about possible and especially useful
intervention strategies (e.g., Stender & Kaiser, 2015; Stender, 2016; Vorhölter et al., 2014), is
provided as well as reflections about helpful interventions in relation to the concrete problem.
The fourth dimension (diagnostic dimension) contains the competence to analyze students’
difficulties and reconstruct phases of the modeling process in students’ work. In preparation
for the Hamburg Modeling Days, the prospective teachers have to analyze posters which were
created during modeling days of previous years. On these posters, the previous students have
presented not only their solution, but also their solving processes. In addition, further written
problem solutions by small groups of students participating later on the modeling days are
analyzed by the prospective teachers, and feedback is given directly back to the students.
According to Blömeke, Gustafsson and Shavelson (2015), not only dispositions (cognition and
affective-motivational aspects) are of great importance for teaching modeling. In order for
these to be effective in practical situations, additional situation-specific skills (i.e. perceiving
a situation, interpreting it according to theoretical concepts and making decisions based on
the interpretation) are required. Fostering those skills is crucial to implement knowledge into
practice. Thus, within the seminar prospective teachers are guided to perceive and interpret
situations and decide how to act on them. Not only written statements of students are used,
but also different kinds of videos are used to foster prospective teachers’ situation specific skills:
Some of them were recorded during modeling lessons in schools, some of them are staged videos
that comprise different aspects in a short time. The use of videos has the advantage that they
can be selected in advance with regard to a certain theoretical content, so that the importance
of theoretical background knowledge for the perception and interpretation of certain situations
can become directly clear to the students. Therefore, these have proven useful for beginning
the teaching of situation-specific skills. In addition to the videos, in some years prospective
teachers have the opportunity to visit students in class prior to the start of the modeling days
to experience regular instruction. This is then reflected on together within the seminar. Since
prospective teachers are always expected to go to classes in small groups and describe their
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experiences there in this seminar, they become aware that different people perceive different
things in the classroom. In addition, because it is a regular class, they are forced to use their
theoretical knowledge flexibly to interpret the situations.
Overall, the work on the highly complex modeling tasks is spread throughout the semester and
practical and theoretical elements alternate. The contents of the seminar are usually discussed
on a theoretical level as well as practically applied and thus cannot be assigned to only one of
the dimensions according to Borromeo Ferri and Blum (2010). In addition, situation-specific
skills are addressed in connection with numerous contents (outlined in blue in Figure 2). The
supervision of the students during the Hamburg Modeling Days takes place at the end of the
seminar; a final meeting with the entire seminar after the modeling days has not taken place
in the last years due to time restrictions.
The seminar is evaluated regularly (e.g., Vorhölter, 2018). In particular, a dissertation project
is developing a video-based instrument that will be used to track the development of students’
situation-specific skills over the course of the semester (Alwast & Vorhölter, 2021).
3.3.

Interaction with the teachers

One of the goals of the Hamburg Modeling Days is to support teachers in teaching modeling
competencies and to encourage them to implement appropriate tasks in the classroom. For this,
it is important that they have appropriate knowledge. However, it is just as important that
they experience that it is possible to work on modeling problems in the classroom and that
they can trust their students to perform certain processes.
At the beginning of the project, the teachers, just like the prospective teachers, were assigned
a small group to supervise during the modeling days. Therefore, in three preparatory training
sessions, both theory about mathematical modeling was taught and the three modeling problems that were to be supervised during the modeling days were worked on. This was in order
to be able to support students in working on these problems and the associated development of
modeling competencies, the supervisors must have thought through the problems themselves.
Therefore, similar to the seminar with the prospective teachers, the teachers were asked to develop possible ways of working on the individual problems. These were compared and discussed
and it was reflected at which points problems presumably occur for students and how these
can be dealt with in the best possible way in terms of adaptive help. In some cases, solutions
developed by the university students were also integrated into the discussion.
In addition to imparting knowledge, the participating teachers always wanted to know what
they could expect from students during the modeling days. Often, a certain skepticism towards
the project was expressed. In order to counter this, student work from past modeling days was
shown in the training and great importance was attached to the fact that teachers who had
already participated (several times) shared their experiences.
With the change in the structure of the modeling days, the involvement of the teachers also
changed: On the one hand, many prospective teachers felt overburdened with sometimes occurring motivation problems of students, and on the other hand, teachers were no longer released
from teaching for the entire duration of the project. In addition, many teachers now had theoretical knowledge, but many were unsure due to a lack of practical experience and therefore
expressed a desire to learn about the work of several small groups. Both aspects led to the fact
that teachers are still offered explicit in-service training, but at the same time they are involved
in the seminar work, although everyone can decide for themselves how intensively they do this:
Teachers are asked if university students can participate in one of the mathematics lessons.
If possible, a less complex modeling task should be worked on in this lesson, so that the
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prospective teachers get first impressions of the modeling competencies of the students.
Through the subsequent reflection carried out together with the teacher teaching the lesson,
didactic decisions can be justified and questioned together.
The teachers are given modeling problems for the students, on which the prospective
teachers are supposed to give feedback. Due to time constraints, we have not yet been able
to have prospective teachers and teachers reflect together on feedback.
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The teachers are invited to the sessions where the students present their own work on the
complex problems. In this way, the teachers get an impression of the problems and can
- more authentically than the university lecturers - make comments regarding a possible
reduction or - which is now more common - encourage the prospective teachers to expect
more from the students.
During the Hamburg Modeling Days, it is now no longer the teachers’ task to supervise individual groups, but to support several university students in supervising their groups. This
support refers to motivation problems as well as to hints which students should be challenged
more and which should be supported more. As a result, the teachers get an overview of the work
of different small groups and the handling of different problems and can thus better integrate
the students’ experiences into their later lessons.
3.4.

Current developments

The current developments of the project and the seminar are less due to evaluation than
to external circumstances. On the one hand, there is the Corona pandemic and the associated
requirement that the seminar as well as the modeling days to be exclusively digital. The fact
that the students are not allowed to work together in person during the Hamburg Modeling
Days makes collaborative work, i.e. the appropriate distribution of tasks and consolidation
of results, even more important. In particular, it was necessary here to work out with the
prospective teachers how they could also instruct this digitally and what requirements they
should make in order to be able to inform themselves about the students’ work process at any
time. For the work in the seminar, this meant a sensible restructuring of the seminar content
with asynchronous work phases in individual work or group work and synchronous discussion
phases in small groups or the overall group. Part of these restructurings and related innovations
are to be maintained or even expanded:
Communication between teachers and prospective teachers or prospective teachers and
students is currently still handled by the lecturer. Here, a common work platform for
direct exchange would be desirable.
Flexible digital collaboration among university students enabled faster exchange and more
intensive personal support. The development of collaborative documents, the uploading
and sharing of these led to faster feedback loops and more transparency within the seminar
as well as between lecturers and prospective teachers.
The second development concerns the cooperation with the Department of Mathematics at
the university. As shown, the first modeling projects with students were carried out jointly
by the Department of Mathematics and the working group of Math Didactics at the Faculty
of Education. For several reasons, this cooperation did not take place for a long time, but in
addition to the seminar presented in this paper, math seminars on mathematical modeling
were also offered. However, both seminars were not linked. For the past two years, attempts
have been made again to link the two seminars. In concrete terms, the aim is that as many
@MSEL
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students as possible first attend a math seminar on modeling, in which they themselves work on
a complex modeling problem at university level. Afterwards, they should think about possible
didactic reductions (without making the problems less authentic or realistic) as well as about
adequate support in the context of the didactic seminar. This concern could not be implemented
in the form so far due to structural problems despite good intentions. However, similar modeling
problems were already used in both seminars, even if the university students were not the same
and the didactic reduction was made by the lecturers.
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4.

Summary and Outlook

The implementation of modeling projects has a long tradition in Hamburg. The projects
presented were always organized and accompanied by the university in different responsibilities.
In the article it was explained how the Hamburg Modeling Days for students, which are currently
carried out annually, are connected with the training of prospective teachers and the in-service
training of teachers. In particular, the structure of the overall project, the preparation of the
prospective teachers, and the cooperation with the teachers were presented. It became clear
that one central aspect connects all measures:the problems worked on by the students on the
modeling days. The supervising prospective and practicing teachers first work on the problem
themselves and get to talk about different ways of solving it in order to be able to better support
the students in the process of working on it.
The prospective teachers acquire necessary competencies in the university seminar to be able to
supervise modeling activities. But also the practicing teachers should have theoretical knowledge
of modeling processes, which they can get by offers of university teachers or by participation
in the seminar for the prospective teachers.
In addition to the presentation of the current situation, further developments were also outlined,
which result from the pandemic situation and changed structures both at the schools and in
the training of prospective teachers. These regular adjustments are necessary to justify the
continuation of the project, as this is the only way to ensure the greatest possible learning
success for all involved.
In this paper, primarily the structure of the Hamburg Modeling Days was presented. Only
briefly, the problems to be worked on by the students during the modeling days as well as
organizational measures to be carried out by the university coordinators and practicing teachers
have been discussed. These are presented, from the point of view of teachers and students in
Vorhölter & Haier (this issue).
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Abstract

Mathematical modeling can be promoted in regular lessons as well as in project form.
Both options have advantages and disadvantages and provide different challenges, but also opportunities for students and teachers. Since 2001, teachers in Hamburg have the
opportunity to participate with their students in modeling projects organized by members
of the University of Hamburg. In this paper, the perspective of teachers, some of whom
have been participating in modeling activities for more than five years, on the opportunities, but also on the difficulties of participation are presented. In addition, the views of
over 200 students regarding their participation in the modeling days are outlined.
El modelado matemático puede promoverse tanto en las lecciones regulares como en forma
de proyectos. Ambas opciones tienen ventajas y desventajas y ofrecen diferentes desafı́os,
pero también oportunidades para los estudiantes y los maestros. Desde 2001, los profesores
de Hamburgo tienen la oportunidad de participar con sus alumnos en jornadas de modelación organizadas por los profesores de la Universidad de Hamburgo. En este documento
se presenta la perspectiva de los profesores, algunos de los cuales han participado en actividades de modelado durante más de cinco años, sobre las oportunidades, pero también
sobre las dificultades de la participación. Además, se esbozan las opiniones de más de 200
estudiantes con respecto a su participación en los dı́as de modelación.
Keywords: Modeling projects, modeling days, modeling competencies, teacher’s perspective, student’s perspective
Palabras clave: Proyectos de modelado, dı́as de modelado, competencias de modelado, perspectiva del profesor,
perspectiva del estudiante
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1.

Introduction1

Modeling projects have been conducted in Hamburg for years. Teachers are grateful to
participate, but so far there has been little research regarding the output of modeling projects
or even the experiences of participating students and teachers2 . Working on mathematical
modeling problems is a challenge for students, but also for teachers (Niss & Blum, 2020). The
latter, for example, are not only faced with the challenge of finding suitable problems, but also
of supervising their students in such a way that they are not only able to solve the problem, but
also to develop their modeling competencies at the same time. With respect to regular classes,
motivations and obstacles from the teacher’s point of view have already been summarized by
Schmidt (2011) and Niss & Blum (2020). More complex problems, which take more than one
or a few double lessons to solve and which are therefore worked on in project form, pose other
obstacles. However, they can have other effects on the learning process of students as in this
way they have the opportunity to work on a mathematical problem continuously and without
disruption.
Since 2001, teachers in Hamburg have had the opportunity to participate with their students
in modeling days or weeks organized by members of the University of Hamburg. The persons
responsible as well as the specific format have changed in recent years, not least because of
regular feedback from participating teachers as well as changing school conditions. The format
presented in this paper has been taking place in its basic form for six years.
In this paper, after a brief summary of the process of the Hamburg Modeling Days as well
as three exemplary modeling problems, the teachers’ perspectives on the opportunities and
difficulties of participating in the Hamburg Modeling Days are presented. As a supplement,
the students’ views on participation in the Hamburg Modeling Days will also be presented and
both views will then be summarized in conclusion.

2.

Hamburg Modeling Days

For almost 20 years, the University of Hamburg has offered modeling projects for school
students in Hamburg, although the responsibility for implementation has changed over time.
From the beginning, the implementation was linked to the training of prospective teachers. The
supervision of students working on the modeling problems was carried out by the teachers of the
students together with prospective teachers of the teaching profession mathematics, who could
apply and subsequently reflect on their knowledge acquired in the context of subject-specific
and subject-specific didactic seminars beforehand.
The current format has been in place for six years and is aimed at grade 9 and 10 students who
work in small groups on a complex modeling problem during a two-day work period, usually
from 8am to 3pm. The goals of the modeling days are to foster modeling competencies of the
participating students and to foster teachers’ and prospective teachers’ competencies for teaching mathematical modeling. Thus, as preparation for the supervision activity, the prospective
teachers, but also the practicing teachers in the context of an advanced training course, are
asked to first think through and work on the modeling problem they will be supervising themselves. This allows to anticipate central problems in the processing and to prepare support that
correspond to the principle of minimal help Aebli (1997), so that the students are supported
1 Parts of this article (Sections1.1,1.2 and 1.4.1) can be found in more detail in German in Vorhölter & Alwast (2021). The
structure and concept of the Hamburg Modeling Days, which evaluation are in the focus of this paper, are described in more detail
in Vorhölter & Freiwald (in this issue).
2 Several groups of people are involved in the Hamburg Modeling Days: Students in grades 9 and 10 work on modeling problems
and are supervised by student teachers, hereafter referred to as prospective teachers, and the students’ mathematics teachers,
hereafter referred to as practicing teachers.
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without pushing them too much in a certain direction or prescribing too much to them.
Students should be able to experience during working on a modeling problem that they are able
to find answers to complex questions on their own. Therefore, it is taken care that the students
can perceive the posed question as relevant for themselves personally or for society (see chapter
3). During the Hamburg Modeling Days, they work as independently as possible. Depending on
the task, this also includes researching information or data by themselves in various ways and
visualizing data or simulating models. Therefore, some equipment like computers or laptops, as
well as printing facilities and internet access, is usually essential; furthermore, students should
be allowed to leave the school premises for certain periods of time for some tasks.
Each year, students are presented with three modeling problems, from which they may choose
one task to work on throughout the two days. Following the choice, the students are divided
into groups. The specific distribution takes place after consultation with the teachers, but it
is specified that ultimately between 12 and 15 students should work on the same modeling
problem in one room, and this group should be divided again into small groups.
After the students have worked on the problem, they present their results on posters, to which—
also depending on the concrete circumstances in the schools—the remaining teaching staff,
parents or fellow students from other grades can be invited.

3.

Exemplary short description of used modeling problems

As mentioned above, every year, three modeling problems are posed to the students to choose
from. Care is taken to ensure that the problems have different mathematical content and are
different in terms of their subject context. The problems are briefly presented together with
the respective challenges before the starting of the modeling days. This is to ensure that the
students choose a task of interest for themselves and that they feel competent to work on. In
the year from which the student assessments (chapter 4.2) were taken, the problems used are
briefly presented below.

3.1.

CO2 -saving

As one of many cities, the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg has been offering the “StadtRad” as part of its public transport system for several years. This bike rental system is operated
on behalf of the city by DB Rent, a subsidiary of Deutsche Bahn. After registering once, users
can rent and return a bicycle at more than 220 stations. The duration of the ride determines
the amount of the rental fee. The city of Hamburg is funding the project with 2 million euros
per year, so that with this support the emission of pollutants and CO2 of the public transport
and thus of the whole city is reduced. The aim of this modeling problem is to question the
benefit of promoting a public funding measure to reduce CO2 - emissions.
In the problem description, students are informed that there are some critical voices about this
type of investment. This results in critically questioning the actual benefits of this system. As
supposed employees of a consulting company, the groups are to decide whether the amount of
subsidies is justified or whether the money could be better used elsewhere for the same aim.
For this purpose, students have to consider different measures and evaluate them with regard
to CO2 - reduction. Typically, the students choose as alternative measures, for example, the
procurement of buses with alternative drive systems or the planting of more trees in the city.
@MSEL
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3.2.

HYROXTM

HYROX (www.hyrox.com) is a contest consisting of several disciplines. A running distance
of 800 meters is always alternated with a strength endurance exercise. The final ranking in the
competition is provided by the total time from the start time to the time the participants cross
the finish line. The aim of this task is to evaluate the fairness of the rules of a new type of
fitness competition. The question to be answered by the students within the framework of this
modeling problem thus relates to the expressed criticism of the scoring of the competition.
As part of the problem, students were told that there is a concern that some types of athletes
are favored in this form of competition. The students are asked to determine in which discipline
a participant would have to be particularly good in order to achieve a good place as easily
as possible. In addition, they are asked to develop alternative suggestions for conducting the
competition. The goal should be to make the competition fairer for everyone (as claimed by the
organizers). In addition to this general information, the groups received a spreadsheet with the
disciplines (runs and power-exercises), respective times of 100 former participants, and their
ranking achieved.
In order to complete this task, students usually determine statistical values such as the mean
value of different disciplines, divide the disciplines according to muscle groups and then compare
the corresponding sport residuals. For the development of alternative evaluations or disciplines,
they deal in particular with the concept of fairness.
3.3.

Cable-Camera R

Cable cameras has become more and more popular in recent years, among other things
due to major sporting events. The use of such a camera allows large-area and recordings as
well as the fast and targeted tracking of certain objects (e.g. at soccer). Game situations can
be tracked even more precisely and the technical development of the camera allows the precise
recording of ball movements. In the problem description, the students receive information about
the installation of the camera in the stadium. The camera is attached to steel cables mounted
on rollers at the respective corners of the stadium and controlled by extending or shortening
these cables.
The task for the groups is to develop a system for controlling the camera. The aim is to find out
how the camera can be moved to any specific point in the stadium and what needs to be taken
into account when controlling the camera. As the modeling days only last for 2 days and students
of grade 9 work on the task, during the Hamburg modelling days students usually cannot work
on the entire question as described in Günster, Pöhner, Wörler and Siller (2021), for example.
They usually limit themselves to a subproblem consisting of the determination of distances and
coordinates in three-dimensional space, whereby many start in the two-dimensional surface.

4.

Teachers’ and students’ perspective on modeling days

Although modeling projects like the Hamburg Modeling Days are conducted at several universities in Germany, it has not yet been verified whether the goals of teaching modeling competencies of students and modeling teaching competencies of (prospective) teachers are achieved
through this form, nor has the perspective of teachers and students been systematically surveyed. The implementation of the Hamburg Modeling Days is regularly evaluated informally
with the participating students, prospective teachers, and teachers. The following presentation
of such a survey is intended to provide a first insight into the perceptions of the target groups
involved.
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Teachers’ view of opportunities and difficulties

In the following, the reflections of five teachers from three schools who have participated in
the past years are presented on the opportunities of modeling days as well as on difficulties
associated with them. The teachers who speak here are both those who have regularly participated in modeling days for more than four years and those who have participated in modeling
days for the first time and were also not very familiar with mathematical modeling beforehand.
In the following presentation we stick as far as possible to the literal statements of the teachers,
in line with the statement of one teacher who said that she was most likely to be convinced of
new concepts when colleagues passed on direct experiences.
All quotes were taken from conversations with the teachers involved. For better readability,
the statements were translated by the authors, and teachers’ language has been smoothed. The
points presented below relate on the one hand to organizational aspects, but also to contentrelated aspects concerning the competence development and motivation of the students.
The aspect of organization represents an essential aspect, which in particular includes challenges in the preparation and implementation of the modeling days. On the one hand, this
includes the willingness of the teaching staff to skip lessons in all other subjects on two
school days in favor of mathematics. However, the teachers also mention numerous arguments
that help to convince the staff, as will become clear below. Another difficult point in the preparation is to organize the necessary technology, whereby the teachers mean the equipment
with sufficient computers or laptops and printers. Because not having the technology ”slows
the kiddies down in the creativity they might otherwise have had in researching.”
The provision of rooms could also become a problem - if it is not planned early enough and
the person responsible for the room planning is also involved. The reason for this is that, if
possible, the students should work in a fixed room within the two days, and because of the
form of work, two rooms should be available per class if possible.
The teachers agree that the organization that has to be done in advance is a challenge. Normally, they are not allocated any time for this, for example in the form of relief hours, but have
to carry out this work in addition to their regular working hours.
In addition to the organizational effort that has to be made in advance, there is also the preparation of the content of the modeling days: The teachers all agree on the importance of
dealing with the modeling problems themselves in order to be able to deal with the students’
problems adequately. However, they also mention that due to the repeated use of the modeling
problems after some years, the familiarization with the concrete problem is no longer as timeconsuming during the repeated supervision of the problem, and overall the familiarization and
engagement with the problems is shorter in order to grasp the essence of the problems.
Another organizational aspect that must be considered in advance is the criteria according
to which the students are divided into groups. This is because, in the experience of the
teachers, the division into groups has a great influence on ”whether content or side conversations”take place, in other words, on the group’s ability to work. It is often expressed that
teachers have purposefully pursued different strategies here. For example, some have deliberately formed class-homogeneous groups, others have deliberately formed cross-class groups.
As a final point on the organizational level, the teachers mention the timing and duration of
the modeling days. With regard to the timing, they point out that it should be chosen in such a
way that it does not unnecessarily interrupt the learning and working processes of mathematics
and other subject lessons. With regard to the length of time, there was previously a fear at
some schools that this would not be used sensibly, but rather that ”two times six lessons would
be wasted time”. The teachers, who have already gained experience with modeling days over a
longer period of time, therefore see the 2-day duration as an optimal compromise: On the one
@MSEL
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hand, there is enough time to deal with a (mathematical) problem in depth and, on the other
hand, the regular teaching routine is not affected too much and even students whose attitude
towards mathematics lessons is rather negative are willing to participate.
In addition to organizational obstacles, which can usually be overcome in advance through the
efforts of dedicated teachers, there are some content-related aspects that should be taken
into account during the modeling days. As already described, the intended goal of conducting
modeling days with students is primarily to promote the process-related mathematical competence of mathematical modeling. Students should learn to solve real and authentic problems
using mathematical methods they have mastered. In doing so, they should also recognize the
role mathematics plays in today’s world and that they are capable of understanding and solving
complex problems on their own. The modeling problems we use make it possible to deal with
them at different levels and with different emphases, which means that the results produced
by the students can be at very different levels, which was initially viewed with concern by
some teachers. However, ou have to be willing to accept that this occurs [...], so that there are
some working at a simple level and others presenting a very complex solution.”The danger that
not only the level is different, but that some students work on the problem only superficially,
cannot be denied. The teachers refer the superficiality of the solutions to the unwillingness of
the students to reflect on their own solutions and to improve them if necessary. However, one
teacher states, I think that’s kind of normal, that’s what’s expected, I think, and another states,
“the results, I have to say, turn out to be very solid.”
Another teacher, who has already had several years of experience with modeling days at her
school, notes that this motivation to revise one’s own solution has changed significantly over
the years in which the students have learned about the concept of modeling days from their
classmates, since the students in previous years were much more quickly satisfied with edits and
were more difficult to motivate, “also to reflect again on their own results and see what you can
improve.” One teacher clearly sees the responsibility of the supervisors and their understanding
and conviction as a condition for high-quality results. According to the teachers, the depth of
the work depends to a large extent on how the students are motivated and supported during
the work. For just as it was experienced that students had to be animated in order to achieve
acceptable results, the teachers alsocreport cases in which “the kiddies clearly went beyond the
standard and where the kids were enthusiastic about it” and that there were “on the other
[side] of course also very high-performing groups [that] then tried again and again and again
to get even more precise.” Explicitly, one teacher reports about of a student with whom she
noticed “he has ideas, and that’s great.” Other teachers also report that individual students
go far beyond what can be expected of them based on grade level and who then pull the other
group members along.
The teachers not only describe the benefits and difficulties related to the individual learning
processes of the students, but also classify the acquisition of competencies during this time in
the effects that the modeling days have on mathematics teaching after this time. In particular, it became clear in the interviews that the teachers use the modeling days as a starting
point to prepare the students for the oral exams at the end of grade 10, which are obligatory
in Hamburg, and also for the mathematics lessons in the upper school. The advantage of the
modeling days is that students are given time to deal with factual situations in peace and quiet
and to practice translation processes between mathematics and factual contexts several times.
However, the experience gained during the modeling days had to be referred to again and again
and the strategies and perspectives developed there had to be kept alive in order to continue
to be useful. The modeling days would therefore offer a good introduction to the processing
of reality-related, complex tasks, whereby the strategies and solution approaches used during
this processing would have to be deepened by further, less complex tasks in order to become
2
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effective in the following performance reviews.
Overall, the teachers perceive difficulties, but at the same time many opportunities, which, in
their view, not only promote the students’ modeling competencies. Rather, participation in the
modeling days can have an impact on the entire subsequent mathematics lessons and promote
further social competencies. In summary, the statements presented represent the views of five
teachers and are therefore by no means generalizable. Furthermore, the teachers’ views should
be compared with those of the participating students.
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4.2.

Students’ view of the modeling days

Feedback is also regularly obtained from the participating students. The following statements are based on feedback from a total of 211 students, of which 57 % were female and 36 %
were male (6.2 % did not provide gender information). The students came from three different
high schools, with 61 students from School A participating in the survey, 100 from School B,
and 50 from School C. Therefore, when interpreting the results, it should be noted that almost
all students participated in the survey only at School B, while only about half participated at
Schools A and C. Overall, it can be stated that, in line with expectations, the boys generally
indicated a greater interest in mathematical topics than the girls. In advance, about 40 % of
the participating students were looking forward to the modeling days, while about 20 % were
skeptical about the project days. In the following, the students’ statements on the group work,
the tasks, as well as their attitude towards the modeling days as a whole are presented.
As already described, the students were asked to work on one of the three modeling problems
in chapter 3 in groups, whereby they were free to choose the task in the first step, but the
groups were then subsequently divided up by the teachers. At the request of the teachers, care
was taken at School B to ensure that, as a rule, the students in a small group came from one
class, whereas at School A and C, groups were deliberately formed across classes. Performanceheterogeneous and gender-heterogeneous groups were formed at all schools.
(b) School B

(a) School A

5

26

4

12

very unsatisfied

12
1
2

12
2

4

38
20

(c) School C

37

12
12

rather unsatisfied
neutral
rather satisfied
very satisfied

Figure 1 – Satisfaction with group composition, devided by schools

The evaluation showed that more than 75 % of the students positively conotated working
in groups. With regard to the satisfaction with the group arrangement, a more differentiated
picture emerges. While at school A less than 50 % of the students stated that they were satisfied
with the composition of the groups, at School C about 65 % were rather or completely satisfied
with the group composition, at School B even more than 75 %. At the same time, it should be
noted that the proportion of students who were (rather) dissatisfied with the group composition
was highest at School C with just under 20 %, and lowest at School B with about 10 % (cf. Figure
@MSEL
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1). Overall, therefore, it can be concluded that the students who were allowed to work in in-class
small groups were the most satisfied with the composition of the groups, while the students in
which groups were formed within the grade were less satisfied. However, it is also clear that at
each school, students were both satisfied and dissatisfied. A difference in satisfaction with the
group composition with respect to gender or the chosen task could not be found.
However, the students’ statements on satisfaction with the group composition do not allow
any prediction regarding the tone of interaction in the groups and the perceived productivity
(cf. Figure 2): While in school A the students report both a friendly working atmosphere and
a rather positive productivity, there are students in the other two schools who report a less
friendly interaction and a less productive work process. At the same time, it should be noted
that there were no gender differences in the perception of productivity, but boys were more
likely to report an unfriendly tone in the groups compared to girls. At the same time, it can
be noted that in the group of students who worked on the Cable-Camera-problem, only about
65 % reported a productive working atmosphere, while in the other two tasks the proportion of
students with a positive attitude was 75 %.
100
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strongly disagree

%
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(b) Productivity of group work

Figure 2 – Evaluation of the group work by the students, divided by schools

As shown, the students were presented in advance with three available modeling problems
from which they had to choose one. Fig. 3. shows the distribution of the students among the
tasks, separated by gender as well as by school. It can be seen that overall most students chose
the CO2 -saving-problem (118 students), the other two tasks were chosen almost equally often
(Cable-Camera 43, Hyrox 39).
With regard to the different schools, however, a more differentiated picture emerges: Apparently, in percentage terms, the Cable-Camera-problem was chosen significantly more often at
School B than at the other schools, while the Hyrox-problem was chosen significantly more
often at School C. At the same time, it can be seen that while almost the same number of boys
chose the Cable-Camera- and CO2 -saving-problems, the girls chose the CO2 -saving-problem
task by far more often. At the same time, it can be seen that while almost equal numbers of
boys chose the Cable-Camera and CO2 -saving-problem, the CO2 -saving-problem was by far the
most frequently chosen by girls.
We can only make assumptions for the reasons for this: First, when the tasks were presented, it
was pointed out that large amounts of data had to be processed to complete the Hyrox-problem,
which required the use of a spreadsheet. Experience at the modeling days with the students
who chose this task indicates that few students had knowledge of calculating statistical characteristics using spreadsheets, so it can be surmised that many students did not choose this task
in the first place due to a lack of knowledge. The CO2 -saving-problem has as a characteristic
that it is a context that represents for many students a subject area that is also important in
their free time (the modeling days took place before the restrictions due to the Corona pandeISSN 1988-3145
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Figure 3 – Problem selection by students, divided by schools and gender

mic, when Friday-for-future demonstrations were still regularly held on Fridays). Since it is well
established in the literature that female students are more likely to be engaged and enthusiastic
about social issues, this could be a reason for the girls’ choice of problem. In addition, students
were told in advance that the Cable-Camera problem was the one with the greatest potential
for further mathematical inquiry.
After working on the respective modeling problem, the students were asked how understandable, realistic, interesting and challenging they found the task they had chosen. The boxplots
(Figure 4) make it clear that the students generally rated the tasks as comprehensible, with the
CO2 task and the Cable-Camera task achieving higher values than the Hyrox-problems. At the
same time, it must be noted that for the Cable-Camera-problem a larger variance in terms of
comprehensibility can be seen than for the CO2 -saving-problem. These results may thus offer
a further explanation as to why the majority of students chose the CO2 -saving-problem.
Overall, students perceived all of the modeling problems as realistic, although the CO2 -savingproblem tended to be rated slightly more realistic here than the other two tasks. This may be
due to the fact that this task has a direct connection to the city in which the students live, and
the discussion about measures to save as much CO2 as possible was very current at the time
the task was completed.
However, the Cable-Camera-problem was rated particularly interesting, while the Hyrox-problem
was rated very differently. The evaluation regarding the challenge of the task turned out as expected in advance: The students who worked on the Cable-Camera-problem gave it a higher
value in terms of demand than the students who worked on the other two tasks with regard to
their task, whereby the city bike task was still rated somewhat more demanding.
Regardless of the assessed demand, however, only a few students wished for more intensive
supervision (cf. Figure 5); rather, they were apparently satisfied with the intensity of supervision.
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Figure 4 – Evaluation of various task properties
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neutral
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Figure 5 – Desire for more support, devided by schools.

Overall, it can be concluded that the problems were generally well received and that the
freedom of choice was also well accepted. The comparison of the three tasks shows that the
Cable-Camera-problem received the greatest approval from the students who had selected it in
advance, while the Hyrox-problem was rated more differently by the students who had worked
on it. The CO2 -saving-problem was the problem that was chosen most frequently.
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Experience has shown that the students’ evaluation of the entire project depends, on the one
hand, on the specific task worked on and the working atmosphere in the specific small group, but
also on other factors such as their general interest in mathematics and their attitude towards
the modeling days in advance. A comparison of the attitudes in the run-up to the modeling
days with the statement as to whether subsequent years should also carry out such a project
provides an indication of the extent to which the students’ attitudes toward the modeling days
have changed in the course of the project implementation (cf. Tab. 1).
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Table 1 – Comparison of expectations (columns) and recommendation for further modeling days (lines). The
violet color indicates of in increasing positive attitude towards modeling projects, the yellow color a decreasing
one.

strongly disagree
rather disagree
neutral
rather agree
strongly agree

strongly disagree
11
4
1
0
0

rather disagree
1
6
9
6
0

neutral
1
6
21
6
1

rather agree
3
6
32
21
1

strongly agree
0
5
18
32
15

It should be emphasized that 40 % of the students tended to have a positive attitude in
retrospect, while the expectations of around 14 % were not met. In the free text answers, they
stated that there had been too much time available, that the tasks had not been interesting
enough, and that the calculation effort had been too high. They found it positive that they
could think about mathematical questions in peace and quiet, that they could research data
themselves, and that they could do “mathematics in a different way”.

5.

Summary and Outlook

In this paper, teachers’ and students’ perspective on difficulties and possibilities of modeling
days were presented. The aspects addressed by teachers and evaluated by students can be seen
in Figure 6.
The implementation of modeling days requires a lot of engagement and time on the part of
the teachers involved. Not only organizational questions such as a sufficient number of rooms
and supervisors as well as the provision of technology have to be clarified, but also the development of modeling problems in particular takes time. In some cases, teachers also encounter
resistance from students and staff when it is announced that two whole school days are to be
blocked for working on modeling problems.3 However, the teachers’ statements presented in this
article indicate that, in their eyes, the effort is worthwhile: Students not only acquire skills in
applying certain mathematical procedures. They also learn to structure and work on complex
problems independently and to communicate the results. At the same time, well-chosen modeling problems in the sense of natural differentiation simultaneously offer the opportunity to
deepen mathematical content, and to further develop mathematical procedures independently
- depending on the students’ level of proficiency. The different abilities, which not only have
an impact on further mathematics instruction, make it clear which learning processes can be
initiated during this time, which cannot be effective in regular mathematics instruction due to
the time constraints there.
3 For ways in how teachers can be supported in this organization and at the same time make the implementation of modeling
projects part of the training of prospective teachers, see Vorhölter & Freiwald (in this issue).
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Figure 6 – Aspects mentioned by teachers (yellow) and students (purple).
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For the acceptance of this challenging situation by the students, the possibility of choice regarding the problems to be worked on and the possibility of group work seem to be of decisive
importance. Both aspects have an influence on the fulfillment of the Basic Needs (Ryan &
Deci, 2000): The students can choose a task that is appropriate for their interests and their
level of achievement and experience that they themselves are able to question mathematical
representations of complex situations or even solve problems mathematically. This leads to an
experience of competence and through the free choice of problems they are satisfied in their
need for autonomy. Working in small groups together with adaptive help from the supervising
students and teachers (cf. Vorhölter Freiwald in this volume), they can furthermore feel socially
included.
Both perspectives provide evidence of the importance of such projects for students’ long-term
skill acquisition: teachers report mathematical and cross-cutting skills that can be used in the
classroom in the long term, students report high motivation to participate in further similar
projects, which will have a positive impact on skill acquisition. Structured further research that
empirically proves this competence acquisition would therefore be desirable in order to convince
further decision-makers of the usefulness of such projects and to be able to implement them in
the long term.
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